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Phenomena
of Concern

Critical care nurses are concerned with tissue perfusion, oxygenation and
ventilation, acid-base balance, intracranial dynamics, fluid and electrolyte
regulation, nutrition, clinical pharmacology, thermal regulation, host defenses, skin integrity, and comfort in each critically ill infant and child for
whom they provide care. These phenomena are the focus of the chapters in
this section. Universal care needs, rather than specific primary problems, are
examined where nurses play a major role in optimizing patient outcomes
through a deliberate proactive process that integrates clinical knowledge and
skillful assessment and intervention. Within each phenomenon of concern
for critical care nurses, essential embryology, maturational anatomy and
physiology, and instrumentation are discussed.
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S

urvival of cells, organ systems, and the individual
depends on the maintenance of adequate tissue perfusion. The production of energy for the multitude of functions
required for homeostasis is dependent on the delivery of
sufficient oxygen and nutrients to cells throughout the body.
Although cells in the human body vary widely in structure
and function, mitochondria in all cells are responsible for
the production of energy. In the presence of oxygen, the
mitochondria synthesize significant quantities of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) from glucose. ATP forms adenosine
diphosphate (ADP), releasing cellular energy in the process.
Constant energy is available because ADP can recombine
with a phosphate group to form another ATP. Without
oxygen (that is, under anaerobic conditions) only a fraction
of ATP nonnally synthesized from glucose is produced. All
the processes that require energy can be disrupted if a
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pathophysiologic process interferes with the delivery of
oxygen to cells.
The cardiovascular system is responsible for the delivery
of oxygen and nutrients to tissues. Not only does the heart
pump continuously to ensure that the billions of cells within
the body are adequately perfused, but the cardiovascular
system is responsive to demands for more or less blood to
tissues.
This chapter provides a foundation for understanding the
complex physiology of the cardiovascular system in infants
and children. Fetal development of the heart is presented as
a basis for understanding the structural abnormalities seen in
congenital heart disease. Essential anatomy of the cardiovascular system is reviewed, and the physiology of cardiovascular performance is developed in greater detail, with
attention to the maturational changes that are characteristic
of infancy and childhood. Assessment of the cardiovascular
system is related to the care of infants and children who are
seriously ill and require intensive care. Pharmacologic
support of cardiovascular function, pacemaker therapy, and
mechanical support of circulation are discussed. Cardiovascular dysfunction is detailed in Chapter 18.

ESSENTIAL EMBRYOLOGY
Cardiac embryologic development begins just before the
third week of gestation and is normally completed by the
seventh week. The cardiovascular system is the first system

to function in the embryo; its early development is most
likely a response to the high metabolic demands of the
rapidly developing fetus.

Development of the Heart
The origin of cardiac tissue is the mesoderm of the embryo.
At day 18, during the third gestational week, a crescent, or
arch, of mesoderm is formed from a pair of endothelial
tubes. The endothelial tubes fuse and grow, establishing a
single, straight "heart tube" at about day 20. A rhythmic ebb
and flow of blood that precedes heartbeating characterize
the primitive heart.
Continued cellular development around the cardiac tube
results in the formation of distinct myocardium and
endocardium. By day 22, contractile activity of the heart is
evident, and forward blood flow is achieved. Between days
24 and 26, heartbeating is evident, as is the regulation of
heart rate, vascular tone, and cardiac output through cardiac
sympathetic nervous system innervation and action of
circulating catecholamines.
Bulbus Cordis. Because the anterior (arterial) and
posterior (venous) ends of the cardiac tube are fixed in
place, growth of cardiac tissue occurs in a confined space,
causing torsion and flexion of the cardiac tube. At approximately 25 days' gestation, the straight tube has flexed into
a loop with the rightward expansion forming the bulboventricular mass-the future right ventricle (Figure 7-1, A).

Aortic sac

Right --i--:HJ.Jj
ventricle

Fig. 7-1 A and B, Early embryonic heart. Straight
tube has looped; ventricle is left and posterior; and
bulbus cordis is right and anterior. Delinitive right
ventricle is noted to bud out of the bulbus cordis.
Earliest connection between the primitive (left) ventricle and evolving right ventricle is the primary
interventricular foramen (bulboventricular foramen).
(From Holbrook PRo Textbook of pediatric critical
care, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 243.)
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Looping to the right is referred to as dextro- or D-Iooping
and results in the right ventricle lying to the right of the
primitive left ventricle. (Looping to the left is called levo- or
L-Iooping, which results in ventricular inversion.)
Differentiation of the ventricles begins as continued hyperplasia of the cardiac tube (see Figure7-1, B). Growth of
the proximal bulbus cordis gives rise to the right ventricle.
The midportion of the bulbus cordis, called the conus cordis,
gives rise to the outflow portions of both ventricles. The
distal portion of the bulbus cordis, the truncus arteriosus,
di vides into the aortic and pulmonary roots.
Septation of the Heart. The primitive ventricles are
connected by the primary interventricular foramen, which is
the only route for blood flow into the developing right
ventricle because the atrioventricular (AY) canal is associated only with the left ventricle. As the ventricles enlarge,
the muscular septum develops from the floor of the ventricles. The endocardial cushions, which initially appear as
heaped up masses of endocardium, develop from the walls
of the AY canal. The cushions grow toward each other,
eventually fusing in a process that results in the origin of
two AV valve orifices, each aligned with one ventricle. The
tricuspid and mitral valves evolve from the processes, which
divide and align the AV canal. A communication between
the two ventricles, referred to as the secondary interventricular foramen, persists until the sixth week of gestation
(Figure 7-2). The secondary interventricular foramen closes
through contributions from the muscular septum, endocardial cushion tissue, and conus cordis.
The atria are separated by a series of partitions (Figure
7-3). The first to form is the septum primum, which grows
toward the endocardial cushions. Communication between
the atria persists through the ostium prirnum. As septum
primum joins the AV septal portion of the AY canal,
perforations of the septum primum join to give rise to the
septum secundum. Growth of the septum secundum leads to
the obliteration of any communication between the atria
except for the foramen ovale. This flaplike valve is covered

3~~,L---1H---AV canal

Fig. 7-2 Septation of the ventricles. Two ventricles are well
formed and are connected by the secondary interventricular
foramen. Outflow region of the heart is defined by the conus.
(From Holbrook PR: Textbook of pediatric critical care. Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 243.)
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by a portion of septum primum and permits right-to-Ieft
blood flow across the atrial septum throughout gestation.
Conotruncal Development. The truncus arteriosus
is the common outlet for blood flow from the heart. Ultimately it separates into an aortic and a pulmonary trunk.
Ridges from the bulbus cordis form proximally as truncal
ridges form distally. The ridges grow and fuse into the aorticopulmonary septum. Under the influence of streaming
blood flow, the common truncus arteriosus spirals and divides into the great arteries around day 34 of gestation.
Spiraling results in a right-to-left reversal of the aorta from
above the right ventricle to the left ventricle. If the aorticopulmonary septum fails to align with the interventricular
septum, a ventricular septal defect results. In addition, unequal partitioning or alignment can result in an undersized
aorta or pulmonary artery. Persistence of the truncus arteriosus can also result, if aorticopulmonary septation fails, associated with ventricular septal defect, because the bulbar
ridges contribute to ventricular septation as well.
The conus cordis, the midportion of the developing
bulbus cordis, is important in right ventricular development,
particularly in the development of the right ventricular
outflow tract. The distal tissues of the conus also participate
in septation of the truncus arteriosus. Development of the
midportion of the conus results in the establishment of
definitive continuity between the left ventricle and the aorta.
The right side of the conus establishes the outflow tract or
infundibulum of the right ventricle associated with the
pulmonary trunk. If the conus is inverted, transposition of
the great arteries results. Double-outlet right ventricle or
Taussig-Bing malformation can result when the subaortic
conus is not absorbed.
Pulmonary and Systemic Veins. The common pulmonary vein grows from the posterior atrial wall as atrial
septation is developing (Figure 7-4). It forms connections
with the splanchnic plexus, which is associated with both
the developing lungs and the cardinal venous system, which
in turn drains into the umbilical vein. Growth and expansion
of the common pulmonary vein establishes four drainage
channels from the lungs. As the four individual pulmonary
veins enlarge, the left atrium enlarges as well, incorporating
the pulmonary veins directly into its posterior wall. Connections of the systemic veins into the splanchnic plexus
separate as the individual pulmonary veins develop. Subsequently, all pulmonary venous drainage from the splanchnic
plexus flows to the left atrium via the pulmonary veins.
Persistence of connections between the cardinal venous and
pulmonary venous systems results in partial or total
anomalous pulmonary venous connection or drainage.
The sinus venosus is the proximal end of the cardiac tube,
the inlet chamber ofthe primitive heart. The right sinus horn
ultimately forms the superior vena cava (SYC). The
coronary sinus forms from the proximal left sinus hom and
the connection of the two sinus horns. Development of the
SVC and of pulmonary drainage of the splanchnic plexus
results in involution of the left common cardinal vein and
the distal portion of the left sinus horn by the end of the sixth
week of gestation. The left innominate vein develops from
the left common cardinal system. The right common
cardinal system may persist as the azygous vein.
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Fig. 7-3 Drawings of the developing heart, showing partitioning of the atrioventricular canal, primitive
atrium, and ventricle. A, Sketch showing the plane of the coronal sections. B, During the fourth week
(about 28 days), showing the early appearance of the septum primum, interventricular septum, and dorsal
endocardial cushion. C, Section of the heart (about 32 days), showing perforations in the dorsal part of the
septum. D, Section of the heart (about 35 days), showing the foramen secundum. E, About 8 weeks,
showing the heart after it is partitioned into four chambers. (From Moore KL, Persaud TVN, Shiota K:
Color atlas of clinical embryology, Philadelphia, 1994, WB Saunders, p 185.)

Atrioventricular Valves. The mitral and tricuspid
valves develop primarily from the ventricles, with contributions to the anterior leaflets of both derived from the
tissue that surrounds the developing AV valve orifices.
Sheets of tissue form along ventricular trabeculations that
subsequently create definitive valve leaflets with supporting
tendons and muscles. The anterior leaflet of the mitral valve
recei ves an important contribution from the superior endocardial cushion. The tricuspid valve develops almost exclusively from the right ventricle. Mitral valve development is
complete before development of the tricuspid valve, which
continues to 12 weeks of gestation.

Semilunar Valves. Partitioning of the truncus arteriosus into the aorta and pulmonary trunk has occurred by
33 days of gestation. Paired swellings of truncus cushion
tissue form the primitive aortic and pulmonic valves. Blood
flow through the valves results in evacuation and migration
of the valves through 6 weeks of gestation.
Aortic Arch. Six pairs of aortic arches develop from
the truncus arteriosus, giving rise to major arteries and the
aortic arch itself. Head and neck arteries develop from the
third and fourth pairs of arches. The fourth arch also
develops into the aortic isthmus or the definitive aortic arch.
The right and left sixth arches form the right and left
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Fig.7-4 A, Development of the common pulmonary vein (CPV). As the individual pulmonary veins (PV)
are defined, connections to the systemic veins are losl. During this time, ventricular and atrial septation are
proceeding. B, Connection of the pulmonary veins. The common pulmonary vein becomes incorporated
into the back of the left atrium, allowing connection of four individual veins. Septation is complete,
and the cardinal system has atrophied. SVC. Superior vena cava; IVC. inferior vena cava.
(From Holbrook PR: TeXlbook of pedialric crilical care, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 244.)

pulmonary arteries. The distal portion of the left sixth arch
persists as the ductus arteriosus. Incomplete involution of
the aortic arch vessels can result in coarctation of the aorta,
interrupted aortic arch, and other defects.

Congenital Cardiac Defects
No single classification system adequately organizes congenital cardiac malformations into major etiologic groups.
One system divides congenital heart defects (CHDs) into
four groups (Box 7-1): (I) anomalies of the three major
cardiac segme~ts, (2) defects of cardiac septation, (3) congenital defects of the arterial wall and intracardiac connective tissue, and (4) congenital abnormalities of the endomyocardium.' This system remains the most universally
accepted.
Defects of Cardiac 5egmentation. Van Praagh and
Vlad 2 described the heart as consisting of three major
segments: the visceroatrial situs, the ventricular loop, and
the conotruncus. Variations of the visceroatrial situs include
situs solitus (normal location of organs and vessels), situs
inversus (mirror image of the normal location of organs and
vessels) and heterotaxy (ambiguous location of organs).
Heterotaxy infers an abnormal arrangement of body organs
(situs ambiguous) with either duplication or absence of
normally unilateral organs (spleen), hence the associated
asplenia or polysplenia.
Ventricular looping refers to the position of the heart
within the thorax. Dextrocardia denotes the heart is in the

right chest. In dextrocardia the heart may be structurally
normal, or it may have structural defects. Levocardia
denotes the heart is in the left chest. When levocardia occurs
with situs inversus, it is almost always associated with
complex structural heart disease. 3 Abnormal ventricular
looping can also result in CHD such as corrected transposition of the great arteries, which is associated with defects
in cardiac septation and abnormalities of the AV valves.
Many of the major cyanotic CHDs are most likely the
result of anomalies of the developing conotruncus. Abnormal development of this vital area of the fetal heart may
result in tetralogy of Fallot or transposition of the great
arteries, the two most common cyanotic heart defects.
Abnormal development of the conus almost invariably leads
to secondary defects, including defects of the ventricular
septum.
Defects of Cardiac Septation. Defects of the atrial
septum are among the most common forms of structural
heart disease. Most are compatible with multifactorial
inheritance. Defects of the ventricular septum are even more
common, probably because the ventricular septum closes
over a longer period (as compared with other developmental
occurrences in the fetal heart), leaving it susceptible to
adverse environmental conditions.
The endocardial cushions playa role in both atrial and
ventricular septation, as well as in the formation of the AV
valves. Defects in their development result in severe CHD,
including ostium primum atrial septal defect and complete
AV canal defect. Infants with trisomy 21 have about a 40%
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Box 7-1

~ Etiologic Classification of Congenital
Heart Diseases

Defects of the Major Cardiac Segments
Dextrocardia
Levocardia with situs inversus
Corrected transposition
Tetralogy of Fallot
Transposition of the great arteries
Defects of Cardiac Septation
Atrial septal defect
Ventricular septal defect
Endocardial cushion defect
Aortic stenosis (valvar and subvalvar)
Pulmonic valve stenosis
Defects of the Arterial Wall and Cardiac
Connective Tissue
Persistent ductus arteriosus
Coarctation of the aorta
Interrupted aortic arch
Peripheral pulmonary stenosis
Supravalvar aortic stenosis
Aortic, pulmonary, or mitral insufficiency
Defects of the Endomyocardium
Endocardial fibroelastosis
Glycogen storage disease
Hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy
Cardiac conduction disorders

incidence of CHD; almost all are. defects of atrial or
ventricular septation and maldevelopment of the endocardial cushions. The precise reason for this association is
unknown; the other major autosomal trisomies (15 and 18)
also can have endocardial cushion anomalies or ventricular
septal defects.
Defects of the Arterial Wall and Intracardiac
Connective Tissue. Patency of the ductus arteriosus is
likely the result of both prenatal and perinatal influences.
Premature infants and those infants with congenital rubella
syndrome have a higher incidence of patent ductus arteriosus. Perinatal hypoxia plays a role in persistent patency of
the ductus, although the exact mechanism is unclear. An
increased incidence of persistent patent ductus arteriosus is
found among infants born at high altitude, and the ductus
remains patent somewhat longer in infants with cyanotic
heart disease than in the normal infant.
Coarctation of the aorta and interrupted aortic arch may
be the result of reduced flow across the left ventricular
outflow tract. Patients with interrupted aortic arch can also
have an associated ventricular septal defect, transposition of
the great arteries, or double-outlet right ventricle. These
cases reflect complex events during cardiogenesis related to
abnormal migration of neural crest cells, which contribute to

the development of the aortic arch and the conotruncal
region of the heart. Neural crest cells are also important in
the development of the thymus. The association of
conotruncal abnormalities (interrupted aortic arch, truncus
arteriosus) and DiGeorge syndrome (hypoplasia to aplasia
of thymus and parathyroids) may be related to neural crest
abnormalities.
Coarctation of the aorta may occur as an isolated defect,
suggesting that the events contributing to its development
occur after development of the heart is complete. Coarctation usually involves a shelf of tissue that extends in the
aortic wall around its circumference. The shelf may develop
at the orifice of the left subclavian artery or the insertion of
the ductus arteriosus.
Congenital rubella syndrome is associated with generalized hypoplasia of the pulmonary artery branches, which
results in peripheral pulmonic stenosis. Supravalvular aortic
stenosis is often a familial problem.
Abnormalities of intracardiac connective tissue may lead
to aortic, pulmonary, or mitral valve insufficiency. Patients
with Marfan's syndrome may have myxomatous degeneration of valve leaflets that most often affects the aortic and
mitral valves.
Congenital Anomalies of the Myocardium, Endocardium, and Conducting System. Endocardial fibroelastosis (EFE) often is a sequela to perinatal viral infection.
Glycogen storage disease is a metabolic disorder in which
glycogen infiltrates the myocardium. An abnormal recessive
gene results in the characteristic enzymatic abnormality.
Prenatal diagnosis is possible. Hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathy (HOCM) is a progressive cardiomyopathy
usually manifested in early adult life and is associated with
left ventricular hypertrophy, left ventricular outflow tract
obstruction, and rhythm disturbances. Multiple gene abnormalities have been identified as the cause, and at least 50%
of affected individuals acquire this disease through an
autosomal dominant trait. 4
Several disorders of cardiac conduction, including WolffParkinson-White (WPW) syndrome, are reported in families; however, the mode of inheritance of WPW syndrome is
unclear. The congenital long QT syndrome is an inherited
cardiac ion channel disorder in which five gene defects have
been identified as the causative abnormality. This disorder is
associated with syncope and torsade de pointes-a polymorphic form of ventricular tachycardia.

Fetal Circulation
Structure and function of the fetal cardiovascular system not
only support fetal life and development but also permit
nearly instantaneous transition to extrauterine life at birth.
During fetal life, the placenta is the source of oxygenated
blood, which flows from the placenta via the umbilical vein
to the fetal liver (Figure 7-5). Here, flow divides. Some
blood flows to the developing liver and abdominal viscera,
while most is shunted through the ductus venosus to the fetal
inferior vena cava (lVC). The most oxygen-rich blood
passes up the lYC, where it preferentially streams across the
foramen ovale to the left atrium and left ventricle, the aortic
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Fig. 7-5 Fetal circulation. Flow from the placenta is directed
into the umbilical vein, through tbe liver via the ductus venosus,
and into the right atrium. Streaming, aided by venous valves,
carries the oxygenated blood through the foramen ovale to
the systemic circulation. Smaller flows proceed through the
right heart and ductus arteriosus to the descending aorta. (From
Holbrook PR: Textbook of pediatric critical care, Philadelphia,
1993, WB Saunders, p 246.)

arch, and the developing heart (via the coronary circulation)
and brain.
Blood from the coronary circulation, brain, and upper
body ofthe fetus returns to the fetal heart via the SVC. Flow
from the SVC, which has less oxygen than IVC blood,
drains into the right ventricle and is ejected into the
pulmonary artery. Flow here again divides. The majority
flows across the ductus arteriosus to the descending aorta.
All but 7% to 8% shunts away from the fetal lungs. SVC
blood mixes with a smaller volume of blood descending
from the aortic arch, supplies the lower body of the fetus,
and returns to the placenta via the umbilical arteries.
Fetal oxygenation is unique. Blood from the placenta is
70% to 80% saturated with oxygen (P0 2 , 32 to 35 mmHg).
Blood ejected from the left ventricle, perfusing the heart,
head, and brain, is 65% to 70% oxygenated (POz, 28 to
30 mmHg). Oxygen saturation in the descending aorta is
60% to 65% (P02 , 20 to 22 mmHg). Blood returning to the
placenta in the umbilical arteries is less than 60% saturated
(P0 2 , 14 to 21 mmHg). Polycythemia and fetal hemoglobin,
which has an increased affinity for oxygen, permit compensation for the relative hypoxia of the fetal environment.
The largest volume of flow to the fetal heart is through
the IVe. Therefore the hepatic circulation and the ductus
venosus are significant regulators of the total venous return
and ventricular preload. During periods of fetal stress or
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hypoxia, the ductus venosus dilates to preserve delivery of
oxygenated blood to the heart. Consequently, less blood
flows through the hepatic veins. In addition, a larger
percentage of SVC blood flows across the foramen ovale
rather than streaming almost exclusively into the right
ventricle. Both factors allow more efficient delivery of
oxygen and nutrients to vital organs. 5
Fetal Cardiac Output. During fetal life, mechanisms
that are similar to those that function in the mature cardiovascular system regulate cardiac output. However, fetal response to regulatory mechanisms is different. As is true of
the infant after birth, the capacity for change of stroke volume is limited. Thus the heart rate response to demands for
increased cardiac output is especially important. Similarly,
although the relationship between end-diastolic volume
and stroke volume holds, the fetal heart, like that of the
infant, functions near the top of the Frank-Starling curve.
Because of fetal myocardial noncompliance, changes in filling volume often result in little change in cardiac output.
Finally, as is also true in the infant, afterJoad is the primary
regulator of cardiac output. When afterJoad is increased,
cardiac output falls because of the limited capacity for increased contractility related to limited numbers of myofibrils and less efficient calcium exchange across the myocardial cell membrane.
Fetal Stress Response. Hypoxia is the major stress
to the fetal heart. The mature cardiovascular system responds to hypoxia via neurohormonal and local vascular
pathways, which result in tachycardia, vasoconstriction, increased cardiac output, and redistribution of blood flow to
the brain and myocardium. However, in the fetus, hypoxia
leads to bradycardia rather than tachycardia. Bradycardia
results from both vagal action and decreased myocardial
oxygenation. In addition, because hypoxia stimulates vasoconstriction in the fetus, afterload is increased, and both
right and left ventricular output falls.

Circulatory Changes at Birth
At birth, as the neonate takes a first breath and the umbilical
cord is clamped, rapid adaptation to extrauterine life occurs.
The establishment of respiration is associated with increased
P02 . In addition, the onset of breathing stimulates synthesis
of pulmonary vascular prostacyclin, which is undetectable
in fetal life. Both prostacyclin and increased P02 have
pulmonary vasodilatory effects. Consequently, pulmonary
vascular resistance (PVR) falls acutely within 15 minutes,
and pulmonary blood flow (PBF) increases. Pulmonary
venous return to the left atrium is increased, raising left
atrial pressure and forcing closure of the foramen ovale.
Only functionally closed, the foramen ovale may open and
permit right-to-left blood flow if PVR increases abruptly, as
occurs with crying.
The ductus arteriosus, which diverts blood away from the
pulmonary circuit during fetal life, may permit a persistent
right-to-left shunt for up to 3 days in the normal newborn
because of nearly equal pulmonary artery and aortic
pressures. More commonly, PVR decreases rapidly, such
that mean pulmonary artery pressure decreases from 60 to
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30 mmHg during the first 10 hours of life. Right-to-left
shunting is normal for about 6 hours after birth. Thereafter,
flow across the ductus arteriosus reverses because systemic
vascular resistance (SVR) and pressure are greater than that
in the pulmonary circuit. Left-to-right shunting persists for
an additional 9 hours. At about 15 hours, the ductus
demonstrates physiologic (functional) closure. Ductal closure is partially a response to increased P02 , which induces
constriction of the duct. In addition, prostacyclin synthesis,
responsible for pulmonary vasodilation, decreases significantly by 5 hours of life. Thrombosis and fibrosis of the
ductus, which result in anatomic closure into the ligamentum arteriosum, take several more days and may extend into
the first few weeks of life. During this time, the ductus may
open and close physiologically.
Intravenous infusion of the potent vasodilator prostaglandin E) can reestablish or maintain ductal patency. Conversely, agents such as indomethacin inhibit prostacyclin
and stimulate ductal closure.
Cardiac output increases steadily following birth as the
right and left ventricles begin functioning in circular series
and because of increased left ventricular end-diastolic volume. The increase in left ventricular volume is the result
of several factors: decreased PVR and right ventricular
afterload and increased PBF with subsequently increased
pulmonary venous return to the left ventricle. The drop
in PVR over time is exponential. By 6 weeks of age, resistance in the pulmonary circuit falls to levels near the normal
adult range.
The normal adaptation of the cardiovascular system that
occurs after birth may be delayed in sick newborns. Infants
with hypoxemia, hypercarbia and acidosis, hypothermia,
sepsis, low gestational age, hematologic abnormalities, and
left-to-right cardiac shunting are at risk for delayed adaptation of the cardiovascular system to extrauterine life.
Persistence of fetal circulation (i.e., the right-to-left shunt at
the ductus arteriosus and foramen ovale) is related to
continued elevated PVR.

ESSENTIAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
Structure and function of the cardiovascular system serve to
deliver metabolic nutrients to cells and remove the end
products of metabolism. The system is composed of the
heart, divided into two coordinated pumps (the right
ventricle and the left ventricle) and two circulations. The
pulmonary circulation is between the right and left sides of
the heart, and the systemic circulation is between the left
and right sides of the heart.
The interatrial and interventricular septa divide the heart
longitudinally. The right and left atria are thin-walled
chambers that function primarily as reservoirs for blood
returning to the heart. Atrial contraction at the end of
ventricular diastole propels a small percentage of the
end-diastolic volume into the ventricles. The AV valves
separate the atria from the ventricles: the tricuspid valve on
the right and the mitral valve on the left. During ventricular
diastole, the AV valves are open, and blood flows through
each into the relaxed muscular ventricles. During ventricular

systole, the ventricular muscle contracts and propels blood
through the semilunar valves (the pulmonary valve on the
right and the aortic valve on the left) into the pulmonary
artery and the aorta.
Because the pulmonary circulation is short and broad,
resistance to flow through it is low. In contrast, the systemic
circulation is longer and has higher resistance to flow.
Consequently, right heart and pulmonary pressures are low
compared with left heart and systemic pressures. However,
it is important to note that these characteristics are present in
the mature cardiovascular system. The transition from fetal
circulation to neonatal circulation includes changes in the
resistance and pressure in the pulmonary circulation and the
right side of the heart.
Ventricular contraction produces a pressure pulse that
propels blood through the arteries. The arteries branch into
arterioles and capillaries, which distribute blood to the
microcirculation, deliver oxygen and nutrients to tissues,
and remove metabolic waste products. The venules and
veins coalesce as they return blood to the heart. The
arterioles are the primary regulators of vascular resistance.
The total cross-sectional area of the circulatory system
increases as the arterioles branch, decreasing flow. The veins
are capacitance vessels that serve as reservoirs for blood.
The veins contain nearly two thirds of the total blood
volume at any given time. As they coalesce, the crosssectional area of circulation decreases, and flow increases as
blood returns to the heart.
Blood moves from the arterial to the venous side of the
circulation along a pressure gradient. Pressure steadily
declines along the circulatory pathway. Mean arterial
pressure in children is approximately 60 mmHg; central
venous pressure, about 6 mmHg; and right ventricular
end-diastolic pressure, 0 to 2 mmHg. The pulmonary system
has similar arterial venous pressure differences, although the
magnitude of the difference is less (Figure 7-6).
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Fig. 7-6 Resistance and resulting loss of pressure within the
circulation. Arterial pressure diminishes very rapidly in the small
resistance vessels of the circulation. In the venous vessels the
pressure gradient is very low. (Redrawn from Kinney MR et al:
AACN's clinical reference for critical care nllrsing, ed 4, St Louis,
1998, Mosby.)
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The Heart
The heart is located within the thoracic cavity in the mediastinal space, covered by the loosely fitting fibrous pericardium. The pericardium provides the heart with physical protection and a barrier to infection. It limits, somewhat,
overdistension of the heart chambers. The pericardium consists of an inner serous layer and an outer fibrous layer.
Between the layers is the pericardial space, a potential space
that normally contains a small volume of serous fluid that
acts as a lubricant during cardiac contraction and relaxation.
The heart, suspended by the great vessels, is positioned
obliquely so that the right atrium and ventricle are almost
fully anterior to the left. Only a small portion of the lateral
left ventricle is on the frontal plane of the heart.
Fibrous Skeleton. The cardiac skeleton consists of
four interconnecting valve rings and surrounding connective
tissues. It forms a rigid support for attachment of the heart
valves and for insertion of cardiac muscle and separates the
atria from the ventricles.
Cardiac Musculature. The walls of the heart are
composed of two layers in the atria and three in the
ventricles. Atrial muscle fibers originate in and insert on the
fibrous cardiac skeleton. Deep muscle fibers within each
atria propel blood through the AV valves with atrial
contraction. Superficial muscle fibers pass through both atria
and produce lateral constriction of the chambers and
coordinated contraction between them.
The walls of the ventricle consist of three layers. The
endocardium lines the ventricular chambers and is contin- .
uous with the lining of the blood vessels that leave the heart
and with the myocardium. The myocardium is the middle
layer, and the epicardium is the outermost layer. The muscle
fibers of the ventricle arise from the fibrous skeleton and the
roots of the aorta and pulmonary artery. The muscle fibers in
each ventricle interlock and change orientation as they pass
from the epicardium, through the myocardium, and to the
endocardium. The interlocking arrangement of the fibers
produces both circumferential and longitudinal compression
of the ventricular chamber during cardiac contraction, which
propels blood into the great arteries.
The Heart Valves. The heart valves provide unidirectional flow of blood through the heart and into the great
arteries. The opening and closing motion of the valves is
most likely the passive result of pressure changes between
the heart chambers and between the ventricles and great
arteries. During ventricular systole, the valve leaflets, valve
annulus, papillary muscles, chordae tendineae, and atrial
wall all function to ensure closure and competency of the
AV valves. The valve leaflets begin to close when pressure
in the ventricle exceeds atrial pressure. The valve annulus
narrows as the ventricular chamber becomes smaller with
contraction. Contraction of the papillary muscles exerts
tension on the chordae tendineae to prevent eversion of the
val ve leaflets.
The aortic and pulmonic valves have three cusps,
permitting them to open widely with ventricular ejection.
During ventricular diastole, the cusps collect the retrograde
flow of blood in the great arteries, ensuring complete closure
of the valve.
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There are no valves where blood enters the heart from the
systemic and pulmonary veins. Venous congestion develops
when outflow from either atrium is impeded.
The Coronary Circulation. The coronary arteries,
which arise in the aortic root just above the aortic valve and
traverse the heart's surface in the epicardium, provide the
blood supply for the heart. The major epicardial vessels are
the right coronary artery and the left main coronary artery,
which divides near its origin to form the left anterior
descending branch and the circumflex branch. The epicardial coronary arteries give otf penetrating branches that
perfuse the myocardium. Although the usual origin and
course of the coronary arteries are well described, a number
of variations are recognized to occur commonly. Figure 7-7
illustrates the usual route of the coronary arteries.
The right coronary artery runs laterally and posteriorly
from its origin in the AV sulcus between the right atrium and
right ventricle. The acute marginal branches perfuse the
right ventricular free wall. The right coronary artery turns
downward in the posterior right ventricular epicardium in
the posterior interventricular sulcus and becomes the
posterior descending coronary artery. The posterior descending artery perfuses the posterior aspect of the interventricular septum and a portion of the posterior left
ventricle.
The left main coronary artery is very short and branches
into the left anterior descending and the circumflex arteries.
The left anterior descending artery runs in the anterior
interventricular sulcus in an inferior direction, branching
into septal perforates that perfuse most of both the
interventricular septum and the conduction system. The
diagonal branches perfuse the anterior and lateral walls of
the left ventricle. The circumflex artery runs posterior in the
AV sulcus and, with its major branches, perfuses the
posterior wall of the left ventricle.
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Fig. 7-7

Descending Bronch

Diagram showing location of major coronary arteries
and veins on anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) surfaces of the
heart. (From Little R, Little W: Physiology of the heart and
circulation, St Louis, 1985, Mosby.)
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After passing through the arteries and capillary beds,
venous blood from the myocardium drains through the
cardiac and coronary veins and the coronary sinus into the
right atri urn.
The metabolic needs of the myocardium regulate coronary artery blood flow. When cardiac work is increased,
generalized coronary artery vasodilation occurs. The precise
mediators of the vasodilation have not yet been fully
determined; however, carbon dioxide, reduced oxygen
tension, lactic acid, hydrogen ions, and other metabolites are
suggested. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) also
plays a role in regulating coronary blood flow. Both lX- and
p-receptors are known to exist in the coronary arteries.
Cardiac contraction affects blood flow through the
coronary arteries. Unlike flow in other arteries, coronary
blood flow occurs during ventricular diastole rather than
during systole. During systole, the muscular contraction
compresses the coronary arteries and reduces flow.
Metabolic Needs of the Myocardium. Under normal conditions the heart extracts and consumes 60% to 80%
of the oxygen delivered by the coronary arteries, compared
with the approximately 25% consumed by skeletal muscle.
Consequently, there is little oxygen reserve in coronary
venous blood. Increased coronary flow is necessary to meet
demands for increased oxygen. During strenuous exercise,
coronary blood flow increases 4 to 5 times to meet the
energy requirements of the heart.
The oxygen demands of the heart are a function of the
ventricular wall tension generated to pump blood, stroke
volume, the contractile state of the myocardium, and heart
rate. When wall tension is greater, as occurs with ventricular
dilation, the heart expends more energy to overcome the
tension and decrease its size in contraction. Stroke work is
the effort the heart expends to pump blood. The volume of
blood ejected with each heartbeat and the pressure the
ventricle must develop to eject blood against the resistances
to flow determine stroke work. The contractile state of the
myocardium refers to the heart's inherent ability to modulate its force of contraCtion without a change in end-diastolic
volume, heart rate, or arterial pressure. Heart rate reflects
the frequency with which the heart repeats the energyconsuming process of contraction. A higher heart rate
increases oxygen demand.
The Conduction System. A unique rhythmic property of the heart allows it to beat independently of nervous
system stimulation. Unlike skeletal muscle, the heart
generates and conducts its own electrical impulses (action
potentials). The conduction system of the heart is composed
of modified myocardial tissue that forms the following:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sinus (sinoatrial [SA]) node
Atrial internodal tracts
AV node
The His (common) bundle
Right and left bundle branches
Purkinje fibers (Figure 7-8)

These specialized tissues both generate and transmit
electrical impulses more rapidly than other cardiac tissue,
allowing control of heart rate and rhythm.
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Fig. 7·8 Conduction system and corresponding normal waveforms using lead II. (From Curley MAQ: Pediatric cardiac
dysrhythmias, Bowie, Md, 1985. Brady Communications, p 43.)

Nornlally, cells in the SA node initiate an electrical impulse that spreads to other cells via low-resistance pathways
in the specialized conduction tissues throughout the atria to
the AV node. Transmission of the impulse is slowed through
the junctional fibers of the AV node to approximately one
twenty-fifth the speed of conduction in other cardiac tissues.
The delay in the transmission of electrical impulses at the
AV node permits atrial contraction to occur before ventric·
ular contraction begins. The impulse then spreads to the His
bundle, bundle branches, Purkinje fibers, and, finally, from
cell to cell in the ventricles. Transmission of the action
potential in the ventricle is very rapid, allowing for nearly
simultaneous excitation of the right and left ventricle and
rapid ejection of blood from the heart.
Mechanisms of Contraction. A number of independent cylindrical elements called myofibrils compose cardiac
muscle fibers. Each myofibril consists of smaller units that
contain thin actin and thick myosin filaments. Each unit is a
sarcomere, the functional unit of the contractile system in
muscle. The actin and myosin filaments are embedded in the
sarcoplasmic reticulum, an intracellular system of longitudinal tubules (T tubules) that conduct action potentials
across the myofibrils and lateral sacs, which store calcium
for release during muscle contraction.
When cardiac myofibrils are relaxed, regulatory proteins
inhibit the active binding sites for myosin on actin. An
action potential, propagated along the T tubule, triggers the
release of calcium from the lateral sacs of the sarcoplasmic
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relaxation. In addition, heart failure or intravascular volume
overload with excessive myofibril stretch decreases crossbridge formation. Chronic heart failure results in depletion
of endogenous catecholamine stores, which decreases calcium transport, further impairing contractile performance.
Digitalis drugs, which block the sodium channels, increase
the amount of calcium available and improve contractility.
Myocardial ischemia and hypoxemia impair calcium transport out of the cytosol, diminishing ventricular relaxation
and decreasing compliance.

The Heart's Electrical Activity
Na+

Intracellular
fluid space
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Fig. 7·9 Transmembrane potential in the resting, depolarized,
and repoJarized states. (Redrawn from Lipman BS, Dunn M,
Massie E: Clinical electrocardiography, ed 7, St Louis, 1984,
Mosby, p 35.)

reticulum and increases calcium diffusion from the interstitial fluid into the cytosol, the area of the actin and myosin
filaments. The calcium ions bind with regulatory proteins in
the myofibril, exposing the binding sites for myosin on
actin. The myosin attaches to the actin, using energy from
ATP. The binding, or crossbridging, of actin and myosin
pulls the actin fiber past the myosin fiber toward the center
of the sarcomere and results in fiber shortening. This process
repeats many times during a single contraction, as long as
calcium and ATP are available.
During muscle relaxation, calcium influx ceases, and
active calcium pumps in the sarcoplasmic reticulum and
T tubule remove calcium from the cytosol. The active
binding sites on the actin filaments are again inhibited.
Calcium is removed by means of the non-energy-dependent
sodium-calcium exchange, in which two internal calcium
ions are exchanged for one external sodium ion.
The strength and rate of contraction and the rate and
degree of relaxation are all determined by intracellular
calcium concentration, the rate of calcium exchange, and the
resting myofibril length. Each of these factors influences the
number of actin and myosin crossbridges that form. At rest,
maximal crossbridge formation does not occur, and there is
considerable systolic or contractile reserve. When SNS
stimulation occurs, however, the amount of calcium that
enters the cell and the rate of calcium exchange through
energy-dependent channels are both increased. The strength
of contraction and the rate of contraction and relaxation are
greater. Medications that block calcium exchange channels
decrease contractility and slow the rate of contraction and

The electrical activity of myocardial cells depends primarily
on changes in cell membrane permeability to the cations
sodium. potassium, and calcium. Membrane permeability to
these and other ions is dependent on the electrochemical
gradient of the ions on each side of the membrane and the
function of ionic pumps in the cell membrane. Movement of
ions across the cell membrane occurs both passively along
the electrochemical gradient and via energy-dependent ion
pumps in the cell membrane, which actively transport ions
against their electrochemical gradient.
Electrical activity or action potential in cardiac cells is
divided into five phases, which are illustrated in Figure 7-9
and are summarized as follows:
Phase 0: depolarization, characterized by the rapid
upstroke of the action potential
Phase I: the brief period of repolarization
Phase 2: the plateau, which causes the action potential of
cardiac muscle to persist far longer than in other
muscle, resulting in a correspondingly increased
period of contraction
Phase 3: the period of repolarization
Phase 4: the resting membrane potential
The cardiac cell membrane in a resting state is permeable
to potassium and slightly permeable to sodium and calcium.
Potassium slowly diffuses out of the intracellular compartment along its electrochemical concentration gradient,
leaving the inside of the cell increasingly negative in charge.
The resting membrane potential of the cell is -90 mV, whieh
is established by the passive movement of potassium out of
the cell and minimal influx of sodium and calcium ions.
With electrical excitation of the membrane during phase 0,
the cell membrane permeability to sodium increases rapidly
as the voltage-regulated fast sodium channels open. There is
rapid influx of sodium into the cell, as well as slowing of
the efflux of potassium, so the membrane potential rises to
+30 mY. In phase I, the fast sodium channels close abruptly,
decreasing membrane permeability to sodium. Slow efflux
of potassium continues, bringing the membrane potential to
near 0 mY.
Partial depolarization of the cell membrane results in the
opening of the slow sodium and calcium channels in phase
2. The infl ux of calcium and sodium matches the efflux
of potassium, and the cell membrane remains depolarized.
The influx of calcium stimulates actin and myosin crossbridge formation, and mechanical contraction results. In the
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Fig. 7-10 Action potential of SA nodal fiber and ventricular
muscle fiber. (Redrawn from Guyton AC: Texrbook of medical
physiology. ed 8, Philadelphia, 1991, WB Saunders, p 112.)

phase 3 repolarization period, the influx of sodium and
calcium ceases as the slow channels close and membrane
permeability to potassium rises sharply. The efflux of
potassium from the cell restores the resting membrane
potential at phase 4, which corresponds mechanically with
ventricular diastole.
After an action potential there is a period during which
the cell membrane is not polarized and cannot accept another electrical stimul us. During phases 0, I, and 2, the cell
is absolutely refractory or completely insensitive to stimulation. As the cell membrane potential is reestablished during
phase 3, the cell is relatively refractory; that is, a more
intense stimulus is required to initiate an action potential. At
the end of phase 3, a supemormal period permits stimulation
of an action potential by a weak stimulus. In cardiac muscle,
the absolute refractory period is prolonged. Because this
period is nearly as long as the heart's contraction, a second
contraction cannot be stimulated until the first is over. The
length of the absolute refractory period permits the altemating contraction and relaxation of cardiac muscle essential
for its pumping action.
Sinus Node Action Potential. Electrical activity in
the sinus node differs from that described earlier (which is
characteristic of the cells of the atria, ventricles, interatrial
conducting fibers, and Purkinje fibers) in several important
ways (Figure 7-lO). [n the sinus node, the resting membrane
potential is -55 to -60 m V. The fast sodium channels are
inactive at this membrane charge. During phase 0 of the
sinus action potential, the rise is relatively slow because it is
the result of opening of the slow calcium and sodium
channels. There is no plateau phase (phase 2). Instead, when
the slow calcium and sodium channels are inactivated and
potassium efflux occurs, repolarization is permitted.
The third difference between the two cardiac action potentials is the spontaneous rise of phase 4 in the action
potential of the sinus node. This rise is the basis of automaticity in the pacemaker cells of the heart, which produces an
action potential without an outside stimulus such a~ that

required for skeletal muscle. During phase 4 in pacemaker
cells, there is a slow decrease in the efflux of potassium
(which limits the negativity of the cell's interior) or an increase in influx of sodium and calcium (which exerts the
same effect) or both. Consequently, the cells automatically
(or spontaneously) reach the threshold for depolarization
and initiate depolarization of the entire heart.
The autonomic nervous system influences the slope of
the rise in phase 4 of the pacemaker cells. Epinephrine and
norepinephrine, released when the SNS is stimulated, increase the slope of phase 4 to firing threshold by increasing
cell membrane permeability to calcium. Sinus node firing is
increased. These neurotransmitters act along the entire
length of the conduction system, increasing conduction velocity. Contractile cardiac cells are affected, as well.
Conversely, acetylcholine (which is released with parasympathetic nervous system stimulation) causes the resting
membrane potential to be more negative and slows the rate
of spontaneous depolarization in the SA node and the rate of
conduction in the AV node. The increased negativity of the
action potential is the result of slowed sodium influx in the
face of persistent potassium efflux. Consequently, it takes
longer for the cell membrane to reach firing threshold and
longer for the electrical stimulus to be conducted through
the AV node. Extreme vagal stimulation of the parasympathetic nervous system can produce complete conduction
block at the AV node. Carotid massage may evoke such an
extreme stimulus.
The action potentials of cardiac cells outside the SA and
AV nodes can be converted to those of the specialized
conduction nodes under certain abnormal circumstances.
For example, myocardial ischemia and electrolyte imbalances predispose to premature ectopic beats and cardiac
rhythm disturbances.

The Cardiac Cycle
The cardiac cycle is the relationship between the electrical
events, mechanical events, and blood flow that occurs with
each heartbeat (Figure 7-11). The electrocardiogram (ECG)
records and permits evaluation of the electrical events of the
heart. Measurement of atrial, ventricular, and aortic pressure
and volume requires cardiac catheterization or echocardiography. However, atrial and arterial pressure can be monitored at the bedside and provide data that can be used in
clinical evaluation of critically ill patients. The phonocardiogram records the heart sounds.
The cardiac cycle is divided into two parts: ventricular
systole, the period during which the ventricles are contracting and blood is ejected from the heart, and ventricular
dia~tole, the period when the ventricles are relaxed and are
filled with blood. Atrial systole occurs late in ventricular
diastole. During the cardiac cycle, electrical events precede
mechanical events, and the mechanical events produce the
heart sounds.
Ventricular Systole. As a wave of depolarization
passes through the ventricle, the ECG records the QRS
complex. Mechanical contraction is stimulated and begins in
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Fig. 7-11 Diagram of the cardiac cycle, showing the pressure curves of the great vessels and cardiac
chambers, valvular events and heart sounds, left ventricular volume curve, jugular pulse wave, apex
cardiogram (Sanborn piezo crystal), and the electrocardiogram. For illustrative purposes, the time intervals
between the valvular events have been modified and the z point has been prolonged. Valve motion:
MC. mitral component of the first heart sound; MO. mitral valve opening; TC, tricuspid component of
the first heart sound; TO, tricuspid valve opening; AC, aortic component of the second heart sound;
AD. aortic valve opening; pc, pulmonic valve component of the second heart sound; PO, pulmonic
valve opening; OS. opening snap of atrioventricular valves. Apex cardiogram: fC, isovolumic or
isovolumetric (isochoric) contraction wave; JR, isovolumic or isovolumetric (isochoric) relaxation wave;
0, opening of mitral valve; RFW, rapid-filling wave; SFW, slow-filling wave. (From Hurst J et al, eds: The
heart, arteries and veins. ed 7. Copyright 1978 by McGraw-Hili. Used by pernlission of McGraw-Hili
Book Company.)
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the middle of the QRS complex. As the ventricles begin to
contract, ventricular pressure exceeds atrial pressure almost
immediately, and the AV valves close, producing the first
heart sound (S 1)' The aortic and pulmonic valves remain
closed because pressure in the ventricles is less than
pressure in the aorta and pulmonary artery. The ventricles
continue to contract, increasing the intraventricular pressure. Because all of the heart valves are closed, no change
occurs in ventricular volume during this period-a condition called isovolumetric contraction. Ninety percent of
myocardial oxygen consumption occurs during this phase of
systole. The ventricle shortens from base to apex and becomes more spherical. The AV valves bulge into the atria,
producing the c wave on the atrial pressure waveform.
Continuing increases in ventricular tension pull the floor of
each atrium downward, increasing their size and decreasing
their pressure, as evidenced on the atrial waveform as the x
descent.
When ventricular pressure exceeds pressure in the aorta
and pulmonary artery, the semilunar valves open, and blood
ejects rapidly from the heart. Ventricular contraction continues during ejection. The myofibrils shorten circumferentially and longitudinally, ventricular wall thickness increases, and chamber size decreases. Peak ejection produces
systolic pressure in the aorta and pulmonary artery. More
than 50% of the stroke volume is ejected in the first quarter
of systole. The atria continue to fill with blood during
ventricular systole. The subsequent increase in atrial pressure produces the v wave on the atrial pressure waveform.
As each ventricle empties, the volume of blood ejected
decreases, and pressure in the ventricular chambers, aorta,
and pulmonary artery falls. At the end of systole, intraventricular pressure falls suddenly as the ventricles relax.
Retrograde flow in the aorta and pulmonary artery results,
catching the cusps of the semilunar valves and closing them.
Mechanical closure of the valves produces the second heart
sound (S2) and the dicrotic notch (or incisura) in the arterial
pressure waveforms. Arterial pressure continues to decline
to the diastolic level as blood runs off toward the periphery.
The ventricle does not empty completely with any
contraction. Blood left in the heart at the end of systole is the
residual or end-systolic volume (ESV). Stroke volume, the
amount of blood ejected per beat, is the difference between
end-diastolic volume (EDV) and ESY. The ejection fraction
is the measure of the stroke volume as a percentage of the
EDY. Normal ejection fraction is 65% to 70%. In the healthy
heart, the ESV provides a reserve that can increase stroke
volume and cardiac output with more vigorous contraction.
In the failing myocardium, the ESV is typically elevated
because of the poor contractile performance of the heart.
Ventricular Diastole. After closure of the aortic and
pulmonic valves, the heart continues to relax with all the
valves closed. Intraventricular volume does not change
during this period of isovolumetric relaxation, and ventricular pressure falls below atrial pressure. The AV valves
open, and blood that has filled the atria during systole pours
into the ventricles, resulting in the y descent on the atrial
pressure waveform. Ventricular relaxation continues; consequently, ventricular pressure continues to fall despite the

rapid filling of the chambers. A third heart sound (53) may
be auscultated during the period of rapid ventricular filling
if the ventricles are noncompliant or distended. In children
an S3 is not always indicative of a cardiac pathologic
condition and can be a normal finding. Slow filling of the
ventricle continues through the middle third of the diastolic
period. The ventricular chambers do not relax further, but as
the AV valves remain open, the ventricles continue to
distend with blood that returns to the heart. The ventricular
pressure waveform shows an increase in ventricular
pressure.
The P wave on the ECG indicates atrial depolarization,
which is followed by atrial contraction at end diastole. The
final component of the ventricular EDV is delivered to the
ventricles, marked by the a wave on the atrial pressure
waveforms. In the normal, mature individual, atrial contraction contributes up to 20% of the EDY. The contribution is
less in pediatric patients, who are less dependent on "atrial
kick." However, in patients of any age with ventricular
failure or excessively rapid heart rate, which limits the
diastolic filling time, the atrial contribution to EDV is more
significant. The propulsion of blood into the ventricle with
atrial contraction may produce a fourth heart sound (S4) if
ventricular compliance is poor.

Regulation of Cardiac Performance
Cardiac output (CO) measures the efficiency or performance
of the heart. CO is the volume of blood ejected from the
heart in I minute. It is the product of heart rate (HR) and
stroke volume (SV), the amount of blood pumped from the
heart with each beat:
CO=HRxSV

CO varies with body size; it is indexed to reflect that
variation by dividing CO by body surface area (BSA). BSA
is determined on a nomogram or calculated from the
following equation:
0.007184 x weight (kg) x height (em)
Normal cardiac index is 3.5 ± 0.7 L/min/m 2

Cardiac output varies with the physiologic demands of
metabolizing tissues. The determinants of CO, HR, and SV
are sensitive to a number of physiologic influences. In
addition, maturation in growing infants and young children
affects both. The sections that follow detail the impact of
HR, heart rhythm, and the factors that control SV (i.e.,
preload, ventricular compliance, afterload, and ventricular
contractility) on CO and describe the maturational factors
that influence cardiac performance.

Determinants of Cardiac Output
Heart Rate. The expression "children are heart rate
dependent" is often heard in pediatric critical care. In fact,
HR is one half of the CO equation and is crucial to cardiac
performance in all individuals. However, infants and young
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children are less able to vary SV when demand for CO is
increased because myocardial performance in the young is
near maximal under basal conditions. As a consequence, SV
is less dynamic, and HR influences CO to a greater extent
than in mature individuals.
When HR is nomlal for age, the systolic component of
the cardiac cycle occupies about 30% of the time that
elapses in the cycle, and the diastolic component occupies
about 70%. When HR increases, the systolic component
remains constant because ventricular contraction is an efficient process. However, the diastolic period of the cycle
becomes progressively shorter. Figure 7-12 illustrates the
shortening of the diastolic component of the cardiac cycle
with elevation of HR to one and one-half and twice the
nOm1al.
The potential pathophysiologic consequences of the
shortened diastolic period are twofold. First, the period
during which the ventricles fill with blood is shorter.
Ultimately, excessively rapid HR will diminish CO because
preload is inadequate. Second, myocardial oxygen supply
decreases during tachycardia because the coronary arteries
fill and perfuse the myocardium during diastole. This
decrease in supply occurs in the face of increased demand
because a higher HR increases myocardial oxygen consumption. The consequences of prolonged tachyarrhythmias
are myocardial failure and inadequate tissue perfusion.
Slow HR easily diminishes CO in infants and young
children because SV is relatively fixed. In fact, clinically
significant bradycardia necessitates active resuscitation in
the infant. Infants are at risk for bradycardia because
sympathetic innervation of the SA node and myocardium is
incomplete at birth, whereas parasympathetic innervation is
complete well before term. Consequently, vagal stimulation
can result in bradycardia mediated by parasympathetic
stimulation of the SA node, which is inadequately balanced
by sympathetic impulses that would increase the HR.
Heart Rhythm. The sequential relationship between
the electrical and the mechanical events of the cardiac cycle
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result from orderly electrical stimulation of the heart, which
is followed by mechanical contraction and ejection of blood
into the systemic and pulmonary circulations.
Whenever the electrical wave of depolarization that
produces the mechanical contraction (excitation-contraction
coupling) is disturbed, mechanical performance is influenced. When ventricular ejection occurs early (as with a
premarure ventricular contraction) or if it occurs without the
preceding atrial contraction (as in a junctional rhythm), SV
is diminished. Figure 7-13 demonstrates the altered SV as
reflected in the arterial pressure waveform as a narrow pulse
pressure that is the consequence of abnormal electrical
stimulation of ventricular contraction.
Preload. Preload is the distending force or the stretch
on myocardial muscle fibers just before electrical stimulation and ventricular contraction. As with skeletal muscle
fibers, the force of myocardial muscle contraction is a
function of the initial length of the muscle fibers. The
well-known Frank-Starling law of the heart was defined at
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Fig. 7-13 Premature ventricular contractions producing altered
stroke volume as reflected in the arterial pressure waveform. (From
Daily, EK, Schroeder JS: Techniques in bedside hemodynamic
monitoring, St Louis, 1989, Mosby.)
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the end of the nineteenth century, when the length-tension
relationship was first demonstrated by Frank and confirmed
in later work by Starling. The law states that the more the
diastolic volume or fiber stretch at end diastole, the greater
the force of the next contraction during systole.
Preload determines the force and efficiency of ventricular
contraction because it regulates the resting sarcomere's
length, determining the number of actin and myosin
crossbridges formed during systole. Most alterations in CO
in the patient with a normal heart relate to the volume of
venous return to the heart. Optimal stretch on the sarcomere
facilitates crossbridge formation. The number of crossbridges formed directly relates to the muscular tension
generated in the myocardium and therefore to the force of
ventricular contraction. Modifications of venous return
through volume administration contribute to relatively large
changes in CO. Patients with heart failure have higher
ventricular EOV and pressure for measured ventricular
performance (Figure 7-14). Administration of additional
volume in the face of myocardial failure is far less
efficacious and may worsen the patient's clinical status.
Venous tone has a significant effect on venous return to
the heart and therefore on CO. Vascular tone on the venous
side of the circulation is dependent on a number of nervous
system and hormonal factors. Venoconstriction results from
SNS stimulation, muscular exercise, anxiety, and marked
hypotension, as well as from medications, including the
cardiac glycosides and sympathomimetic agents. Venous
constriction has a profound effect on improving venous
return and CO. However, even marked venous constriction

does not adversely increase SVR because the venous system
is normally highly compliant. Venous dilation can cause
pooling of blood in the venous system outside the thorax.
Generally, venodilation is the consequence of medications
such as nitrates, ~-blockers, or calcium channel blockers.
Total blood volume and blood distribution in the
intravascular compartment affect ventricular EOY. Acute or
massive reduction of the total blood volume causes SV to
fall. However, gradual reduction or loss of less than 10% to
15% of the total blood volume does not result in perceptible
decreases in CO.
Body position affects blood distribution. Blood pools in
the lower extremities in the supine position. Trendelenburg
position increases venous return and CO. Military antishock
trousers (MAST) and intermittent liver compression improve CO by the same mechanism.
Normal respiration results in negative intrathoracic pressure during inspiration. This negative pressure pulls blood
into the intrathoracic cavity, augmenting venous return. In
addition, pulmonary artery pressure is lower during inspiration, enhancing PBF and left ventricular EOY. Positive pressure ventilation reverses both these phenomena, especially
in combination with positive end-expiratory pressure.
Compliance. Compliance is the ability of the ventricle to relax and distend, that is, to fill, during diastole. The
relationship between end-diastolic pressure and EOV defines compliance (Figure 7-15). The normal, mature ventricle is highly compliant, allowing it to accept large increases
in EOV without a significant increase in pressure. However,
as ventricular EOV increases, additions of more volume
result in larger changes in end-diastolic pressure. In addition, if the ventricle is stiffer or less distensible (i.e., compliance is low), the pressure change is greater for any change in
intracardiac volume.
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Fig. 7-15 Diastolic pressure-volume relationship of the left
ventricle. At low ventricular volumes, substantial changes in
volume produce little change in ventricular pressure. At higher
ventricular volumes, small changes produce exponentially greater
increases in pressure. Increasing ventricular compliance with
vasodilator therapy shifts the curve to the right, allowing a greater
end-diastolic volume at a lower pressure. (From Chernow B:
Pharmacologic approach to the critically ill patient. Baltimore,
1988, Williams & Wilkins, p 347.)
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At birth, infants have a greater proportion of noncontractile myocardial tibers than contractile elements. Consequently, the ventricle is relatively less compliant than is the
case within several months. Reduced diastolic compliance limits diastolic reserve. In clinical practice, volume
loading in the very young patient may achieve little
improvement in cardiac pelformance, unless the patient is
clearly hypovolemic. Instead, volume administration may
produce an acute rise in ventricular end-diastolic pressure,
resulting in possible myocardial failure. Ventricular interdependence also affects diastolic tilling and subsequent CO. In
the scenario of right ventricular volume overload, the ventricular septum will be displaced toward the left ventricle
(LV). These phenomena will limit LV filling and obstruct the
left ventricular outflow tract, subsequently decreasing LV
output.
A number of clinical problems reduce ventricular compliance. Most common are myocardial hypoxemia and
acidosis, which may be the consequence of a variety of
pathophysiologic processes. Congestive heart failure (CHF),
ventricular hypertrophy, and pericardial tamponade can all
diminish compliance.
Unavoidable decreases in ventricular compliance are
evidenced in patients who require the administration of
positive inotropic agents or the application of high levels of
positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP). Conversely, ensuring adequate myocardial oxygenation and normal acid-base
balance or administering afterload-reducing agents enhance
compliance. Compliance is abnormally high in individuals
with dilated cardiomyopathy.
Afterload. Afterload is the amount of resistance or
impedance to ventricular ejection. The forces opposing ventricular tiber shortening include ventricular size and shape
(the law of Laplace), aortic and pulmonary artery impedance, and systemic and pulmonary vascular resistance. SV is
inversely proportional to afterload, whereas ventricular
work and oxygen consumption are directly proportional to
afterload.
EDV and the radius of the ventricle are the forces that
oppose ventricular fiber shortening. When EDV is high, as
it is in CHF or volume overload, tiber shortening must
overcome a greater intraventricular pressure. The period of
isovolumetric contraction is longer, and oxygen consumption is increased. Thus preload contributes to the force of
ventricular afterload.
Before ejection of blood from the ventricles can occur,
aortic and pulmonary artery impedance (the stiffness of the
great arteries) and the inertia of the column of blood in each
must be overcome. The more distensible the great arteries,
the less the force that must be generated by the ventricles to
eject their stroke volumes.
Vascular resistance is the major determinant of afterload
and is a measure of the degree of constriction in the
arterioles of either the systemic or the pulmonary circulation. SVR varies with tissue metabolic demands, the degree
of autonomic nervous system stimulation, and the level of
circulating catecholamines. In the mature cardiovascular
system, SVR is the major determinant of afterload; however, in some pathophysiologic states and with some CHDs,
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the PVR may be the factor that limits cardiovascular
performance.
The pulmonary vascular bed is in a vasoconstricted state
in the fetus by a mechanism or mechanisms that remain
unknown despite many years of investigation. At birth, both
oxygenation and expansion of the lungs are independently
effective in decreasing PVR. Recruitment of peripheral
arteries, which were closed in fetal life, for PBF, dilation of
the normally muscular proximal arteries, and growth of
peripheral vessels all contribute to decreased PVR from the
first moments through several months of life.
PVR will not fall at birth, and persistent pulmonary artery
hypertension will result as the consequence of several problems. 6 Maladaptation of the pulmonary vascular bed results
if physiologic maturation has not occurred or the arteries are
unresponsive to the mediators that decrease PVR at birth. A
perinatal insult such as hypoxia may sustain the vasoconstricted state of the fetus, as does acute or chronic hypoxia in
utero. Finally, structural maldevelopment of the pulmonary
vascular bed and conditions that result in pulmonary hypoplasia, such as congenital diaphragmatic hernia, may also
result in persistent pulmonary hypertension.
Pulmonary hypertension can also be induced by a number of factors. 6 High oxygen concentration used in the treatment of neonatal lung disease is associated with abnormal
muscularization of the pulmonary arteries and hypertrophy
of the medial layer of the proximal pulmonary arteries.
Heart defects such as ventricular or AV septal defects,
which cause a left-to-right shunt as PVR begins to fall in the
postnatal period, result in high pulmonary blood flow and
pressure. If left unrepaired, subsequent structural changes in
the pulmonary vascular bed result. These changes can be
progressive and are associated with pulmonary hypertension
and decreased reactivity of the pulmonary vascular bed to
pulmonary vasodilators (i.e., nitric oxide or oxygen).
Pulmonary embolism, acute respiratory distress syndrome, upper airway obstruction, or chronic lung disease
(bronchopulmonary dysplasia, cystic fibrosis) can lead to
respiratory insufticiency and hypoxemia. 7 During these
acute illnesses, PVR can increase sharply, resulting in rightsided heart failure and hemodynamic instability. Chronic
conditions will result in pulmonary hypertension that can
take months to years to develop.
If EDV (preload), contractility, and HR are held constant,
an acute increase in pulmonary or systemic afterload
decreases SV and CO or results in increased myocardial
work to maintain sv. With normal cardiac function, the
acute increase in aflerload decreases SV, which increases
ESV and thus the preload for the next cardiac contraction.
Contractility increases for subsequent contractions and
maintains CO, although at the expense of increased work.
Gradual increases in SVR or PVR, as occurs with chronic
systemic or pulmonary hypertension, do not decrease SV or
CO acutely (Figure 7-16). An increase in contractility
maintains CO, overcoming the increased vascular resistance. However, malignant hypertension leads to heart
failure.
When ventricular function is impaired and myocardial
contractility is diminished, afterload is the most influential
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Fig. 7-16 Relationship of systemic vascular resistance to stroke
volume in a normal and dysfunctional ventricle. Increases in
afterload do not cause a decrease in stroke volume in a normal
ventricle (upper curve) except at very high levels of afterload when
severe hypertension caused ventricular decompensation. In a
failing ventricle (lower curve), however, an increase in afterload
causes a progressive depression of stroke volume and cardiac
output. Thus vasodilator-induced reductions in afterload enhance
stroke volume in patients with severe ventricular dysfunction.
(From Chernow B: Pharmacologic approach to the critically ill
patient. Baltimore, 1988, Williams & Wilkins, p 348.)

factor affecting SV and CO. Similarly, infants are exquisitely sensitive to increases in afterload because myocardial
immaturity limits the ability of the heart to enhance
contractile performance.
Contractility. The inotropic capacity of the heart refers to the inherent capacity to modulate contractile performance (the rate and force of fiber shortening) independent of
fiber length. Increased contractility results in increased CO
independent of preload and afterload, although inverse
changes in afterload produce very important clinical effects
(Figure 7-17). SNS activity, circulating catecholamines,
metabolic imbalances, exogenous pharmacologic agents,
loss of contractile mass, and maturity influence contractility.
Sympathetic stimulation increases cardiac contractility
because of direct release of norepinephrine in cardiac tissue.
The adrenal medulla and extracardiac sympathetic ganglia
also release catecholamines that circulate in the blood.
Circulating catecholamines enhance contractility but do so
more slowly than cardiac norepinephrine. However, depletion of the cardiac stores of catecholamine, as is the case
with chronic severe CHF, increases the importance of
circulating catecholarnines. Catecholamines increase the
rate of both calcium influx during stimulation and efflux
during repolarization, increasing both the force and the rate
of contraction and relaxation.
The physiologic milieu of the myocardium influences
contractile performance. Hyponatremia slows depolarization and decreases contractility. Hyperkalemia decreases
contractility, as does acidosis, hypoxia, and ischemia.
Pharmacologic agents can either augment or depress
cardiac contractility. The cardiac glycosides, sympathomimetic agents, caffeine, and theophylline all have positive
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Fig. 7-17 Ventricular function curves demonstrating the effects
of changes in contractility or afterload. If afterload is held constant,
an increase in contractility of the ventricle will shift the functional
curve upward and to the left, demonstrating improved ventricular
performance at any given level of end-diastolic volume. If ventricle contractility is left unchanged, a decrease in afterload will
produce a similar shift in the ventricular function curve. (From
Chernow B: Pharmacologic approach to the critically ill patienl.
Baltimore, 1988, Williams & Wilkins, p 349.)

inotropic effects. Conversely, J3-adrenergic and calcium
channel blockers, anesthetic agents, and barbiturates depress
cardiac contractility.
Loss of functional cardiac muscle, as occurs with
myocardial infarction, results in loss of contractile mass
necessary for ventricular contraction. Myocardial infarction, although unusual in infants and children, does occur. This is most often secondary to abnormalities of
coronary artery anatomy, Kawasaki disease, or familial
hypercholesterolemia.
Relative immaturity is characteristic of the infant heart.
Compared with that of the adult, the infant's heart differs in
its mechanical properties, autonomic nervous system innervation, and, the appearance of its ultrastructure. Myocardial
cells in the very young are smaller in diameter and contain
fewer contractile elements than later in life. Consequently,
the force generated and the degree and velocity of fiber
shortening are diminished. In conditions in which resistance
to ventricular emptying (afterload) is increased, the functional capacity (systolic reserve) of the immature heart is
limited. In addition, the newborn myocardium lacks complete development of sympathetic (adrenergic) innervation,
whereas parasympathetic (cholinergic) innervation is complete at birth. Releasable stores of norepinephrine in
ventricular myocardium are fewer, also decreasing the
inotropic response that increases contractility in the mature
heart. The infant heart may be functioning near capacity,
limiting its ability to increase contractility.

Regulation of Tissue Perfusion
The volume of blood circulated to the various tissues of the
body is dependent on the metabolic needs of each tissue.
The cardiovascular system responds to differences among
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tissues and to changes in metabolic demand. Autoregulation,
humoral factors, and the autonomic nervous system permit
acute control of the circulation.
Autoregulation of Blood Flow. Factors not yet
completely or precisely understood govern the autoregulation of tissue perfusion. Local metabolic needs control blood
flow. When metabolic needs in a tissue are increased,
vasodilation occurs and blood flow increases. The reverse is
the case when metabolic needs are low. Decreased demand
results in vasoconstriction and reduced flow.
Increased metabolic activity causes formation of substances including carbon dioxide, lactic acid, hydrogen ions,
adenosine, and bradykinin, which are all vasodilators.
Tissue hypoxia is responsible for the local release of these
substances. Their release stimulates localized vasodilation
and increased blood flow. Tissue oxygen deficiency may
directly cause vasodilation. Oxygen is necessary to maintain
normal vascular tone; thus hypoxia allows vascular smooth
muscle to dilate.
Active hyperemia is the term that describes the increase
in blood flow to an area at a time of increased demand.
When flow to an abruptly obstructed area is reestablished,
the surplus blood flow is reactive hyperemia. Reactive
hyperemia may continue for minutes to hours after release
of the obstruction. Hyperemia in both cases illustrates the
relationship between metabolic demand and blood flow.
Changes in vascular tone may result from changes in
arterial tone caused by increases or decreases in mean
arterial pressure. When mean arterial pressure falls, arteriolar tone decreases and the vessel dilates, allowing increased flow to the area. Autoregulation may well be the
result of a combination of all these factors.
Autonomic Nervous System Regulation of Blood
Flow. The autonomic nervous system operates both
globally and locally to regulate blood flow through sympathetic and parasympathetic functions. Sympathetic innervation of the heart and blood vessels arises from neurons
located in the reticular formation of the brainstem. The
axons of these neurons descend in the spinal cord. Cell
bodies in the paravertebral ganglia and their postganglionic
axons transmit impulses from the SNS to the cardiovascular
system. The catecholamines released from the sympathetic
nerve terminus (norepinephrine) and the adrenal medulla
(epinephrine) mediate sympathetic control of cardiovascular function. Thus the catecholamines exert their effects
locally at the receptor site and globally as a circulating
hormone. 8
Fibers of the SNS are widely distributed throughout the
myocardium, the SA and AV nodes, and both arterial and
venous smooth muscle. Their origin in the vasomotor center
of the medulla is composed of three major areas: the
vasoconstrictor area, the vasodilator area, and the cardioaccelerator area. The primary role of the vasodilator area is to
inhibit vasoconstriction.
Stimulation of the cardioaccelerator and vasoconstrictor
areas of the vasomotor system elicits SNS response. The
results are increased cardiac inotropy and chronotropy, increased venous return by venous vasoconstriction, and increased SVR and blood pressure by generalized arteriolar
constriction.
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1·1 Humoral Regulation
of Blo(»d Flow

TABLE

~\Vasodilators

Vasoconstrictors

ISystemic

Systemic

iCarbon dioxide
~iactic acid
!r:,;,_
~[fiydrogen ions
tAdenosine
~~radykini n

Epinephrine
Norepinephrine
Angiotensin II
Vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone)

iife:

~t1istamine

~Serotonin

r~:Prostaglandins
I';"

~Pulmonary
~:j[Nitric oxide
it"

~j~)xygen

!i!!'.-'

.

~[Prostagland,"s

s-

Pulmonary
Carbon dioxide
Hypoxia
Hydrogen ions

Baroreceptors in the aortic arch, atria, large arteries, and
veins stimulate the vasomotor centers of the medulla.
Baroreceptors respond to decreased mean pressure or pulse
pressure, which decreases their stretch by decreasing their
rate of firing. The vasomotor center responds by increasing
SNS output and decreasing the output from the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS). CO increases through the
Starling mechanism as venoconstriction augments venous
return to the heart, increasing EDY. Increased arteriolar tone
maintains central blood pressure and diverts flow from
the peripheral vascular beds to essential organs. Increased
HR and force of contraction maintain CO despite the
increase in SVR.
Parasympathetic innervation of the heart originates in the
vagal nucleus in the medulla. The cardiac branches of the
vagal nerve transmit impulses from the medulla to the heart
itself. Parasympathetic stimulation inhibits SA node firing,
slows conduction through the AV node, and decreases
myocardial contractility. Normally, the PNS is tonically
active and has a constraining effect on HR. Strong vagal
stimulation can stop impulse formation at the SA node or
block impulse transmission at the AV node. PNS effects on
the vascular system are negligible.
Humoral Regulation of Blood Flow. The catecholarnines and other substances described earlier, which
influence local blood flow (carbon dioxide, hydrogen ions,
lactic acid, etc.), are humoral factors that regulate blood
flow. In addition, other hormones and vasoactive substances
regulate blood flow and tissue perfusion (Table 7-1). It is
important to note that some biologic modifiers that augment
systemic vasodilation can have the reverse effect on the
pulmonary vasculature. This circumstance has clear clinical
implications in the management of patients with some forms
of complex congenital heart disease. For example, acidosis
and hypercarbia produce pulmonary vasoconstriction, but
they vasodilate the systemic vascular bed.
Angiotensin II is a potent vasoconstricting substance that
increases SVR and blood pressure. Decreased renal blood
flow results in angiotensin II synthesis via the reninangiotensin system (Figure 7-18). Decreased renal blood
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Fig. 7-18 Renin-angiotensin constrictor mechanisms for arterial
pressure control. (From Guyton AC: Textbook of medical physiology, ed 8, Philadelphia, 1991, WB Saunders.)

flow, an early consequence of inadequate tissue perfusion,
stimulates the release of renin from the juxtaglomerular
cells of the kidney, where it is produced and stored. Renin
acts on angiotensinogen to release angiotensin I, which, in
the presence of a converting enzyme in the lung, results in
the formation of angiotensin II. Angiotensin II has two
major effects on blood flow and pressure. The first is a rapid
and generalized arteriolar vasoconstriction; the second is a
decrease in sodium and water excretion by the kidney. Water
and sodium retention increases the blood volume, thereby
increasing blood pressure as well. The renal effects of
angiotensin II are not immediate but persist far longer than
its vasoconstricting effects.
Vasopressin or antidiuretic hormone (ADH) is an even
more potent vasoconstrictor than angiotensin n. However,
the posterior pituitary gland releases it in such small
quantities that it has little short-term impact on blood flow
or blood pressure.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF
THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
The stress of critical illness can impose significant physiologic demands on the cardiovascular system. In some cases,
normal compensatory mechanisms may prevent the clinical
recognition of the cardiovascular sequela of critical illness.
In other cases, cardiac disease will be clearly evident. In
either situation, expertise in pediatric cardiovascular assessment is necessary to ensure the timely recognition of
aberrations in cardiac function.

General Health and Appearance
A child's general health and appearance often reflects
cardiovascular status. However, any number of pathologic

conditions can present with cardiac symptoms, For example,
a child with growth retardation, poor appetite, frequent
upper respiratory infections, and lillie energy may have a
serious disorder that is not cardiac in etiology. On the other
hand, poor weight gain in a child with known heart disease
is a sign of concern, requiring intervention.
Accurate assessment of cardiovascular status cannot be
established on the basis of general health and appearance
alone. Careful review of past medical history and family
history, as well as physical examination, may elicit information that leads to further investigation and determination
of cardiac disease. Refer to Box 7-2 for review of areas
of assessmelll that are closely related to cardiovascular
function.

Vital Signs
Heart Rate. Heart rates in infants and children can be
quite variable and are age dependent. Fever, dehydration,
CHF, and sepsis can increase HR significantly. Cold, stress,
sinus node disease, and heart block can lead to clinically
significant bradycardia. A fixed HR, regardless of activity
(asleep or awake), is cause for concern because this may
represent atrial reentrant tachycardia or atrial fluller,
Blood Pressure. Indirect blood pressure (BP) measurement is best achieved by auscultation or through the use
of noninvasive automatic equipment. These two techniques
provide measurement of both systolic and diastolic pressures, allowing calculation of pulse pressure and mean
arterial pressure. Palpation of the radial pulse while an arm
BP cuff is deflated approximates only the systolic' pressure.
Although a common maneuver for all nurses to perform, auscultation of BP can be fraught with error.
Selection of an appropriately sized BP cuff is of critical
importance. The cuff bladder width should be approximately 40% of the circumference of the arm, and when on,
the cuff bladder must cover 80% to 100% of the circumference of the arm, 12 A cuff that is too narrow results in a
falsely elevated measurement, and a large cuff may yield
low measurements. 13
Ideally, BP is measured in the right upper extremity.
Although use of this site may not always be possible, it is
preferred because arterial flow to the right arm is derived
from the first vessels that branch from the aortic arch. In
certain CHDs, such as interrupted aortic arch and coarctation of the aorta, it may be the only pressure that
approximates proximal aortic pressure. Measurement of BP
in all four extremities is indicated if hypertension is detected
in the right arm measurement and in some children with
CHD (i.e., those with an anatomic obstruction of the aorta).
The systolic pressure in the thigh is equal to arm pressure in
infants and young children. After the first year of life, the
systolic pressure in the leg is 10 to 20 mmHg higher than the
arm. Diastolic pressure in the upper and lower extremities is
nearly equal.
Four factors are important in accurate and reproducible
auscultation of indirect BP. They are (I) cuff placement,
(2) rate of cuff deflation, (3) identification of systolic and
diastolic pressure points, and (4) function of the auscultatory
equipment.
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Box 7-2

General.Health Assessment

Physical growth: Height and weight are measured serially
and plotted on a standard growth chart. Inadequate cardiac output
and chronic cyanosis can impair growth.'·
Nutritional status: Intake of food, caloric density of formula,
dietary iron, and fluid are assessed. Infants should have caloric
intake calculated as calories/kg/day. Anemia can contribute to
exercise intolerance, limitations in oxygen delivery, hyperdynamic cardiac function, increased cardiac output, and worsening
of ventricular outflow tract obstruction.
Activity: Feeding is the exercise of the infant. Therefore
feeding difficulties. diaphoresis, or shortness of brearh with
feeding should be assessed. Squatting after exertion is a classic
symptom of tetralogy of Fallot in children who arc old enough to
walk; however because of early surgical intervention, this
phenomenon is rarely observed. School-age children and adolescents should be queried regarding exercise tolerance (both
the child and parents should be questioned because perceptions can be quite dichotomousf Chest pain is a common
complaint in children and adolescents; however, if it is associated with exercise, further investigation is required. Chest
pain may be related to left ventricular outflow tract obstruction
or myocardial ischemia. III Estimation of functional limitation

Cuff Placement. The inflatable bladder within the
cuff is to be centered over the artery to be compressed. The
measured pressure can be erroneous when the cuff is
misplaced.
Deflation Rate. The cuff is to be deflated at a rate of
2 to 3 mmHg per heartbeat or per second. In patients with
a slow HR, rapid cuff deflation can result in significant
measurement error. The systol ic pressure may be underestimated simply because the sounds are not heard at their true
pressure reading but at a lower pressure because of rapid
cuff deflation. Accurate assessment of diastolic BP is
difficult if the cuff is deflated too rapidly.
. Systolic and Diastolic Measurement Points. In BP
auscultation the measurement points correlate with a series
of sounds known as the Korotkoff sounds. Systolic pressure
is determined by the onset of the audible tapping sound that
occurs with cuff deflation. Measurement of diastolic pressure is more controversial. Previously it was thought that
diastolic pressure in children should be recorded when a
muffling of the Korotkoff sounds (rather than disappearance) occurred. However, in 1996 the Task Force on High
Blood Pressure in Children and Adolescents reanalyzed the
normative data on BP in pediatrics. Their findings determined that disappearance of the Korotkoff sound was a
reliable measure of diastolic pressure and should now be the
uniform designation for diastolic BP. '2
Oscillometric Blood Pressure Monitoring. Oscillometric BP monitoring is a form of automated indirect BP
monitoring often used in the critically ill child. It provides
measurement of systolic, diastolic, and mean arterial pressure as long as the extremity is receiving adequate pulsatile
flow. Units use two air bladders, one of which occludes

using the New York Heart Association (NYHA) grading system
is helpful:
• Class I: Patients with heart disease who have no symptoms
of any kind. Ordinary physical activity does not cause
fatigue, palpitation, dyspnea, or anginal pain.
Class 1/: Patients who are comfortable at rest but have
symptoms with ordinary physical activity.
Class Ill: Patients who are comfortable at rest but who have
symptoms with less than ordinary effort.
Class IV: Patients who have symptoms at rest.
Medications: Information regarding prescriplion and nonprescription medications should be obtained, as well as drug allergies.
Medical history: Prenatal, birth, and history of significant
illness or hospitalizations may prove to be relevant. Frequent
respiratory infections may be related to lesions with increased
pulmonary blood flow.
Family history: Family history of congenital heart disease,
sudden unexpected death in children or young adults, arrhythmias, or genetic diseases should be inquired about. The incidence
of congenital heart disease in the general population is about 1%;
this increases to 3% to 4% when a first-degree relative is
affected. II

blood flow and the other measures arterial wall oscillations.
The cuff deflates in a stepwise manner, measuring the
amplitude of pulse oscillations. The first small, rhythmic
oscillations correspond with systolic pressure. Maximal
oscillations correspond with the mean arterial pressure.
Subsequent recurrence of small oscillations generally corresponds with diastolic pressure. Stepwise deflation also
allows time for the microprocessor in the unit to reject
artifact, enhancing measurement accuracy.
In clinical practice, auscultatory systolic BP has been
found to be less than and diastolic BP is greater than
corresponding oscillometric measurements. 14 However, systolic BP obtained by auscultation is generally lower than the
true physiologic systolic pressure. Generally, good correlation is found between direct and oscillometric measurement
of BP in normotensive infants and children.
Reliability and accuracy can be questionable in hypotensive, vasoconstricted, or hemodynamically compromised
critically ill children. 15 .'6 Clinical problems that can interfere with accurate measurement include muscular activity
and patient movement. Some children find the tourniquet
effect of the cuff uncomfortable. Frequent cuff inflation can
contribute to skin breakdown with possible pressure necrosis; therefore frequent skin inspection is necessary. Ideally
the cuff is not used on an extremity with an intravenous
infusion distal to the cuff because frequent inflations may
contribute to extravasation or clotting of the intravenous
(IV) tubi ng.
Respiratory Assessment. The cardiovascular and
respiratory systems are closely linked; therefore both must
be assessed in the critically ill child. Cardiovascular
pathologic conditions may be evidenced by respiratory
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symptoms, including retractions, increased work of breathing, and nasal flaring.

Physical Assessment
Inspection. Inspection is the first step in any physical
examination and can be accomplished without disrupting
the child. Initially the child is simply observed, preferably in
a relaxed state or while being held by the parent. General
appearance, body habitus, and level of comfort are evaluated. Physical abnormalities, such as dysmorphic features,
skin color, edema, and chest wall deformities, are noted.
Color. Color is best assessed in natural lighting and at a
comfortable temperature. Artificial lighting may create a
blue or yellow cast to the skin. Environmental factors (temperature) can produce peripheral vasoconstriction with subsequent peripheral cyanosis, pallor, or mottling. However,
vasoconstriction can also occur with low CO. In this situation, tachycardia, tachypnea, and cool extremities, along
with other signs of physiologic distress, will be observed.
Color is best assessed in the highly vascularized areas of
the head and neck, the earlobes, and the mucous membranes. Visual inspection is an indirect means of judging
arterial oxygen saturation. Trends or acute changes alert
caregivers to alterations in physical state when based on
careful and continuous observation of the critically ill child.
Continuous noninvasive pulse oximetry (Spoz) provides
more accurate evaluation of arterial desaturation.
Peripheral cyanosis is often observed in healthy children
and is generally caused by environmental influences such as
temperature. Central cyanosis is evident when 5 g/dl of
hemoglobin is reduced, resulting in blueness of the tongue,
mucous membranes, and nail beds. Visible cyanosis is dependent on arterial saturation and total hemoglobin. Therefore cyanosis may not be appreciated in anemic children
(although they can be quite hypoxemic), and polycythemic
patients can be cyanotic at a higher level of oxygen saturation. l7 Central cyanosis (and associated arterial desaturation) is secondary to intracardiac or intrapulmonary right-toleft shunt. 18 Cyanosis is difficult to detect in deeply
pigmented skin. Chronic cyanosis results in other abnormalities, such as clubbing of the digits, dry skin, and
polycythemia.
Clubbing. In the presence of chronic hypoxemia,
proliferation and engorgement of the capillary bed occur at
the base of the nail. This is a soft tissue deformity resulting
in the loss of the normal angle between the nail and the nail
bed. In severe cases the fingers and toes become broad and
round. Clubbing from cyanotic heart disease rarely occurs
before 3 months of age. Corrective surgery and removal of
the chronic hypoxic stimulus can reverse this deformity. 18.19
Edema. Generalized edema is rare in children, except
in nephrotic syndrome. Periorbital edema and, more rarely,
ankle, tibial, and sacral edema are detected in infants and
children with CHF.
Visible Pulsations. The jugular veins are inspected
for distension and abnormal pulsations. This maneuver is
helpful in the child and adolescent, but the short neck of
infants makes it difficult to assess the jugular veins.

When the child is supine, the jugular veins are normally
distended and visible. When the head is elevated 35 to
45 degrees, the veins should no longer be visible. Neck vein
distension indicates either elevated right atrial pressure or
right ventricular volume overload. The typically rapid HR of
infants and children often prevents visualization of the
double pulsation in the jugular veins that are detected in the
adult and correspond to the a and v waves. Carotid
pulsations are normally visible in children in the supine
position. They too are not visually detectable when the head
is elevated. Visible, bounding carotid pulsations may occur
with hypertension, hypoxia, anemia, or anxiety.
Chest Inspection. The chest is observed for symmetry, shape, contour, and pulsations. Obvious bulging over the
precordium is caused by chronic cardiac enlargement. In
young or thin children the apical pulse may be visible as a
precordial impulse. This visible pulsation normally corresponds to the point of maximal impulse (PMI) and is usually
the apex of the heart. An active precordium can be a normal
finding; however, a heave is abnormal. A heave, or thrust,
over the precordium will be noted in cardiac lesions that
produce volume overload.
Palpation. Precordial palpation is performed to confirm and qualify visible findings and to detect normal and
abnormal pulsations and thrills. A thrill indicates a loud
murmur (at least grade 4) and is associated with turbulent
blood flow. Use the palm of the hand to palpate in the areas
outlined on Figure 7-19. Table 7-2 outlines cardiac defects
associated with thrills. The PMI is normally located at the
fourth left intercostal space in children less than 7 years old

Fig. 7-19 Areas for auscultation and palpation of the heart.
A, Mitral or apical area, where the first heart sound is loudest and
where the third and fourth heart sounds may be heard. E, Tricuspid
area, where a split in the first heart sound may be heard. C, Aortic
area where the second heart sound is heard well. D, Pulmonic area,
where a split in the second heart sound may be heard.
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and moves to the fifth left intercostal space medial to the
midclavicular line after 7 years. Lateral displacement of the
PMI occurs with left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH). Medial
displacement occurs with right ventricular hypertrophy.
Moving to the base of the heart, the aortic area is palpated
for pulsations, thrills, or heaves. Palpation of the aortic area
is enhanced when the patient sits up or leans forward.
Pulsations in this area are not normal. A thrill in this area
may indicate aortic stenosis.
In the pulmonic area, a single, slight, brief pulsation may
be palpated simultaneously in timing with the PM!. This is
a normal finding in the child with a thin chest wall, and it
may be evident in children with fever or anemia or following exertion. A slow, sustained, forceful pulsation in this area
may indicate pulmonary hypertension or mitral stenosis.
Palpation is continued over the parasternal area until the
tricuspid or right ventricular area is reached. Pulsation in the
tricuspid area may indicate right ventricle (RV) enlargement. A significant heave in this location indicates increased
RV pressure or enlargement.
A pericardial friction rub may be palpated as a scratchy
or grating sensation over the precordium. Unlike a pleural
friction rub, it does not vary with respiration. It is always an
abnormal finding. Subcutaneous air may be noted in
postoperative patients, indicating a possible air leak.
Abdominal Palpation. Palpation of the abdomen is
included in the cardiovascular exarnination because CHF in
infants and young children is associated with hepatomegaly.
The liver cannot usually be palpated in adolescents or adults
because it is located well above the right costal margin.
However, in the infant the liver edge is normally as much as
2 cm below the costal margin. The size of the liver relative
to the child's size decreases with age: at age I year, the liver
edge is palpable 2 cm below the costal margin, and by 4 or
5 years of age, it is located I cm below the costal margin.
Palpation of a normal liver reveals a sharp edge, in
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TABLE

7-2

Palpable Cardiac Thrill

i;;J>efect

i~{i:>uctus arteriosus
~:
':'!

ITi.Ventricular septal defect
'f!

"

';'

~iAortic stenosis

BPulmonic stenosis
;/

Description of
Associated Thrill

Palpable throughout the cardiac
cycle at the LSB; second and
third ICS
Palpable during systole at the
LSB; fourth, fifth, and sixth
ICS; may radiate to axillary
line
Palpable during systole at RSB;
second rcs and suprasternal
notch; may radiate to right
neck
Palpable during systole at the
LSB; second ICS; may
radiate to lerr neck

,t.-

(!f.iSR, Left sternal border; ICS. intercostal space; RSR. right sternal

!f.border.
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contrast with the blunted edge of the liver distended in
patients with CHF. In addition, the distended liver is usnally
tender. (Note that in abdominal situs inversus, the liver
would be on the left.)
The epigastric area is palpated to detect pulsations
present in that area. Pulsation of the aorta in children
can often easily be detected and is not abnormal. Pulsation
of the liver may be detected in the epigastric location,
indicating CHF.
Pulses. Central and peripheral pulses are evaluated for
their intensity and compared with one another in both timing
and intensity. Intensity is graded on a scale from 0 to +4
(Box 7-3). The brachial and femoral pulses should be equal
in intensity without pulse delay. Simultaneous palpation of
upper and lower extremities pulses helps to evaluate for
coarctation of the aorta.
Characteristics of the pulses provide important clinical
data. Strong, bounding pulses are found in aortic regurgitation and patent ductus arteriosus. Weak, thready pulses are
found in shock, severe aortic stenosis, and cardiac tamponade. Pulsus paradoxus is an exaggeration of the variation of
arterial pulsation and BP with respiration. Normally, during
inspiration the reduction in systolic BP is only a few
millimeters of mercury, If the reduction is greater than 10
mmHg, then pulsus paradoxes exists. These phenomena can
be appreciated on palpation of the pulses but are more
accurately assessed with BP monitoring. Pulsus paradoxus
occurs with pericardial effusion and cardiac tamponade.
Skin Temperature. Skin temperature assists in the
assessment of peripheral perfusion. Normally the skin is
warm and dry. In the presence of decreased perfusion
temperature, demarcation assists in the determination of
severity (i.e., cool to the knees, cool to the groin).
Capillary Refill Time. Capillary refill time is determined by compressing the skin on an extremity until it
blanches and noting the time it takes to reperfuse the
blanched area. Normal capillary refill is less than 3 seconds;
prolonged capillary refill is associated with decreased CO.
Percussion. Percussion can be used to estimate heart
and liver size and location. Chest radiograph and echocardiogram provide definitive data on cardiac size, shape, and
position. Therefore percussion is generally reserved for
evaluation of the liver.
Auscultation. The deceleration of blood flow and
vibration of the valves produce normal heart sounds. The
first heart sound (51) is produced by AV valve closure at the
beginning of systole. Closure of the semilunar valves
produces the second heart sound (52) at the beginning of
diastole.

~

Box 7·3
Pulse Intensity Scale

0= absent
+ I = weak, easily obliterated
+2 = normal. easily palpated, cannol be obliterated
+3 = full
+4 = full, bounding
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Auscultation of the chest requires a systematic approach
that should be followed with each patient evaluation. The
following is a recommendation; the most important caveat is
that the examination is always consistent so that physical
findings are not missed. Begin at the apex to best evaluate
S I' Then move the stethoscope to the left lower sternal
border and move up the chest to the pulmonic region to best
evaluate S2' Systematically compare murmurs and heart
sounds in the right and left sides of the chest, axilla, and
posterior chest. Start with the diaphragm of the stethoscope
for best auscultation of high-frequency sounds. Repeat the
sequence with the bell to best evaluate low-frequency
sounds. Refer to Figure 7-19 for areas of auscultation.
Split Heart Sounds. SI is usually heard as a single
sound. In children, normal splining of SI may be audible
over the tricuspid area. It is not uncommon for systolic
ejection clicks to be misinterpreted as splitting of SI.13
Normal physiologic splitting of S2 occurs with inspiration and is easily audible in children. A split S2 is best heard
at the second or third left intercostal space. S2 is split on
inspiration because of increased venous return that occurs
during inspiration, resulting in delayed closure of the
pulmonary valve. S2 should become single with expiration.
Normally the aortic valve (A 2) closes just before the
pulmonary valve (P2)n.2o
Careful attention should be paid to physiologic splitting
of the second heart sound because this can be quite
diagnostic. If the second heart sound never becomes single
with expiration (a "fixed" split), is always single (often
difficult to determine in infants) or is wider on exhalation
than on inspiration (a "paradoxical" split), the finding is
considered pathologic and warrants further evaluation. 18 For
example, a fixed split of S2 occurs with atrial septal defect
(ASD) and right bundle branch block (both of these
phenomena delay pulmonary valve closure). A single S2 is
associated with pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary or
aortic atresia, and dextro-transposition of the great arteries
(D-TGA). Paradoxical splitting may occur when LV contraction is delayed because of a left bundle branch block,
and the aortic valve closes after the pulmonic valve during
exhalation.
Accentuated Heart Sounds. Each component of the
second heart sound is also assessed for its intensity. An
accentuated pulmonic (P2) component of S2 is a marker of
pulmonary hypertension. P2 may also be accentuated in
heart failure and with an ASD. A 2 is accentuated with
systemic hypertension. The aortic component of S2 may be
diminished when arterial pressure is low, as in hypovolemia
or shock.
Extra Heart Sounds. Extra heart sounds include
ejection clicks. S3, and S4' Ejection clicks can be heard in
early, middle, or late systole and are associated with
abnormalities of the cardiac valves. These crisp sounds are
well localized to the valve areas. Pulmonic and aortic
ejection clicks are heard in early systole just after S I' A
pulmonary ejection click may diminish in intensity during
inspiration and is associated with pulmonary stenosis. An
aortic ejection click does not vary with respiration and is
associated with aortic valve stenosis or bicuspid aortic
valve. Mitral valve prolapse produces a midsystolic click.

This is not an uncommon finding in the general population,
and, although not a critical care problem, it may be detected
in adolescents in the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU).
A third heart sound (S3) occurs in early diastole during
rapid filling of the ventricles. S3 is a low-frequency sound
best heard at the apex early in diastole, just after S2' S3
sounds like "ken-TUC-ky" and may be heard in normal
children. A loud S3 can occur as a result of resistance in
ventricular filling from volume overload or decreased
compliance and is sometimes referred to as a gallop rhythm.
It is audible in mitral regurgitation, left-to-right shunts,
CHF, and anemia?l
A fourth heart sound (S4) is produced by atrial contraction, indicates altered ventricular compliance, and is almost
never heard in normal children. 18,21 Like S3' S4 is a
low-frequency sound best heard at the apex. S4 is distinguished from S3 by its timing in the cardiac cycle, occurring
just before SI' S4 is often associated with systemic
hypertension, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, or CHF.
Summation gallop is noted when S3 and S4 occur
simultaneously, producing a single sound. This heart sound
is a pathologic finding associated with heart failure.
A pericardial friction rub is a transient scratching,
grating, or squeaking sound that is high pitch. Indicative of
pericarditis or postpericardiotomy syndrome, it is best heard
between the apex of the heart and the left sternal border.
Cardiac Murmurs. Murmurs are the result of abnormal turbulent blood flow across septal defects, abnormal
valves, or abnormal great vessels. The location and quality
of the murmur are dependent on the defect that produces
the abnormal blood flow. Murmurs are described in terms of
timing, intensity, location, pitch, and quality.
The timing of a murmur is related to the cardiac cycle.
Systolic murmurs occur between S I and S2' during ventricular systole. They are best described as early, mid, or late
systolic murmurs. Holosystolic murmurs are heard throughout systole. Diastolic murmurs occur after S2 (early,
mid, late), during ventricular diastole. Continuous murmurs
occur throughout the cardiac cycle. Holosystolic and diastolic murmurs are never innocent.
The intensity of murmurs is graded on a scale from I to
VI and is described in Table 7-3. Assigning a specific
intensity to a murmur is subject to individual interpreta-

ltI
!iiGrade

TABLE

7-3

Intensity of Cardiac Murmurs

Description
Faintest murmur audible; often undiscovered
initially
Faint, but heard without difficulty
Soft, but louder than II
Loud, but not as loud as V; associated with a
palpable thrill
Loud. still audible when stethoscope is lifted
partially off the chest; associated with a
palpable thrill
Loudest murmur; remai ns audible when stethoscope
is lifted away from the chest
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tion, and discrepancies between examiners may exist.
When the same examiner assesses a child with a murmur,
trends and changes are appreciated in a timely manner.
Location is described as to where the murmur is best audible (left lower sternal border, midscapula, etc.) or according to the traditional landmarks, as illustrated in Figure 7-19.
Pitch of heart murmurs is described as high, medium,
or low. High-frequency (pitch) murmurs are best heard
with the diaphragm of a stethoscope; low-frequency murmurs are best heard with the bell. The quality of the murmur
is described with terms, including harsh, musical, blowing,
or rumbling.
Heart murmurs that are produced by structural cardiac
defects are called organic murmurs. Up to 50% of children
have innocent murmurs, without structural or functional
heart disease. Innocent murmurs are generally soft (grade
I or liN I), systolic, and of short duration, often with a
characteristic vibratory quality. Children with innocent
murmurs have no other symptoms and generally demonstrate normal growth. This diagnosis is usually made
on physical examination without ancillary testing 22

NONINVASIVE EVALUATION
AND DIAGNOSIS
Many noninvasive diagnostic tests are routinely used to
evaluate infants and children with a potential for cardiac
dysfunction. These tests include cardiac rhythm monitoring,
radiographic evaluation of the heart, and echocardiography.

Monitoring and Evaluating Cardiac Rhythm
Patients at risk for the development of cardiac arrhythmias
require careful monitoring, accurate diagnosis of the
rhythm, and assessment of potential or real hemodynamic
consequences. Primary cardiac arrhythmias, like primary
cardiac arrest, are unusual among infants and children.
Infants and children at risk for cardiac rhythm disturbance
are those with congenital or acquired heart disease (particularly following cardiac surgical procedures), severe electrolyte imbalance, ingestion of a toxic substance, congenital
complete heart block, and vagal sensitivity.
The clinical significance of an arrhythmia is determined
by its affect on hemodynamics, CO, and the potential for
degeneration to a lethal rhythm. Relative to adults, rhythm
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abnormalities in children can degenerate quickly and have
serious sequelae. Figure 7-20 illustrates the rapid (6-second)
deterioration of supraventricular tachycardia (SYT) to
ventricular tachycardia (YT) and ventricular fibrillation
(YF) in a 9-month-old with viral myocarditis. Infallls and
small children do not tolerate persistent bradyarrhythmias
and tachyarrhythmias; alterations in diastolic filling and
decreased CO associated with rhythm disorders occur in the
setting of a limited ability to adjust Sy'
Accurate assessment of cardiac rhythm disturbances
requires practice and understanding of four general principles. First, a systematic approach to ECG analysis must be
adopted and applied consistently so that nothing is overlooked. Second, changes that are observed are followed for
trends and clinical significance. Third, observed changes are
compared with age-dependent normal values (Table 7-4).
Finally, the rhythm disturbance is considered in terms of the
patient's clinical situation (i.e., acid-base or electrolyte
status, presence of structural defects, postoperative openheart surgery). Of importance to note is that a child with
heart disease can have a normal ECG, and conversely, a
child without heart disease can have an abnormal ECG.
Monitoring Leads. Most PICUs use bedside cardiac
monitors with three lead wires designated RA for right arm,
LA for left arm, and LL for left leg. These bipolar leads
monitor the leads I, II, and III via a positive, a negative, and
a ground electrode. MCL I (modified chest lead) can also be
monitored via three bipolar electrodes. The MCL I lead is
more valuable than lead II in evaluating abnormal ventricular conduction. Figure 7-21, A and B, compares the position
of the positive and negative electrodes in lead [l and MCl I .
Newer monitors provide multiple-lead monitoring
(Figure 7-22) that allow real-time recording of both the
bipolar leads (I, II, III, aY F , aY R , aY L ) and a chest lead
(V), allowing full disclosure of cardiac rhythm. Depending
on monitor configuration, one or more leads can be
displayed, as well as a seven-lead ECG. Multiple-lead
monitoring is particularly helpful in patients with structural·
or functional heart disease because these patients are prone
to arrhythmias that can be difficult to identify with lead II
alone (i.e., atrial ectopic tachycardia, junctional ectopic
tachycardia, atrial flutter). In addition, analysis of multiple
leads is helpful in differentiating SVT with aberrant
conduction from YT. lead selection is based on which lead
gives the cleanest electrogram, as well as the patient's
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Fig.7-20 Rapid (6-second) deterioration of supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) to ventricular tachycardia
(VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF) in a 9-month-old with viral myocarditis. (Courtesy MAQ Curley.)
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Heart Rate
(beats/min)·

93-154
(123)
91-159
( 123)
91-166
(129)
107-182
( 148)
121-179
(149)
106-186
(141 )
109-169
(134)
89-\51
(119)
73-137
( 108)
65-133
(100)
62-130
(91 )
60-119
(85)

Frontal Plane
QRS Vector
(degrees)

+59to-163
(137)
+64 to -161
(134)
+77 to -163
(132)
+65 to +161
( 110)
+31 10 +113
(74)
+7 to +104
(60)
+6 to +99
(56)
+7 to +101
(55)
+6 to +104
(55)
+11 to +143
(65)
+9 to +114
(61)
+11 to +130
(59)

PR Interval
(sec)

0.08-0.16
(.11 )
0.08-0.14
(.11 )
0.07-0.14
(.10)
0.07-0.14
(.10)
0.07-0.13
(.10)
0.07-0.15
(.11 )
0.07-0.16
(.11 )
0.08-0.15
(.11 )
0.09-0.16
(.12)
0.09-0.16
(.12)
0.09-0.17
(.13)
0.09-0.18
(.14)

QRS
Duration
Vs

0.Q3-0.Q7
(.05)
0.03-0.07
(.05)
0.03-0.07
(.05)
0.03-0.08
(.05)
0.03-0.08
(.05)
0.03-0.08
(.05)
0.03-0.08
(.05)
0.04-0.08
(.06)
0.04-0.08

Q

Q

III

V6
(mm)t

(mm)U

4.5

2

6.5

2.5

5.5

3

6

3

7.5

3

6.5

3

8.5

3

6

3

5

3.5

4

4.5

(.06)

0.04-0.08

5-26
( 14)
5-27
(14)
3-24
(13)
3-21
(II)
3-18
(10)
3-20
( 10)
1.5-20
(95)
2.5-17
(9)
1-18
(8)
.5-14
(7)

(.06)

0.04-0.09
(.06)
0.04-0.09
(.07)

RV,
(mm)

3
3

3
.3

0-12
(5.5)
0-10
(4)

SV,
(mm)

0-23
(8)
0-21
(9)
0-17
(7)

0-11
(4)
0-12
(5)
0-17
(6)
.5-18
(4)
.5-21
(8)
.2-21
( 10)
.3-24
(12)
.3-25
(12)
.3-21
(ll)

R/SV,

.I-U
(2.2)
.I-U
(2.0)
.2-U
(2.7)
1.0-U
(2.9)
.3-U
(2.3)
.l-U
(2.3)
.1-3.9
(1.6)
.05-4.3
(1.4)
.03-2.8
(.9)
.02-2.0
(.7)
0-1.8
(.5)
0-1.7
(.5)

RV6
(mm)

0-11
(4)
0-12
(4.5)
.5-12
(5)
2.5-16.5
(7.5)
5-21.5
( 11.5)
6.5-22.5
( 13)
6-22.5
( 12.5)
6-22.5
(13)
8-24.5
(15)
8.5-26.5
( 16)
9-25.5
(16)
6.5-23
(14)

SV6
(mm)

0-9.5
(3)
0-9.5
(3)
0-10
(3.5)
0-10
(3.5)
0-6.5
(3)
0-10
(3)
0-7
(2)
0-6.5
(2)
0-5
( 1.5)
0-4
(I )

0-4
(I)

0-4
(I)

R/SV6

.I-U
(2.0)
.I-U
(2.5)
.1-U
(2.2)
.I-U
(3.3)
.2-U
(4.8)
.2-U
(6.2)
.2-U
(7.6)
.3-U
(9.3)
.6-U
(10.8)
.9-U
( 11.5)
1.5-U
( 14.3)
1.4-U
(14.7)
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nt;l1rom Garson A: Electrocardiography. In Garson A, Bricker JT, Fisher DJ et aI, eds: The sciellce alld practice oj pediatric cardiology, Philadelphia. 1998, Williams & Wilkins.
~~.2% to 98% (mean).
~itNinety.eighlh percentile.

, IJ;~Millimeters at normal standardization.
~;(t, Undefined.
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Fig. 7-21 A, Placement of the positive and negative electrodes for lead II monitoring. B, Electrode
placement for MCL,. (From Curley MAQ: Pediatric cardiac dysrhylhmias. p 33. Bowie. Md. Copyright
1985 by Brady Communications Company.)

White

(red)
Fig. 7-22 Electrode placement for
five-lead configuration. A, Lead placement with a five-lead set. B, Chest
lead placement for the V electrode.

_-I--Red

Green ----1_

(green)

(black)

A

rhythm abnormality. Simultaneous monitoring of leads I, II,
and aV F allow for evaluation of P wave axis and morphology, thus providing timely recognition of atrial arrhythmias.
V I is used for the determination of right bundle branch
block, and V 6 is used for the determination of left bundle
branch block.23.24
Electrode Placement. Regardless of the lead that is
monitored, accurate positioning of the electrodes in their
precise anatomic locations improves the accuracy of the
cardiac rhythm tracing. The exception to this principle is the
placement of limb electrodes in the l2-lead ECG, which
may be placed anywhere on the extremity. Moving a chest
electrode a short distance from its designated location can
alter the appearance of the cardiac rhythm tracing dramatically. The RA and LA electrodes should be placed at the
respective shoulder and the LL electrode placed on the left

lower torso. Often, surgical incisions, dressings, transthoracic intracardiac lines, or chest tubes preclude the accurate
placement of chest leads. Therefore monitoring of the
anterior chest leads may have to be forgone rather than
placing the leads in an inappropriate position that could alter
waveform configuration.
Cardiac Rhythm Assessment. Ten factors are systematically assessed when evaluating cardiac rhythm. Applying this approach permits accurate detection and diagnosis of rhythm disturbances.
The first parameter to evaluate is HR. Metabolic
demands, age, and clinical status determine HR. There is a
gradual increase in average HR during the first month of
life, followed by an even more gradual decrease across
childhood and adolescence. Table 7-4 gives the normal
age-dependent ranges for HR.
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Sinus bradycardia is a HR that is lower than normal,
and sinus tachycardia is a rate that is faster than normal.
They are evaluated relative to the child's level of activity and clinical status. For example, a sinus tachycardia
of 200 beats/min is not an unexpected or abnormal
finding in a stressed, febrile, anemic infant. Conversely,
a sinus bradycardia of 90 beats/min can also be observed
in a sleeping infant. Most often, clinically significant
bradycardia is the result of hypoxia, acidosis, or vagal
stimulation.
Faster inherent rates are present in all of the potential
pacemaker cells located throughout the myocardium. As a
consequence, infants and children have faster escape
rhythms than those seen in adults. Therefore accurately
diagnosing an ectopic rhythm on the basis of HR alone is not
possible. When rapid heart rhythms are detected, the first
element in accurate interpretation of the rhythm is consideration of the patient's history and current clinical situation.
For example, sinus tachycardia (ST) is most often associated
with fever, anemia, or hypovolemia. Infants with SVT can
present with a several-day history of poor feeding, lethargy,
and CHF25 Incisional atrial reentrant tachycardia (IART),
historically known as atrial flutter, generally presents in
patients after atrial surgery (i.e., Fontan, Mustard, and
Senning procedures). VT is most often seen in patients with
history of severe metabolic or electrolyte imbalance, toxic
ingestion, cardiomyopathy, or cardiac surgery26
Sinus tachycardia is a secondary rhythm disturbance that
reflects the need for more CO in patients with increased
metabolic demands. Tachycardias such as SVT, AF (atrial
flutter), and VT, can produce signs of cardiac dysfunction.
Inadequate tissue perfusion, if present, is the consequence of
the rhythm disturbance, not the result of increased metabolic
demands.
Mechanism of onset is an important factor in the
diagnosis of tachycardia. ST is characterized by a gradual
acceleration of the HR. SVT and AF are tachyarrhythmias
with abrupt onset to rates of 230 to 320 beats/min. These are
most often the result of a reentry mechanism.
Two distinct pathways form a reentry mechanism
(Figure 7-23) with unidirectional block in one limb. After a
premature contraction the electrical impulse is blocked in
the first limb of the circuit but is conducted antegrade
(forward) through the second limb. The impulse then can
"reenter" the first limb and be conducted retrograde, or in
the other direction, with subsequent antegrade propagation
down the first limb. As a result of perfect reciprocal timing
of both limbs of the circuit, perpetuation of very rapid heart
rates occurs. Pacing terminates reentrant rhythms?? AV
node block with adenosine terminates most SVT because the
AV node serves as one limb of the reentrant circuit.
The second parameter for evaluation of a rhythm strip
is the regularity of the rhythm, as well as the presence of
grouped beats. Sinus rhythm is fairly regular, but some
variability is normal because of changes in vagal tone. Sinus
an'hythmia is common in children and reflects normal HR
variation with respiration. HR will increase with inspiration
and decrease with expiration.
SVT and AF are regular rhythms that generally do not
vary with patient activity or sleep. These phenomena can be

Fig. 7·23 Reentry circuit. (From Holbrook PRo Textbook
of pediatric critical care, Philadelphia. 1993, WB Saunders.
p 386.)

easily identified using the trend recordings of HR available
on some cardiac monitors. Group beating (i.e., clustering of
QRS complexes identified by examination of a long rhythm
strip) can be observed with sinus arrhythmia and type I and
type II second-degree heart block.
The third parameter to assess is the P wave. The P wave
is evaluated for amplitude (height), duration, and morphology. P wave size and duration correspond to the relative size
of the atria. Normally P wave amplitude is no greater than
3 mm, and maximal P wave duration is 0.10 seconds in
children over I year old (0.08 seconds in infants less than
I year old)D Tall P waves may indicate right atrial
enlargement, and wide P waves may indicate left atrial
enlargement. Bilateral atrial enlargement is indicated by
P waves that are both wide and tall 24 Figure 7-24, A,
illustrates altered P wave morphology reflective of right and
left atrial enlargement.
P waves should be upright and consistent in appearance in lead II. If they are not, an ectopic rhythm is
suspected. "Flutter" waves replace normal P waves during AF (Figure 7-24, B). However, this can be easily
missed in patients who have low-amplitude P waves after
extensive atrial surgery. With premature atrial contractions,
low atrial rhythm, or atrial ectopic tachycardia, P wave
morphology or axis will be different from the P wave in
sinus rhythm. 27 •28 This can be manifest as a negative P wave
in aVF' lead I, or lead II. In junctional rhythms, the P waves
are dissociated, absent, or inverted after the QRS complex
(Figure 7-24, C).29
The fourth parameter for evaluation is the PR interval.
The length of the PR interval varies both with age and HR.
(See Table 7-4 for age-dependent norms.) First-degree heart
block is defined as a PR interval longer than the norm for
age. It can be a normal variant caused by increased vagal
tone, and in this situation, it is a benign condition 30 Digoxin
can increase the PR interval at therapeutic doses; however,
first-degree AV block may be a sign of toxicity. PR
prolongation can also be seen in myocarditis, hyperkalemia,
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Fig. 7-24 A, Abnormal P waves in a pediatric patient, 1. Right atrial enlargement;
P waves measure 5 mm. 2, Left atrial
enlargement: P wave duration measures
0.12 second. B, Normal P waves replaced
by flutter waves in atrial flutter. (From
Curley MAQ: Pediatric cardiac dysrhythmias, pp 59, 88, 101, 102. Bowie, Md.
Copyright 1985 by Brddy Communications
Company.)
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Kawasaki disease, acute rheumatic fever, and corrected
(levo) transposition of the great arteries (L-TGA)Y
Short PR intervals occur in rhythms with AV dissociation, such as complete heart block or junctional ectopic
tachycardia (JET). Although no association exists between
atrial and ventricular contraction in these rhythms, occasionally the P wave appears just before the QRS with a very
short PR interval.
In ventricular preexcitation (WPW syndrome) the PR
interval is short on ECG. This condition is due to a manifest
accessory connection that allows rapid antegrade (forward)
conduction of a sinus beat to the ventricles at the same time
there is ventricular depolarization by the AV node. As a
result of the early activation of the ventricles, the PR
interval is short. Ventricular preexcitation is apparent on
ECG by the presence of a delta wave (Figure 7-25).

The fifth parameter for assessment is the P·QRS
relationship. Every P wave should be conducted to the
ventricles and produce ventricular depolarization and a QRS
complex. If a one-to-one P-QRS relationship does not exist,
heart block or AV dissociation is suspected. See Figure 7-26
for an illustration of various forms of AV block.
In patients with second-degree heart block, the rhythm
strip reveals more than one P wave for each QRS complex.
Second-degree heart block is classified in two groups:
Mobitz type I (Wenckebach) or Mobitz type II. In Mobitz

rype I, there is progressive prolongation of the PR interval
with eventual failure to conduct an atrial impulse to the
ventricles. The rhythm strip reveals progressive lengthening
of the PR interval and concomitant shortening of the RR
interval until a QRS complex does not follow a P wave.
Characteristic grouping of complexes is evident. Mobitz
type I second-degree heart block may reflect AV node
dysfunction in patients following intracardiac surgical
procedures near the AV node or in those with digoxin,
J3-blocker, calcium channel blocker, or quinidine toxicity. It
can be detected in people without pathophysiologic conditions, especially during sleep. Mobitz type I second-degree
heart block does not usually progress to third-degree
(complete) heart block. No treatment is indicated unless the
ventricular rate is excessively slow and CO is compromised
as a consequence. Permanent pacing is indicated in those
children with symptomatic Mobitz type I block, although
this is infrequent. 30
Mobitz type II second-degree heart block results in either
normal AV conduction or completely blocked conduction.
The atrial rate is normal (regular P waves), but the
ventricular rate (QRS) depends on the number of normally
conducted beats. On a rhythm strip, this is manifest by
occasional or a patterned block of AV conduction. A QRS
complex does not follow each P wave. This type of heart
block is at the bundle or lower and can progress to
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Fig. 7-24-<:ont'd C, Altered P wave morphology and location. J, Inverted P waves before the QRS complex characteristic of low atrial
rhythm. 2, Buried P wave within the QRS complex, atrial and ventricular
depolarization occur at the same time (junctional rhythm). 3, Inverted
P wave after the QRS complex ventricular depolarization first, then atrial
depolarization (junctional rhythm). (From Curley MAQ: Pediatric
cardiac dysrhythmias. pp 59,88, 101, 102. Bowie, Md. Copyright 1985
by Brady Communications Company.)
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p
First degree AV block

Second degree AV block

p

Mobitz type I
(Wenckebach phenomenon)

Fig. 7-26 Disturbances of atrioventricular (A V)
conduction. (From Park PK: How to read pediatric
ECGs, ed 3, Sl. Louis, 1992, Mosby.)

Mobitz type II

p

p

2:1 AV block

Complete (third degree)
AV block

third-degree heart block. 23 Ifthe patient is unstable with this
rhythm, intravenous isoproterenol, atropine, or epinephrine
may be helpful in increasing ventricular rate until pacemaker therapy is available.
Occasionally 2: 1 AV block is noted; this occurs when a
QRS follows every second P wave. Without conducting an
electrophysiology study, it is difficult to determine if 2: I AV
block is Mobitz type I or type II because the AV node can
develop a Wenckebach after every other sinus beat.
Third-degree, or complete heart, block (CHB) can either
be congenital or acquired. Regardless of the cause, the SA
node paces the atria, and either a junctional or ventricular
escape rhythm paces the ventricles. On ECG the atrial rate
is regular and faster than the ventricular rate, and no
relationship exists between the P waves and QRS.
Acquired CHB may result from severe metabolic derangement, such as hypoxia, acidosis, hypothermia, hypoglycemia, electrolyte imbalance (especially of potassium or
calcium), drug toxicity, acquired myocardial disease (including myocarditis), or as a consequence of open heart
surgery. In most cases, acquired CHB is transient, requiring
only temporary support. Administration of intravenous
isoproterenol or epinephrine (0.05-0.1 /lg/kg/min) to increase the ventricular rate is usually necessary. Temporary
pacing is accomplished via transvenous or transcutaneous
epicardial approach. However, esophageal atrial pacing is
not of benefit in CHB because atrial impulses cannot be
conducted to the ventricles. Permanent pacing is necessitated if acquired CHB persists for longer than 14 days
because the ventricular rate is too slow to support CO
and does not increase significantly to support metabolic
demands. 30.31
Congenital CHB is often associated with maternal
collagen vascular diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus. In addition, some 30% of infants with congenital
CHB have CHDs, including L-transposition, univentricular
heart, AV canal, and tricuspid atresia. 32 Infants with
congenital CHB are often diagnosed prenatally on fetal
echocardiogram. In some, the HR is so slow that severe
CHF is present at birth, and mortality is high in this group.

Infants who are asymptomatic at birth, except for the slow
HR, generally have an escape rhythm of 60 to 70 beats/min.
A mean awake HR of less than 55 beats/min is a poor
prognostic indicator. 32 - 34
In the symptomatic infant, administration of isoproterenol or epinephrine may be necessary to increase HR until
placement of a permanent pacemaker. In the asymptomatic
infant, close observation with frequent Holter monitoring is
necessary to evaluate for rate response with exercise,
ventricular escape rhythm, or mean HR. If CHF, syncope,
inability to increase HR, a long QT interval, VT, or
wide-complex escape rhythm develops, then placement of a
permanent pacemaker is indicated.
The P-QRS relationship may also be useful in diagnosis
of tachyarrhythmias (although it is often difficult to detect
P waves on ECG at very high heart rates). SVT can have
P waves conducted retrograde that follow the QRS. In JET
or VT, AV dissociation is present.
Many diagnostic tools are available to assist in the
assessment of the AV relationship during tachycardia. First,
AV dissociation can be assessed from the RA hemodynamic
waveform. On atrial pressure lines (central venous pressure,
left atrial pressure), cannon a waves are present in AV
dissociation, occurring when the atria contract against a
closed tricuspid or mitral valve (Figure 7-27). Second,
assessing the P-QRS relationship in more than one lead is
often useful. Figure 7-28 is a 12-lead ECG in a 9-year-old
with wide-complex tachycardia. In VI' AV dissociation is
evident, aiding the diagnosis of VT.
Finally, an atrial electrogram can be recorded using a
transesophageal electrode or an existing transthoracic atrial
wire placed during cardiac surgery. These maneuvers are
helpful in the diagnosis of atrial lachyarrhythmias or JET.
Atrial activity is detected with the transesophageal lead
because the lower esophagus lies posterior to the left atrium
(LA). An atrial esophageal lead is placed like a nasogastric
tube and slowly withdrawn to provide optimal visualization of atrial waves (Figure 7-29). An epicardial atrial
electrogram allows the direct recording of atrial activity.
When obtained simultaneously with a rhythm strip, atrial
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activation and AY association can be clearly identified
(Figure 7-30). In addition, atrial overdrive pacing to terminate reentrant arrhythmias can be accomplished via either
transesophageal or atrial epicardial wires. Less traumatic
than traditional cardioversion, atrial overdrive pacing is
useful when the patient is hemodynamically unstable or is
refractory to drug therapy.

The sixth assessment parameter is duration ofthe QRS
complex. QRS duration correlates with ventricular mass and

Wider than expected QRS complexes occur when ventricular impulse conduction is delayed or aberrant. For example, premature ventricular contractions (PYCs) and bundle
branch block (BBB) result in abnormally long conduction
pathways. PYCs are often benign; however, multiform
PYCs, couplets, or triplets warrant further investigation.
Electrolyte, acid-base status, and hemodynamic function
should be evaluated in critically ill children with PYCs.

becomes wider as the infant or child grows (see Table 7-4).

ELECTROGRAM
Atrium Vent.

Fig. 7-27 Cannon a waves in AV dissociation as the atria contract
against a closed tricuspid valve.

Fig. 7·28

Fig. 7-29 Anatomic relationship between the esophagus and the
cardiac chambers in infants. The ideal electrogram at midesophagus has an atrial spike that is equal to, or larger than, the ventricular
signal. V, Ventricle; LA, left atrium; ST, stomach. (From Walsh EP:
Electrocardiography and introduction to electrophysiological techniques. In Fyler DC. ed: Nadas 'pediatric cardiology, Philadelphia,
1992, Hanley & Belfus, p 147.)

Wide-complex tachycardia with AV dissociation evident in lead VI. (Courtesy M.A.Q. Curley.)

Chapter 7

Intraventricular conduction blocks can occur in either the
right or the left bundle branch because of CHDs or
myocardial inflammation. Right BBB is common after
surgical repairs that involve the ventricular septum. The type
of intraventricular block (that is, partial or complete BBB)
is monitored with serial ECGs but is not usually of clinical
significance for most pediatric patients.
Wide QRS complex tachyarrhythmias pose a significant
problem to caregivers in the PICD. Differentiating between
SVT with aberrant conduction and VT is critically important
because treatment of these two arrhythmias is quite differ-
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ent. The following factors are considered in making the
distinction between the two:
I. Rate. The rate of SVT is age dependent. The normal
rate of the SA node is 220 minus the patient's age;
anything faster than this is usually considered an
abnormal tachyarrhythmia. SVT and VT rates range
from 150 to 300 beats/min. 35
2. Rhythm. VT is generally a regular rhythm; SVT is
monotonously regular.
3. P-QRS relationship. In SVT the relationship is one to
one (I: I), whereas AV dissociation exists in VT. In VT
the ventricular rate is greater than the atrial rate. 35 (At
rapid heart rates, this can be difficult to determine
using a surface ECG.)
4. QRS duration. Generally, Wide-complex tachycardia
is considered VT until proven otherwise. In VT the
QRS duration is different than the sinus QRS and
wide at 120 to 140 milliseconds. In the majority of
patients with SVT, the QRS complex is normal and
narrow complex. However, up to 15% to 30% of
patients with SVT can have rate-dependent BBB,27
which is most often a right BBB best identified in V l'
5. Fusion complexes. Fusion complexes are created in
part by a normally conducted supraventricular impulse and in part by an ectopic ventricular impulse.
The result is in normalization of the QRS complex?3
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Atrial electrocardiogram; note the atrial rate in the top
lead is faster than the ventricular rate (QRS) in the bottom iead.

Fig. 7-30

Fig. 7-31

Figure 7-31 shows rhythm strips in which wide-complex
tachycardia is noted. The most crucial assessment in each
case is the impact of the rhythm disturbance on hemodynamics and patient condition.
Evaluation of QRS duration is helpful in monitoring
critically ill children with electrolyte imbalances or over-

Wide-complex tachycardia. (Courtesy M.A.Q. Curley.)
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Fig. 1-32 Prolonged QRS duration in tricyclic antidepressant ingestion; changes in a patient's ECG
over 8 hours. (From Kelley SJ: Pediatric emergency nursing, ed 2, Norwalk, Conn, 1994, Appleton &
Lange, p 234.)
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Fig. 1-33 Hyperkalemia prolongs cardiac conduction: the QRS duration and PR interval are prolonged,
and the P wave is broad.. (From Curley MAQ: Pediatric cardiac dysrhythmias, p 153. Bowie, Md.
Copyright 1985 by Brady Communications Company.)

dose. Tricyclic ingestion results in prolongation of the QRS
complex and provides a bedside guide to predict which
patients are at risk for significant complications (i.e.,
seizures, ventricular arrhythmias, and death) (Figure 7-32).
In patients with hyperkalemia, peaked T waves are noted
initially; however, this is a nonspecific sign because many
normal children can have peaked T waves. As the serum
potassium level continues to rise, cardiac conductivity is
decreased, resulting in bizarre wide QRS complexes. 24
Figure 7-33 represents the rhythm strip of a patient with
hyperkalemia.

The seventh assessment parameter is the ST segment.
The ST segment is evaluated from the J point (the junction
of the QRS complex and the ST segment) and compared
with the isoelectric line or baseline of the rhythm strip.
Normally the ST segment is not elevated more than I mm or
depressed more than 0.5 mm in children. An exception to
this is early repolarization syndrome in adolescents that is a
benign condition resulting in ST segment elevation of up to

4 mm?4 Abnormal ST segments are associated with
myocarditis, pericarditis, myocardial ischemia, potassium
abnormalities, severe ventricular hypertrophy, and intracranial pathologic conditions (Figure 7-34).
The eighth parameterfor assessment is the T wave. The
T wave is normally asymmetric, and measurement of
amplitude is difficult because of normal variability in
children. Low-voltage or flat T waves in multiple leads may
indicate ischemia. T waves should be upright in leads I and
II after 48 hours of age. T waves are normally inverted in V I
after 5 days of age until adolescence, at which point they
become upright?4 Abnormalities in the T wave are the result
of abnormal depolarization (such as that which occurs with
PVC) or when repolarization is abnormal (as in patients with
myocarditis).
Tall, peaked T waves are apparent in hyperkalemia,
LVH with volume overload, and intracranial hemorrhage. Flattened T waves are apparent in hypothyroidism,
hypokalemia, myocarditis, ischemia, or digoxin toxicity?3
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Depression of the ST segment with tachycardia. (Courtesy M.A.Q. Curley.)

Figure 7-35 shows T wave changes associated with changes
in serum potassium levels.
The ninth parameter evaluated is the QT interval. The
QT interval represents ventricular repolarization and varies
with HR, increasing with slower rates and decreasing with
rapid rates. Bazett's formula is widely accepted for calculation of the QT interval. However, the data in support of
Bazett's formula is from adults and has been extrapolated to
children. The QT interval has been found to be influenced by
gender and age. Adolescent girls have the longest QT
intervals 36 The QT interval is corrected for HR; however,
validity is questioned at very slow heart rates «50
beats/min) and in bigeminal rhythms. This measurement
must be made using the QT following three consecutive
sinus beats.
QTc = measured QT interval + square root of the RR interval
(expressed in seconds)
The QT interval ends at the end of the T wave. If a U wave
(see next section) is present and the U wave amplitude
is 50% or less of the T wave amplitude, then the QT
interval ends at the extrapolated downslope of the T wave.
The corrected QT should be less than or equal to
0.44 second, except in newborns where it may be up to
0.47 second.
Shortening of the QT interval is detected in patients
receiving digoxin and in those with hypercalcemia. Prolonged QT interval occurs with hypocalcemia, myocarditis,
hypomagnesemia, hypokalemia, hypothermia, organophosphorous insecticide poisoning, medication toxicity (i.e.,
haloperidol [Haldol], tricyclic antidepressants, cisapride,
erythromycin, procainamide, and amiodarone among others), and long QT syndrome (Figure 7-36).

Long QT syndrome is a genetic mutation of one of the
voltage-activated channels altering normal ionic flow, resulting in ventricular repolarization abnormalities. These
patients are predisposed to ventricular arrhythmias and
torsades de pointes. 37 Long QT syndrome should be
suspected in children with QTc prolongation, syncope,
palpitations, and family history of sudden death.

The tenth parameter assessed is the presence of
U waves. U waves are small positive deflections that occur
at the end of the T wave. Prominent U waves are apparent
in hypokalemia and myocardial ischemia.

Radiographic Evaluation
Chest radiographs (CXR) of the seriously ill pediatric
patient provide important information about heart size,
chamber enlargement, and PBF. Most of these data are
obtained from a standard anteroposterior (AP) and lateral
chest film. Oblique films may be helpful in the detection of
specific changes in cardiac shape and size.
Detection of cardiac enlargement is an important goal of
chest radiography. Heart size is determined by the cardiothoracic ratio. The largest transverse dimension of the heart
is compared with the widest intercostal diameter of the
chest. (The presence of a thymic shadow can make this
measurement difficult in infants.) Cardiomegaly is present
when the heart size is greater than one-half the width of the
thorax. The film should be taken during peak inspiration
because an expiratory film will falsely enlarge the cardiac
silhouette.3 8 In the AP film, the right cardiac border is the
right atrium, and the lower left border is the left ventricle.
The aorta should arch to the left and slightly displace the
trachea to the right. In the lateral film, the lower anterior
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A

B

Fig.7·35 Twave changes that resulted when the serum potassium fell from 7.9 to 2.1 mEqlL in a patient
with diabetic ketoacidosis. A, Serum potassium 7.9 mEq/L. B, Serum potassium 2.1 mEqlL. (Courtesy
MAQ Curley.)

Fig. 7-36

QTc prolongation in a girl with the congenital, long QT syndrome. QTc is 485 ms.

border is the right ventricle, and the posterior border is the
left atrium (upper) and left ventricle (Iower).39 Serial
changes in heart size should be monitored.
Assessment of the vascular markings on the CXR detects
alterations in PBF. With a large left-to-right shunt, PBF is
increased, resulting in increased size and prominence of the

pulmonary blood vessels well into the peripheral lung fields.
Patients with heart defects that result in decreased PBF have
diminished pulmonary vascular markings.
The skeletal aspects of the CXR are examined because of
the association between CHDs and congenital anomalies
(many of which have bony abnormalities). The pulmonary
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parenchyma is inspected because pneumonia and/or atelectasis can be a problem in the postoperative period and in
children with increased PBF.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) adds substantially
to the cardiac evaluation. Historically, barium swallow esophagrams were used for the detection of atrial
enlargement and coarctation of the aorta. However, MRI has
largely replaced the use of barium swallow for these
indications.
MRI can complement echocardiography if findings on
the echocardiogram are equivocal. In some situations
(coarctation of the aorta in older children, thoracic vascular
abnormalities, or pulmonary vascular abnormalities), MRI
has replaced cardiac catheterization as the primary diagnostic tool. 40 The accuracy and quality of MRI images require
patient cooperation and limitation of movement. Many
children require sedation, particularly infants and small
children. The presence of metal near the heart may degrade
the quality of the image, so a careful history should be
obtained to determine the presence of permanent pacemakers, vascular clips, shrapnel, or other magnetic metal. MRI
should be avoided in children with permanent pacemakers
or defibrillators because these can pose a significant hazard
to the patient (i.e., reprogramming of generator, inappropriate function, ventricular fibrillation).

Echocardiography
Echocardiography provides the most complete noninvasive
assessment of cardiac structure, function, blood flow patterns, and pressure gradients. Echocardiography uses transthoracic ultrasound imaging. A pulse generator sends electrical pulses to a transducer that emits short bursts of sound
energy through the chest wall. The transducer then receives
the sound energy returning from the tissues and converts it
into an electrical signal that can be viewed on an image
processor. Transthoracic two-dimensional and Doppler
echocardiography have become the primary diagnostic tools
in the evaluation of children with congenital heart disease.
The ability of echocardiography to provide a detailed assessment of cardiac structure has allowed most children
with major CHDs to undergo primary complete surgical
repair without the need for cardiac catheterization. 41
M-mode echocardiography provides one-dimensional
imaging of the heart. With this technique, the transducer
emits a thin beam of ultrasound energy directed to a specific
area of the heart. Cardiac structures that lie along that beam
are viewed on a strip recording that shows the motion of the
structures over time. With this limited view, M-mode cannot
provide diagnosis of structural cardiac defects and is
primarily used in the evaluation of LV size and function.
Two-dimensional echocardiography provides a crosssectional view of the heart. This is accomplished by aiming
the ultrasound beam across an angle, viewing the structures
of the heart within that area. This produces a sector or image
of the structures within the area of the ultrasound beam. The
result is a detailed two-dimensional image of the entire heart
and associated structures, making it the primary tool for the
diagnosis of structural cardiac defects.
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Doppler ultrasound adds information to the twodimensional picture by evaluating the blood flow through
the heart. In this technique, sound waves are bounced off
moving blood, making it possible to measure the velocity of
its flow. Color Doppler uses computer technology to assign
a color to the various blood flow velocities, making it useful
in the evaluation of intracardiac shunts and valve regurgitation. Spectral Doppler displays the blood flow velocity and
pattern directly on the screen and is most useful in the
evaluation of intracardiac valve obstructions.
The primary indications for echocardiography in the
PICU include diagnosis of CHDs, identification of residual
cardiac lesions after cardiac surgery, presence of pericardial
effusion and/or cardiac tamponade, evaluation of cardiac
chamber volume and function, identification of intracardiac
thrombi or vegetations, and possibly the evaluation of
diaphragm movement (Figure 7-37). In addition, echocardiography is utilized to guide pericardiocentesis in the
setting of pericardial effusion or cardiac tamponade.
Echocardiography can be used to evaluate ventricular
function by measuring shortening fraction or ejection
fraction. Shortening fraction is the percent change in
ventricular diameter during systole and diastole, and ejection fraction is the percent of volume change. Normal
shortening fraction is 32 ± 4%, and a normal ejection
fraction is 65 ± 10%. Shortening fraction is calculated by
measuring the transverse diameter of the ventricle in
diastole and systole, where LV diastolic diameter minus
LV systolic diameter divided by LV diastolic diameter gives
shortening fraction. Ejection fraction is best measured by
obtaining biplane measurements of the ventricle from the
apex. The entire wall of the ventricle is traced, measuring
the volume during diastole and systole, where the LV
diastolic volume minus the LV systolic volume divided by
the LV diastolic volume gives the ejection fraction. These
data can only be accurately applied to the morphologic left
ventricle. Evaluation of a systemic right ventricle (Mustard
or Senning for TGA) or morphologic single right ventricle
(hypoplastic left heart syndrome) is generally performed
subjectively by the echocardiographer.
Both methods of evaluating ventricular function have
limitations. Shortening fraction depends on normal wall
movement and is only applicable to a structurally normal
left ventricle. Conditions that produce RV volume overload
(atrial septal defect, or severe tricuspid or pulmonary valve
insufficiency), wall motion abnormalities (myocardial infarction, synthetic septal patch), and paradoxical septal wall
motion can make shortening fraction inaccurate. Ejection
fraction requires biplane measurements from either the
apical or subcostal views and therefore are often difficult to
obtain. If the entire wall is not visualized, errors in tracing
can lead to inaccurate measurements.
Echocardiographic techniques using Doppler flow measurements to estimate CO are also available. These techniques are often inaccurate and not as reliable as invasive
measurements of CO using the Fick or thermodilution
methods.
Transesophageal
Echocardiography. Although
transthoracic echocardiography has become the primary
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Fig. 7-37 A, Echocardiogram of an infant with VSD (ventricular septal defect). B, Echocardiogram of a child with
ASD (atrial septal defect). C, Echocardiogram of an infant with
a small VSD ad an AP (aortopulmonary) window. LA. Left
atrium; LV, left ventricle; RA, right atrium; RV, right ventricle.

c

diagnostic tool in the evaluation of children with congenital
heart disease, specific circumstances may limit its use. For
example, the presence of multiple chest tubes, invasive
monitoring lines, and an open sternum may limit the accessibility necessary to achieve adequate images for diagnosis.
In these circumstances, transesophageal echocardiography
(TEE) may be indicated. TEE uses a flexible ultrasound
probe with a high-resolution ultrasonic transducer at the tip.
With the patient deeply sedated (and possibly intubated), the
probe is passed orally into the esophagus and placed in the
retrocardiac position, where two-dimensional imaging and
Doppler analysis provide high-quality evaluation of cardiac
structure and blood flow. When placed into the stomach,
subcostal views of the heart can be obtained from below the
diaphragm, providing a better image for measuring flow
velocities through the ventricular outflow tracts.

In the operating room, TEE is used before the initiation
of cardiopulmonary bypass to confirm the diagnosis, identify any additional diagnostic information that may alter the
surgical approach, evaluate AV valve insufficiency, and
assess cardiac function. Immediately following the separation from cardiopulmonary bypass, TEE is used to identify
postoperative structural abnormalities that require additional
surgical procedures and to evaluate postoperative cardiac
function that may impact medical management. In approximately 6% of pediatric cardiac surgery patients, TEE
findings prompt a return to cardiopulmonary bypass for
further surgery or for revision of the surgery.42,43 In 75% of
these patients, the problem identified by TEE was corrected,
and the patients had a good outcome. The most common
cardiac lesions requiring return to cardiopulmonary bypass
are tetralogy of Fallot and AV canal defects.
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Fig. 7-38

Fetal echo.

TEE is used in the catheterization laboratory during
device closure procedures to ensure proper placement of the
device and to evaluate adequate closure of the defect.
Occasionally it may be used during electrophysiology
studies for electrode placement, particularly in singleventricle patients.
TEE is also the best method to diagnose intracardiac
thrombi, particularly in the left atrium. This should be
performed in patients who have been in atrial fibrillation!
flutter for protracted periods to rule out systemic heart
thrombi before cardioversion because the risk for embolization is significant. 44 .45
Limitations of TEE include its use in small infants and
previous esophageal surgery, making passage of the probe
difficult. Cardiac lesions that are not well visualized with
this method include partial anomalous pulmonary venous
drainage, left superior vena cava to left atria connection, and
distal branch pulmonary artery stenosis. Although no
significant morbidity or mortality has been reported with
the use of TEE, care must be taken on removal of the probe
in intubated patients to prevent accidental endotracheal
extubation.
Fetal Echocardiography. The development of highresolution ultrasound scanners, along with the evolution of
Doppler and color Doppler capabilities, has led to the use of
ultrasonography in the prenatal diagnosis of fetal cardiac
anomalies (Figure 7-38). Fetal echocardiography is successful in the diagnosis of structural cardiac abnonnalities,
arrhythmias, and abnonnal cardiac function in fetuses as
early as 16 to 18 weeks' gestation. An elective evaluation,
however, is preferred between 18 to 20 weeks' gestation
when the cardiac valves are well developed and the heart is
an adequate size for study.
A primary indication for fetal echocardiography is the
presence of an abnormal four-chamber view of the fetal
heart on an obstetric ultrasound. When referred for this
reason, the occurrence of congenital heart disease is 50% to
80%.46.47 The presence of fetal risk factors for congenital
heart disease is another indication for detailed fetal echocardiography. These include the following: (1) previous
Occurrence of congenital heart disease in siblings or parents;
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(2) maternal diseases known to affect the fetus, such as
diabetes mellitus and connective tissue disease; (3) maternal
drug use, such as alcohol and lithium; (4) abnormalities of
other fetal systems, such as chromosomal abnonnalities,
diaphragmatic bernia, omphalocele, and polyhydramnios, or
oligohydramnios; (5) nonimmune hydrops; and (6) abnormalities of fetal heart rhythm. In this setting, structural
cardiac defects have been found in 9% of the cases and
rhythm abnormalities identified in 17% of the cases. 4S
A primary benefit of fetal echocardiography is the ability
to provide the family with diagnostic and prognostic information to facilitate planning and decision making. The diagnosis of severe structural heart defects, such as ductaldependant lesions, may detennine the site of delivery to
optimize surgical and medical management during the newborn period. For example, fetal diagnosis of hypoplastic left
heart syndrome is associated with improved postnatal outcome. 49 When the likelihood of fetal demise related to congenital heart disease is high, termination of the pregnancy
may be considered. In the case of fetal arrhythmias, early
management with antiarrhythmic agents, along with echocardiographic monitoring, may decrease the development of
fetal hydrops and improve clinical outcome. In the future,
fetal diagnosis of structural cardiac defects, along with the
possibility of fetal cardiac intervention and/or surgery, may
improve the outcome of specific high-risk defects.

INVASIVE EVALUATION AND DIAGNOSIS
Definitive diagnosis of cardiac structure and function may
require invasive diagnostic techniques. In the intensive care
unit, hemodynamic monitoring provides valuable infonnation regarding cardiovascular function. Definitive structural
and functional infonnation about the heart is obtained, in
some instances only by cardiac catheterization.

Hemodynamic Monitoring
Invasive hemodynamic monitoring of infants and children
in the PICU is routinely perfonned. Although tbe ability to
measure, monitor, and calculate many physiologic parameters related to cardiovascular perfonnance is valuable in
the care of critically ill pediatric patients, numeric hemodynamic data alone is inadequate for clinical decision making.
The sections that follow focus on the measurement of
hemodynamic parameters and the calculation of derived
hemodynamic data. The correlation of hemodynamic data
with clinical assessment infonnation and the effects of
various modes of therapy are integrated. Accurate clinical
decision making is based on the integration of hemodynamic monitoring data and sound clinical evaluation.
Fundamentals of Hemodynamic Monitoring. Invasive hemodynamic monitoring systems use a transducer
to convert one energy fonn to another. The physical energy
of BP is converted to an electrical signal that is amplified
and displayed. Disposable transducer systems are routinely
used and preferred to reusable systems. Disposable transducers have an improved dynamic frequency response, have
less pressure drift with changes in temperature, are cost
effective, and may decrease the risk of infection.
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Fig. 7-40 Phlebostatic axis. Crossing of two imaginary lines
defines the assumed position of the monitoring catheter tip within
the body (i.e., right atrial level). A, Line that passes from the fourth
intercostal space at the lateral margin of the stemum down the side
of the body beneath the axilla. B, Line that runs horizontally at a
point midway between the outennost portion of the anterior and
posterior surfaces of the chest. (From Darovic GO: Hemodynamic monitoring: invasive and non-invasive clin.ical applications,

Philadelphia, 1987, WB Saunders, p 126.)
Fig. 7-39 Arterial blood pressure-monitoring system. (From
Gardner RM, Hujcs M: Fundamentals of physiologic monitoring,
AACN Clin Issues Cr;t Care Nul's 4: 19, 1993.)

Figure 7-39 illustrates one example of an arterial BP
monitoring system. A radial artery catheter is connected
through a short piece of pressure tubing to a stopcock. The
stopcock near the insertion site is connected to a second
stopcock at the transducer with a longer pressure tube. The
transducer is connected to an infusion pump that delivers a
continuous infusion at a controlled rate. The transducer is
also connected to the monitor that displays the pressure
waveform and the numeric measurement of the BP. Basic
transducer setups vary among institutions. With the implementation of needleless access systems, most pressure
setups use methods for avoiding needles.
Setting the Zero Point for the Monitoring System.
All systemic arterial catheter transducers must be leveled to
an anatomically consistent point and zeroed to eliminate the
effects of hydrostatic and atmospheric pressure. The proper
technique for setting the zero point for a pressure monitoring
system is illustrated in Figure 7-40. The transducer must be
carefully positioned at the phlebostatic reference point,
which is the fourth intercostal space-midaxillary line.
Inaccurate transducer position can result in large errors in
pressure measurement, especially when pressures are low,
as when central venous or pulmonary artery wedge pressures are monitored. For example, a transducer positioned
15 cm above the phlebostatic reference point will result in a
venous pressure reading II mmHg lower than is actually the
case; a transducer located 15 cm below the midaxillary
line will result in a venous pressure reading II mmHg above
the actual pressure. These inaccuracies are the consequence of the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the BP
reading. When more than one pressure is monitored, all
transducers are placed in one holder to ensure accuracy
when correlating data.
When the transducer is accurately positioned, either the
stopcock at the patient's end of the system or the stopcock

at the transducer is opened to air and the monitor zeroed.
Care must be taken to ensure that excessively long lengths
of tubing between the patient and the transducer are avoided
and that the tubing does not hang below the transducer.
Unusual pressure readings should always prompt reassessment of the system position and rezeroing of the
monitoring system, especially if treatment changes are
anticipated based on the pressure measured. Changes in the
transducer or amplifier related to time and temperature and
changes in the patient's position relative to the transducer
can produce zero changes.
System Calibration. Transducer manufacturers calibrate the system sensitivity to within ±l %. Thus only
zeroing is required when using standardized, disposable
transducers. Checking the calibration with a column of air or
mercury is unnecessary and may introduce risk of system
contamination or embolism.
Optimizing System Accuracy. Hemodynamic pressure waveforms are dynamic, not static. The accuracy and
reliability of the system's transmission of a pressure
waveform to the transducer are crucial. To ensure accuracy
of invasive pressure monitoring, the following procedures
are necessary. in addition to the zeroing procedure described
earlier. 5U.51
I. All air bubbles in the system are eliminated. Air
bubbles result in underestimation of the systolic
pressure and overestimation of the diastolic pressure.
Air bubbles often are located in stopcocks when all
the ports have not been filled with fluid and at
connection points between tubings and between
tubings and stopcocks.
2. Blood clots are prevented by the continuous infusion
of flush solution. Thrombus formation on the catheter
has the same effects described when air bubbles are
present in the system.
3. Only noncompliant pressure tubing, in the shortest
lengths possible (no longer than 3 to 4 feet), is used.
Venous tubing, which is excessively compliant, or
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Fig. 7-41 A, Schematic illustration of a fast flush test. The
natural frequency is determined by measuring the distance (D)
between two consecutive oscillating peaks. This interval (millimeters) is divided by the paper speed (usually 25 mm/sec).
Damping coefficient is determined by calculating the ratio
between the amplitude of two consecutive peaks (A,/A,). This
ratio is then plotted on the scale illustrated to obtain the damping
coefficient. B, Scale for determining damping coefficient. Amplitude ratio on the right is referenced across to the damping coefficient on the left. Optimal systems have a high natural frequency
(20 to 25 Hz) and a damping coefficient between 0.5 and 0.75).
(A from Daily EK, Schroeder JS: Techniqnes in bedside hemodynamic monitoring. St Louis, 1989, Mosby; B from Gardner RM:
Direct BP measurement: dynamic response requirements, Anesthe-
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long lengths of tubing result in the same errors
described earlier.
4. The number of tubing connections is minimized. All
loose-fitting connections are corrected.
Ensuring that pressure monitoring equipment is properly
set up and maintained provides accurate and valuable data to
critical care personnel. Attention to detail ensures the
acquisition of accurate physiologic data.
Dynamic Response Validation. The ability of the
hemodynamic monitoring system to accurately transmit a
pressure wavefonn is a function of both the system's
"natural frequency" (analogous to a car tire bouDcing on a
highway) and its "damping coefficient" (how quickly the
car stabilizes after each bounce).52 The fast flush test
stimulates the hemodynamic monitoring system with high
pressure so that the natural frequency and damping coefficient can be observed. Opening and quickly closing the fast
flush device to temporarily interrupt the physiologic pressure waveform performs the fast flush test. A "square wave"
pressure, followed by oscillations that revert to the pressure
waveform being monitored, is observed (Figure 7-41, A
and B). Daily and Schroeder 3 detail the fast flush test
procedure.
Performing the fast flush test necessitates brief but rapid
infusion of flush solution into the vascular catheter. Small
arteries in patients with inadequate tissue perfusion may

spasm in response to rapid flushing. In this circumstance, it
is impossible to perform the fast flush test. However, natural
frequency is maximized in every patient's monitoring
system by meticulous attention to the factors listed earlier
that enhance system accuracy.
Arterial Blood Pressure Monitoring, Continuous
invasive monitoring of systemic arterial BP is frequently
necessary in the pediatric intensive care setting to ensure
accurate evaluation of changes in patient status and the
effects of therapies prescribed. Direct BP measurement is
preferred in patients with circulatory dysfunction because
impaired peripheral circulation and vasoconstriction render
indirect measurement inaccurate or impossible to obtain. In
addition, arterial cannulation for direct BP measurement
provides reliable access for blood sampling when frequent
laboratory evaluation, such as of arterial blood gases, is
required.
Arterial Cannulation Sites. The choice of an arterial
pressure monitoring site is based on the identification of an
artery that is large enough to accurately reflect systemic BP
and has adequate collateral circulation. The Allen test is
performed when the radial artery is selected for cannulation
to determine the adequacy of collateral circulation to the
hand. To do this. both the radial and ulnar arteries are
compressed until the hand blanches. The ulnar artery only is
released, and the hand is assessed for return of color in 5 to
7 seconds. Color returning within 7 to 15 seconds is
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suggestive of slowed filling. If perfusion is delayed for more
than 15 seconds, collateral circulation is considered inadequate, and another arterial site is selected for cannulation 54 .55 Similar technique for evaluating other arterial sites
is necessary. For example, the posterior tibial and dorsalis
pedis artery combination is assessed when either is considered for cannulation.
Other considerations in the selection of an arterial
pressure monitoring site include easy access for blood
sampling, care of the line, and assessment of the insertion
site; avoidance of areas likely to be contaminated or where
wounds exist; and selection of an artery large enough to
permit blood flow around the catheter56 Arterial catheters
are not placed in extremities with vascular prostheses such
as those used for hemodialysis.
Possible sites for arterial cannulation and continuous
monitoring include the radial, dorsalis pedis, posterior tibial,
femoral, axillary, and umbilical arteries. The brachial artery
is generally avoided because it is an artery without sufficient
collateral circulation. Brachial artery occlusion with a
catheter has been associated with the loss of the entire distal
forearm. Temporal arteries are also avoided for cannulation.
Flushing of this vessel can result in retrograde infusion of air
or clot into the internal carotid artery and has been
associated with brain infarction.
The umbilical arteries can be cannulated for the first
several days of life before they become obliterated. In the
young infant, they provide reliable and safe arterial access.
Verified by radiographs, optimal position of the distal
catheter is either high, above the diaphragm at T4 to TID, or
low, at L3 to L4. These positions avoid the renal and
mesenteric arteries. In either position, perfusion of the lower
extremities is carefully assessed.
The radial artery is the most common and preferred site
for arterial cannulation because it is easy to access and has
good collateral blood flow via the ulnar artery. The arteries
of the foot may be used, but access is often more difficult to
obtain in small children. In addition, maintaining the
catheter in either the dorsalis pedis or posterior tibial artery
in position for proper functioning may be more difficult.
Often the foot cannot be positioned comfortably.
The femoral artery is also an artery with minimal
collateral circulation. However, this vessel is large enough
to provide adequate blood flow around a small catheter and
is therefore used for cannulation and monitoring. Careful
assessment of the distal extremity pulses and perfusion
should be evaluated frequently to observe for signs of
thrombosis and ischemia. When low CO states exist, there
may be an increased risk for distal ischemia, necessitating
careful monitoring. Cannulation of the femoral artery should
be avoided in the presence of occlusive vascular disease
involving the leg. In addition, care should be provided to
keep the site dressing free of urine or fecal contamination to
prevent catheter infection.
The axillary artery is a large artery with good collateral
circulation; therefore thrombosis with distal ischemia is
rarely seen. Retrograde embolism, however, is a potential
complication because of the proximity of the axillary vessel
to the aortic arch and cerebral vessels. Careful attention

must be given to avoid rapid flushing and the presence of
air or clot.
Arterial Pressure Analysis. Invasive BP measurement provides a moment-to-moment picture and a visual
display of systolic, diastolic, and mean arterial pressure.
Systolic arterial pressure (SAP) is the pressure exerted
within the systemic arterial vasculature during ventricular contraction. Diastolic arterial pressure (DAP) reflects
the pressure of the systemic arterial vasculature during
ventricular relaxation. Pulse pressure (PP) is the arithmetic
difference between the systolic and diastolic measurements
and is a function of SV and arterial capacitance. For example, PP is typically decreased or narrowed when intravascular volume is inadequate. Mean arterial blood pressure
(MAP) is the average pressure throughout the cardiac cycle.
It is calculated by one of two formulas (all measures
are in millimeters of mercury):
MAP = SAP + 2(DAP) + 3 or MAP = DAP + PP + 3
MAP is not the mathematical mean of the systolic and
diastolic BPs because diastole normally persists for approximately two thirds of the cardiac cycle. Electronic monitoring equipment performs the calculation of MAP automatically and provides a visual display of SAP, DAP, and the
mean pressure. MAP is dependent on blood volume and
the elasticity of the arterial walls and is representati ve of the
perfusion pressure throughout the capillaries.
The pressure wave that results from contraction of the
ventricle begins in the aorta. Arterial systole begins with the
opening of the aortic valve and rapid ejection of blood into
the aorta. Runoff of blood from the proximal aorta to the
peripheral arteries follows. The arterial pressure waveform
shows these events as a sharp rise in pressure that is
followed by a decline in pressure. As the ventricles relax and
the aortic valve closes, a small rise in arterial pressure
occurs, resulting in the dicrotic notch on the downstroke of
the arterial pressure waveform. Figure 7-42 shows a normal
arterial waveform.
The arterial pressure differs both in contour and in
measured value in various arterial locations. Impedance
increases as the pressure wave travels toward the periphery,
causing an increase in amplitude. The height of the pressure
wave and the measured systolic pressure are greater distally
than centrally. In addition, the more distal the location of the
arterial catheter, the sharper the systolic upstroke and the
less defined the dicrotic notch. The normally higher systolic
pressure in the lower extremities that is normal in older
children results in higher systolic pressures in the femoral
artery than in the arteries of the upper extremities.
The systolic arterial pressure rises immediately after ventricular depolarization, that is, after the QRS complex on the
rhythm strip. Delay is related to the catheter location and the
length of tubing between the catheter and transducer. The
dicrotic notch occurs after the T wave of the rhythm strip.
A decrease in the slope of the arterial pressure upstroke
reflects a decrease in the velocity with which blood is
ejected from the left ventricle, which is consistent with a
decrease in ventricular contractility. Ventricular outflow
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Fig. 7-42 Nonnal arterial pressure tracing. ECG. Electrocardiogram. (From Smith JB: Pediatric critical care, Albany,
NY, 1985. Delmar, p II I.)

0'-----------------------obstruction, produced by aortic stenosis or pericardial
tamponade, also decreases the slope of the arterial pressure
upstroke. A rapid, exaggerated upstroke and little area under
the pulse contour correspond to decreased SV and increased
vascular resistance, even when systolic BP is "normal" for
age. Decreased CO and increased SVR also elevate the
diastolic BP and narrow the PP. In the normally compliant
lung, excessive positive pressure may restrict venous return
to the heart. Therefore patients who are intravascularly
volume depleted or who require excessive positive pressure
may demonstrate a decrease in arterial pressure with
mechanical inspiration or high levels of positive endexpiratory pressure (PEEP).
Dampened waveforms occur when obstacles prevent
the pressure wave from being transmitted freely along
the system. Dampened waveforms have a characteristic
smoothed out appearance and are identified by a gradual
upstroke, rounded-out peak systole, poor dicrotic notch, and
narrow PP. Troubleshooting includes assessment of the
entire system from cannula to solution for catheter obstruction, clot formation, air in the system, and arterial spasm.
Overzealous flushing is avoided because it has been
associated with complications such as cerebral emboli.
Overshoot, resulting from high flow within a narrow
artery or high resonance within the catheter system,
produces a more than 20 mmHg pressure gradient. In this
case, dP/dT (the rate of the pressure rise over the time
interval) is high. This may be caused by rapid HRs,
excessive length of pressure tubing from the patient to the
transducer, use of compliant tubing, and air that amplifies
the wave. Overshoot can be avoided by using only
noncompliant tubing of the shortest possible length.
Arterial spasms may occur with catheter manipulation,
especially if peripheral perfusion is poor. Spasms are usually
self-limiting. During cannula insertion, lidocaine without
epinephrine may be used to flood the area, for example, up
to I m! of 20% (20 mg/ml) lidocaine or I mg/kgwhichever is less-may be injected.
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Effect of altered cardiac rhythm on the arterial pressure
waveform. (From Darovic GO: Hemodynamic monitoring: invasive and non-invasive clinical applications. Philadelphia, 1987,
WB Saunders, pill.)
Fig. 7-43

Cardiac rhythm abnormalities alter the arterial pressure
waveform. For example, in atrial fibrillation the arterial
pressure varies considerably depending on the RR intervals
and the corresponding time in anyone cardiac cycle for
ventricular filling (Figure 7-43). When a PVC occurs,
ventricular contraction is initiated early. The result is
diminished SV, reflected in a lowered arterial systolic
pressure. Isolated occasional PVCs are usually well tolerated because of the increased SV and arterial pressure with
the subsequent ventricular contraction.
Complications. Neurologic and vascular function of
the extremity can be compromised in the extremity with an
arterial catheter in place. Necrosis of the overlying skin is
characterized by skin that blanches during catheter flushing
progressing to skin that remains blanched. Small offshoots
of the radial artery that lack collateral circulation perfuse the
distal forearm. The tip of the cannula or the thrombus that
forms around the cannula within 48 hours may occlude these
vessels. Repositioning or removal of the cannula may be
necessary.
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Ischemia and necrosis of digits have occurred. Assessments of pain, blanched or pale areas beyond the cannulation site, pulselessness distal to the catheter, numbness and
tingling, or motor impairment are essential to avoid or
minimize these complications.
Local and systemic infection is a potential complication
of any invasive monitoring system. However, peripheral
arterial catheters may be associated with a substantially
lower risk of local catheter-related infection than in other
venous locations for comparable lengths of time. Although
the reasons for this are not completely understood, the
higher vascular pressures and increased flows at arterial
cannulation sites may contribute to this decreased risk.
Factors that predispose patients with arterial catheters to
increased risk of infection include inflammation at the
catheter insertion site, catheterization for more than 4 days,
or catheter insertion by cutdown. 57 .58 Unlike central venous
catheters, peripheral arterial catheters in the femoral area are
not associated with a greater risk of infection. 59
Although the pathogenesis of catheter-related infections is mUltifactorial, evidence shows that they may result
from the migration of skin bacteria from the insertion
site along the catheter, resulting in catheter colonization
and potential systemic infection. Therefore skin cleansing
of the insertion site and dressing regimens play a critical
role in the prevention of infection. Cutaneous antiseptics
and antimicrobial ointments have been examined in numerous studies. The use of 2% aqueous chlorhexidine has been
shown to be superior to either 10% povidone-iodine
or 70% alcohol in preventing central venous and arterial
catheter-related infections. 60 Recently, sustained-release
chlorhexidine patches have been used on various invasive
monitoring sites; however, the efficacy has yet to be
determined. The application of antimicrobial ointments to
the catheter site is generally avoided because its use has not
been proven to decrease catheter infections. In addition,
polyantibiotic ointments may increase the risk of fungal
catheter colonization and fungal sepsis. Transparent, semipermeable, polyurethane dressings have become popular
because they secure vascular devices well, and they provide
direct visualization of the catheter insertion site. However,
their use in the prevention of infection in arterial lines is
unknown. When transparent dressings are used, the dressing
is generally changed every 72 hours. When gauze is used,
the dressing should be changed every 24 hours to evaluate
the condition of the insertion site.
Arterial catheter infection is also prevented by maintenance of a sterile, closed system and use of heparinized
normal saline solution for catheter flushing to prevent
thrombus formation. The flush solution is changed every 24
hours, and the tubing system, every 48 to 72 hours. 61 The
Centers for Disease Control also recommend that if the
vascular catheter is suspected as a source of infection, it
should be removed and, if necessary, placed at another site.
The patient is assessed for unexplained fever and other signs
of infection.
Thrombosis of an artery can develop while an invasi ve
arterial pressure monitoring catheter is in place, after the
catheter has been removed, or as a consequence of multiple

arterial punctures, either to establish invasive monitoring or
sample arterial blood. Multiple arterial punctures increase
the risk of thrombosis, as does catheterization beyond
4 days, intermittent (versus continuous) flushing of the
catheter, and catheter size larger than 20 gauge. Patients
who experience hematoma formation at the arterial catheterization site and those with inadequate tissue perfusion, particularly if the administration of vasoactive medications is required, are at increased risk to develop
thrombosis. After an artery has been cannulated for invasive
monitoring, recannulation of the vessel can extend from
days to several weeks. 56
Thrombosis of an artery or at the catheter tip interferes
with accurate BP measurement and blood sampling. Thrombosis can be minimized by avoiding the problems that are
recognized to increase the incidence of thrombosis when
possible and by the use of tapered-tipped, Teflon-coated
catheters. When thrombosis is suspected, gentle aspiration
of the catheter is indicated. Forceful flushing can result in
embolization of the thrombus. If the catheter cannot be
aspirated, it is discontinued.
Air embolism can develop from air in the flush system or
when the system is opened to sample blood. Care in
preparation and maintenance of the system can prevent
the problem. Rushing of all arterial catheters should be
done slowly to avoid retrograde infusion and arterial
spasm.
Catheter Removal. When the arterial catheter is removed, pressure is applied at the insertion site for as long as
necessary to achieve complete hemostasis; this is followed
by application of a pressure dressing. Some recommend that
a syringe be attached to the catheter and negative pressure
applied while removing the catheter to minimize the risks of
leaving thrombus on the catheter tip within the blood vessel. 56 Peripheral neurovascular function is assessed. The insertion site is assessed for signs of infection, ecchymosis,
and local ischemia and necrosis. The catheter tip may be
sent for culture if infection is suspected.
Central Venous Pressure Monitoring. Catheterization of the central venous circulation is frequently
undertaken in critically ill infants and children for hemodynamic monitoring, infusion of parenteral nutrition, infusion
of vasoactive medications, infusions of fluid and electrolytes, and intravenous access when peripheral veins are
inaccessible. Hemodynamic monitoring of central venous
pressure (CVP) reflects intravascular volume status and RV
function. Low CVP measurements indicate hypovolemia,
whereas high CVP measurements indicate either hypervolemia or elevated right ventricular end-diastolic pressure
(RVEDP). Elevations of RVEDP are suggestive of RV
dysfunction. In healthy individuals, CVP may also be used
to monitor LV preload and function because RVEDP and LV
end-diastolic pressure (LVEDP) correlate well. However, in
patients who display a difference in right and left ventricular
function, CVP cannot be used to evaluate LV preload or
function. Severe respiratory disease and the use of positi ve
pressure ventilation at high pressures, hypothermia, massive
blood transfusion, and CHDs alter the relationship between
CVP and LVEDP. Pathophysiologic factors that increase
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PVR, such as hypoxemia and acidosis, also alter the
relationship. Use of pulmonary artery catheters or direct LA
catheters (e.g., in the postoperative cardiac surgery patient)
for evaluation of LVEDP and left heart function is necessary
in these situations.
Central Venous Cannulation. Central venous access in pediatric patients is obtained either by cutdown
or percutaneous technique after the administration of
sedation. The most commonly used sites are the internal
jugular, femoral, subclavian, and antecubital veins. Ideally,
the catheter is advanced to the caval-atrial junction. In this
position, there is little motion of the catheter with respect to
the heart, improving the accuracy of hemodynamic monitoring; less chance of inducing arrhythmias than when the
catheter is advanced within the right atrium; less chance of
cardiac perforation; and less thrombus formation because
blood flow is rapid and the vessel caliber is large 62 Central
venous catheters can be placed in the umbilical vein of the
newborn infant.
In patients younger than I year and weighing less than 6
kg, the internal and external jugular veins are often
considered for venous access because they enter the superior
vena cava with a straight course. The subclavian veins enter the central venous circulation at acute angles, which become less acute as the child growS. 63 The infraclavicular
approach to the subclavian vein is sometimes preferred
for long-term central venous catheterization in children,
although risks of pneumothorax, hydrothorax, and hemothorax exist.
The femoral vein provides a large vessel that is easily
identified and cannulated in both infants and children.
The basilic vein in the antecubital space is also easily
palpable, but the success rate in reaching the central venous
circulation is limited in small children. This site provides
successful central venous placement more often in children
weighing more than 20 kg. 63
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Monitoring of intravascular volume status and RV function can also be accomplished via a transthoracic right atrial
(RA) catheter inserted, most commonly, at cardiac surgery.
The RA line is used exclusively for hemodynamic monitoring rather than for infusion of fluids or medications, unless
other venous access is unobtainable or in the case of an
emergency.
Venous Pressure Waveform Analysis. The normal
central venous waveform is diagrammed in Figure 7-44.
The pressure changes within the right atrium are small,
consisting of three positive deflections-the a, c, and v
waves--each followed by a descent in pressure. The a
wave is the pressure rise produced by atrial contraction.
The c wave may appear as a distinct positive deflection,
as a notch on the a wave, or may be absent altogether. The
c wave reflects the slight increase in intraatrial pressure
that occurs with closure of the AV valve leaflets. It may be
absent in pediatric patients because the atria are very distensible in youngsters. The v wave is produced by increased
atrial pressure resulting from contraction of the ventricles,
which causes the AV valve leaflets to bulge into the
atria with concomitant atrial filling.
The descents that follow the a and c waves (the x and x'
descents) are produced by the decrease in pressure during
atrial relaxation and the downward pulling of the floor
of the atrium at the onset of ventricular systole. The descent
following the v wave (the y descent) is produced
by the opening of the AV valve leaflets and emptying
of the atria into the relaxed ventricles.
The pressure rises during atrial systole (the a wave)
and atrial diastole (the v wave) are nearly the same. As
a consequence, atrial pressure is monitored as the average
or mean of both pressure rises. However, RA pressure waveforms are characterized by a dominant or larger a wave,
compared with the v wave, whereas the reverse is true of
the LA waveform. The v wave is dominant on the LA pres-
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Fig. 7-44 Nonnal central venous pressure wavefonn. Central venous pressure wavefonn with
simultaneous electrocardiogram. (From Clochesy JM, Breu C, Cardin S et aI, eds: Critical care nursing,
Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saundets, p 159.)
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Fig. 7·45 Elevated right atrial pressure with exaggerated a wave
(1) in a patient with right ventricle failure and increased resistance
to ventricular filling (2, x descent; 3, v wave). (From Daily EK,
Schroeder JS: Techniques in bedside hemodynamic monitoring,
St Louis, 1989, Mosby, p 102.)

Fig. 7-46 Elevated right atrial pressure with exaggerated v wave
(2) and rapid y descent (3) in a patient with tricuspid regurgitation
as a result of acute right ventricle (RV) failure. The a wave (1) of
approximately 26 mmHg reflects an elevated RYEDP and RV
failure. (From Daily EK, Schroeder JS: Techniques in bedside
hemodynamic monitoring, SI Louis, 1989, Mosby, p 103.)

sure tracing, and higher mean pressure is found in the
left atrium (4 to 12 mmHg) compared with that of the right
(3 to 7 mmHg).
Correlation of the atrial pressure tracing with the ECG
is helpful in differentiating the positive pressure deflections.
The a wave immediately follows the P wave on the ECG,
generally occurring in the PR interval. The c wave corresponds to the RS-T junction of the ECG. The v wave occurs
during the TP interval.
Atrial fibrillation results in the absence of uniform atrial
contraction, and consequently, no a wave is visible on the
atrial pressure tracing. Only the v wave produces a
distinct positive deflection.lfthe atria contract while theAV
valves are closed (AV dissociation), a large or cannon a
wave results.
Increased atrial pressure and elevation of the a
wave are also seen with ventricular dysfunction and hypertrophy. Other causes of increased resistance to ventricular
filling, such as AV valve stenosis or pulmonary hypertension, also exaggerate and elevate the a wave (Figure 7-45).
Severe AV valve regurgitation, which may occur with severe
ventricular failure or structural valve incompetence, produces marked elevation of the atrial v wave (Figure 7-46).
In addition, atrial septal defects, which increase flow into the
right atrium during ventricular systole, increase the size of
the v wave. Both the a and v waves are elevated in cardiac
tamponade.
Changes in intrathoracic pressure with ventilation
are readily transmitted through the relatively thin-walled
atria and great veins and are reflected in the CVP and atrial

pressure. During spontaneous and negative pressure ventilation, inspiration lowers the CYP (Figure 7-47). Positive
pressure ventilation increases the CVP during inspiration,
as does coughing and Yalsalva maneuver. The application
of PEEP to a patient's airway can also be transmitted
to the central vasculature and increase right atrial pressure
(RAP) and CYP. These circumstances can make the
interpretation of high venous pressure difficult in isolation.
Other clinical findings regarding the adequacy of venous
return, intravascular volume, and cardiac function are key to
accurate interpretation of numeric data.
Complications. During insertion of a central venous
catheter, there is potential for local tissue injury of adjacent
tissues and blood vessels. Inadvertent arterial puncture
is the most common injury, which is usually not significant
if the needle is immediately withdrawn and local pressure
applied. Localized hematoma formation may develop
from inadvertent arterial puncture or some venous punctures. This problem is minimized by use of a small-gauge
needle to locate the central vein, by attention to proper
technique, and by experience with central venous catheterization procedure.
Pneumothorax or hemothorax may be associated with
needle puncture of the pleura during central venous catheter
insertion. The subclavian approach is associated with
risks of injury to mediastinal structures as well, resulting
in pneumomediastinum, hemomediastinum, pneumopericardium, and pericardial tamponade.
Air embolism is a potentially fatal complication of central venous catheterization, which can occur during insertion
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Fig.7-47 Effect of spontaneous breathing on the central venous pressure waveform. (From Clochesy JM,
Breu C, Cardin S et ai, eds: Critical care nursing, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 159.)

of the catheter if the needle is not capped with a syringe.
It can also occur when IV tubings are changed or if they

are inadvertently disconnected. Proper attention to detail
at insertion and meticulous care of central venous catheters
and associated IV or hemodynamic monitoring tubings
prevent air embolism.
Complications that may occur after insertion of a central
venous catheter include infection and thrombosis. Perforation of vascular or cardiac structures is a potential risk but is
extremely rare.
All central venous lines are potential sources for local infection and sepsis. Contamination can occur at
the time of insertion if sterile technique is breached.
Contamination can also occur from downward migration
of normal skin flora after catheter placement. In addition,
catheter colonization can result from contaminated tubing,
pressure transducers, or IV flush solutions. Once the central
venous catheter is colonized, it may become a source for
disseminated infection, particularly in critically ill and immunocompromised patients. The risk of catheter-related
bloodstream infections is approximately 4% when central
venous catheters are used, compared with a 1% risk for
peripheral IV catheters. 64 Organisms most commonly associated with central line infections include Staphylococcus
aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, gram-negative bacilli,
and enterococcus.
Risk factors for infection include multilumen catheters,
internal jugular vein insertion, repeated catheterization,
presence of an infectious focus elsewhere in the body,
exposure of the catheter to bacteremia, absence of systemic
antimicrobial therapy, duration of catheterization, type
of dress ing, and the ex perience of the personnel inserting
the device. Most bloodstream infections related to IV
catheters originate from either the patient's bacterial flora or
from organisms on the hands of caregivers. Scrupulous
attention to aseptic technique at the time of catheter
insertion and during dressing changes is necessary to
prevent the invasion of organisms. Careful maintenance of
sterile IV solutions, tubings, and transducers is necessary.
Sterile technique is mandatory when dressing changes are
made. The dressing should be changed every 48 to 72 hours
and when dressings are soiled, wet, or not intact. Current
recommendations include cleansing with 2% aqueous chior-

hexidine and covering the site with a transparent, semipermeable dressing. When gauze is used to cover the insertion
site, the dressing should be changed every 24 hours to
evaluate the site. To avoid infection, the catheter should
be manipulated as little as possible and should be removed
as soon as it is no longer needed.
Catheter-associated bacteremia can be identified while
the infection is localized. Generally, a positive result on
culture of blood drawn through the catheter with more than
15 colonies denotes infection, even if a peripheral blood
culture result is negative. The patient then is at clear risk for
catheter-related septicemia. Most often the catheter is
withdrawn and replaced, if necessary.
Venous thrombosis and thrombophlebitis are associated
with the presence of a central venous catheter. Most patients
with thrombosis demonstrate edema of the arm, neck, and
face, which is localized to the involved side. When central
venous thrombosis is present, microembolization and pulmonary embolism can occur. If the patient's clinical
situation indicates pulmonary embolism, thrombosis of the
central veins is suspected. A venogram may be necessary to
confirm thrombosis, although treatment may be initiated
without radiographic confirmation. Treatment requires removal of the catheter and consideration of IV heparin or
thrombolytic therapy.
Superior vena cava syndrome is a potential complication
from central venous catheters placed in the superior vena
cava. When thrombus formation occurs around the catheter,
or the catheter itself obstructs the superior vena cava,
inadequate venous return from the head can occur, resulting
in head and neck swelling and discoloration. If this happens,
the catheter should be removed, and the vessel should be
evaluated for thrombus formation.
Catheter occlusion can result from blood clot or precipitant formation within the catheter. When blood clot
formation is suspected, a fibrinolytic drug can be infused
into the catheter in attempt to restore patency. With the
current unavailability of urokinase, tissue plasminogen
activator (t-PA) is being used for declotting central venous
lines. t-PA is a naturally occurring protein secreted by
vascular endothelial cells that converts inactive plasminogen to active plasmin. Synthetic t-PA binds plasminogen at
the site of a clot and converts plasminogen to plasmin,
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producing local fibrinolysis. For catheter declotting, a small
amount of t-PA is slowly injected into the catheter port,
avoiding excessive pressure. Approximately 2 ml of a
I mg/ml concentration of t-PA may be used for this
procedure. Once instilled, t-PA is allowed to dwell in the
catheter for 2 hours, at which time the port is gently
aspirated to evaluate the effectiveness of the therapy. A
second instillation may be necessary to fully dissolve
the clot.
Catheter Removal. The central venous catheter is
removed when the hemodynamic data obtained from it is no
longer necessary for clinical decision making and the
patient's condition permits administration of necessary IV
fluids via a peripheral catheter. Aseptic technique and
universal precautions must be ensured when the catheter is
removed. Having patients perform a Valsalva maneuver
prevents air entry into the central vein, if they are able to
cooperate and the maneuver is not contraindicated (e.g., by
increased intracranial pressure). In all patients, the catheter
is most safely removed at the end of inspiration, when
intrathoracic pressure is highest. The catheter is clamped
and withdrawn with a steady motion. After removal, manual
pressure is applied to the insertion site until hemostasis is
ensured. The insertion site is assessed for signs of inflammation or infection, and the catheter is inspected to check
that it has been removed in its entirety. The tip of the
catheter may be sent for culture if line sepsis is suspected.
Peripherally Inserted Central Venous Catheters.
Peripherally inserted central venous catheters (PICCs)
provide an alternative to other central venous catheters.
These catheters are typically inserted into the superior vena
cava by way of the cephalic and basilar veins of the
antecubital space. PICCs are associated with fewer mechanical complications, cost less than other central venous
catheters, are easier to maintain than short peripheral
catheters, and are associated with a lower rate of infection
than other central venous catheters. 58 ,65 Indications for the
use of PICCs in the PICU include the need for long-term
access, typically for antibiotic therapy, and the administration of parenteral nutrition. Blood products may be administered through larger PICCs.
Catheter site care is similar to that of other central venous
catheters. Dressing changes are performed every 72 hours to
once a week. When a gauze is used to cover the insertion
site, the dressing should be changed every day to evaluate
the site for signs of infection. Heparin flush protocols are
similar to those followed for other central venous catheters.
Pulmonary Artery Pressure Monitoring. Pulmonary artery (PA) catheters were first introduced in 1970 and
were used enthusiastically in critically ill adults during the
1970s and early 1980s. Recognition of serious potential
complications has resulted in more conservative use; that is,
a PA catheter is indicated only when the data obtained will
improve clinical decision making.
The PA catheter is valuable in the diagnosis and treatment
of critically ill patients with cardiopulmonary failure. It
measures RAP; pulmonary artery systolic, diastolic, and
mean pressures; and the pulmonary artery wedge pressure.
The PA catheter can be used for rapid determination of CO

using the thermodilution technique. Other parameters, such
as cardiac index, SVR, PVR, and ventricular contractility
indicators, can be derived from these data. The catheter can
be used to sample mixed venous blood for intermittent
analysis or, if equipped with a fiberoptic lumen, to continuously monitor mixed venous oxygen saturation.
PA Catheter Description. The multiple lumens of
the PA catheter provide the means to assess a variety of
physiologic characteristics of the cardiovascular system
(Figure 7-48). The standard quadruple lumen PA catheter is
available in three sizes: 5, 7, and 7.5 French (Fr). The 5 Fr
size is suitable for children weighing less than 18 kg; the 7
and 7.5 Fr catheters are used for larger children and adults.
The distal tip of the PA catheter is open and associated with
a lumen that runs the entire length of the catheter. The
inflatable balloon is positioned just proximal to the tip of the
catheter, When the balloon is inflated through its lumen, it
encompasses the tip of the catheter, reducing irritation of the
endocardium during insertion. In general, the thermistor is 4
cm from the tip of the catheter; however, thermistor position
can vary in custom-made thermodilution catheters. Insulated wires run through a third lumen to the thermistor hub,
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and these connect to the CO computer. The proximal lumen
of the PA catheter is located IS to 30 cm from the catheter
tip. The catheter size and specifications determine the
position of the proximal lumen. (Specifications of customdesigned catheters can vary; the reader is referred to the
package insert provided by the manufacturer.) Ideally the
proximal port will be located in the RA when the distal port
is in the PA.
Pulmonary Artery Cannulation. Before inserting
the PA catheter, the patient's serum electrolyte (especially
potassium, calcium, and magnesium), acid-base, and coagulation study results are evaluated. Hypoxemia, acidosis,
hypokalemia, hypocalcemia, and hypomagnesemia place
the patient at increased risk for the development of serious
arrhythmias. Abnormal coagulation can result in hemorrhage or extensive hematoma formation. 66 In anticipation
of possible ventricular arrhythmias, a lidocaine bolus
(I mg/kg) is prepared, and the defibrillator should be readily
available.
Catheterization of the pulmonary artery is most often
accomplished from the internal jugular vein, although the
subclavian, femoral, or external jugular veins may be
selected. The internal jugular is preferred because of a lower
incidence of pneumothorax associated with this approach
and because the catheter is easily secured in the neck area.
Before catheter insertion, each catheter lumen is flushed
with heparinized solution, inflating and inspecting the
balloon assess balloon integrity, and connecting the thermistor hub to the CO machine and watching for a temperature
assess thermistor integrity. Two pressure transducers are
prepared, leveled with the patient's phlebostatic axis,
connected to the monitor, and zeroed. The distal lumen of
the catheter is connected to the transducer to permit
waveform assessment during catheter insertion.
lnsertion of the catheter is usually performed through an
introducer (dilator) sheath that remains in place with the
catheter. A sterile sleeve is placed over the catheter and
attached to the introducer, permitting positioning and
manipulation of the catheter without contamination.
The catheter is advanced from the internal jugular vein to
the right atrium. When location within the right atrium is
identified from the pressure waveform, the balloon is
inflated to its full volume (about 0.5 to 1.5 ml; refer to
manufacturer specifications). With continuous waveform
monitoring (Figure 7-49), the catheter is carefully advanced
through the right ventricle and into the pulmonary artery.
Ultimately the PA catheter wedges, or is in the occlusion
pressure position, in a pulmonary artery branch. The balloon
is then deflated and the PA systolic and diastolic pressures
are continuously monitored. The pressures and waveforms
assessed during catheter insertion are documented as baseline data. Documentation of the length of catheter inserted
and the external markings at the exit site are helpful in
assessing and ensuring maintenance of the desired catheter
position.
Waveform Analysis. Measurement of the RA mean
pressure and analysis of the RA waveform during PA
catheterization is the same as previously described. As the
catheter passes through the tricuspid valve, the peak systolic
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RV pressure and the RVEDP are measured. The characteristic RV pressure waveform reflects the dynamic pumping
action of that chamber. Figure 7-50 depicts the normal RV
pressure waveform and illustrates the specific events that
occur during ventricular systole and diastole. The normal
peak RV systolic pressure range is 20 to 30 mmHg. RVEDP
is measured after atrial systole (the a wave on the pressure
waveform) and nornlally ranges from 2 to 8 mmHg. The
systolic portion of the RV pressure waveform corresponds to
ventricular depolarization and occurs during the QT interval
of the ECG. The diastolic portion of the waveform occurs in
the TQ period of the ECG.
Although RV pressure is not routinely monitored at the
bedside, the initial pressures and waveforms should be
documented as a reference. The RA pressure should be equal
to the RVEDP (in the absence of tricuspid valve disease).
The PA systolic and RV systolic pressures are also normally
equal (in the absence of pulmonary valve disease). As a
result, the RV pressure is monitored indirectly via these two
pressures. If the RV pressure waveform were noted on the
monitor subsequent to final catheter placement, it would
indicate catheter migration. If detected, withdrawal of the
catheter into the right atrium is indicated. From the right
atrium, the balloon can be reinflated and the catheter can be
refloated back to the pulmonary artery.
RV systolic pressure may be increased by a number of
clinical problems. Any condition that increases PVR results
in increased RV pressure, including pulmonary artery
hypertension (PAH), hypoxemia, adult respiratory distress
syndrome, pulmonary embolism, obstructive pulmonary
disease, or pulmonary venous hypertension. RV systolic
pressure may also be elevated by pulmonic stenosis (because of increased resistance to ventricular ejection) or ventricular septal defect (caused by Ieft-to-right shunting of
blood under high pressure). Increased RV diastolic pressure
is the consequence of the same factors that increase the atrial
pressure. Most often, increased RVEDP is the consequence
of the ventricular dysfunction characteristic of heart failure.
PA Pressure. The pressure waveform in the pulmonary artery is divided into three phases: systolic, diastolic,
and mean. Systolic pressure is representative of the rapid
ejection of blood into the pulmonary artery after RV
contraction and opening of the pulmonic valve. This is
depicted as a sharp rise in pressure on the waveform,
followed by a decline in pressure as the volume of blood
ejected declines (Figure 7-51). Normal PA systolic pressure
is the same as RV systolic pressure.
When RV pressure falls below the pressure in the
pulmonary artery, the pulmonic valve closes, creating the
dicrotic notch on the downslope of the waveform. Diastole
follows closure of the pulmonic valve, as runoff of blood
into the pulmonary vascular system occurs without any
further blood flow from the RY. The PA diastolic pressure is
measured immediately before the next systole and corresponds closely to the LVEDP, in the absence of pulmonary
vascular and mitral valve disease. The normal PA diastolic
pressure is 4 to 12 mmHg. Pulmonary artery mean pressure
(PAM) is calculated, as is mean systemic arterial pressure.
Normally the PAM pressure is 7 to 18 mmHg.
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Fig. 7-49 Wavefonns observed during insertion of a pulmonary artery catheter. A, Right atrial pressure.
B, Right ventricular pressure. C, Pulmonary artery pressure. D, Pulmonary artery wedge pressure. (From
Clochesy JM, Breu C, Cardin S et ai, eds: Critical care nursing, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 165.)

Fig. 7-50 Normal right ventricular pressure wavefonn (I, isovolumetric contraction; 2, rapid ejection; 3, reduced ejection; 4, isovolumetric relaxation; 5, early diastole; 6, atrial systole; 7, end
diastole). (From Daily EK, Schroeder JS: Techniques in bedside
hemodynamic monitoring, St Louis, 1989, Mosby, p 108.)
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Fig. 7-51 Pulmonary artery (PA) pressure waveform showing
phases of systole, dicrotic notch (pulmonic valve closure), and end
diastole. Normally, PA end diastole closely represents LVEDP.
(From Daily EK, Schroeder JS; Techniques in bedside hemodynamic monitoring, St Louis, 1989, Mosby, pliO.)

Fig. 7-52 Normal pulmonary artery wedge pressure waveform
showing a and v waves and x and y descents. (From Daily EK,
Schroeder JS; Techniques in hedside hemodynamic monitoring.
St Louis, 1989, Mosby, p 116.)

The systolic pressure in the PA corresponds with
ventricular depolarization. However, the length of the PA
catheter and monitoring tubing delay the signal somewhat.
PA systole occurs in the QT interval of the ECG.
High systolic PA pressures are the consequence of either
increased PBF, as with a left-to-right intracardiac shunt, or
increased PVR. Increased PVR is often observed in
pulmonary disease, pulmonary artery hypertension, pulmonary embolism, and severe heart failure. The pulmonary
artery diastolic (PAD) pressure may not accurately reflect
the LVEDP in patients with pulmonary disease or pulmonary embolism. Tachycardias, which shorten the diastolic
period of the cardiac cycle, falsely elevate the PAD pressure.
PA Wedge Pressure. When a PA catheter is properly
positioned, inflation of the balloon results in movement of
the catheter to a small branch of the pulmonary artery. The
balloon then occludes the vessel and obstructs forward
blood flow. The pressure measurement that is obtained is
referred to as the PA wedge (PAW) pressure or PA occlusion
pressure (PAOP). This pressure, transmitted across the
pulmonary veins to the catheter tip, is approximately the
same as LA pressure, and indicates LV filling pressure.
The PAW pressure waveform is similar to the RA or LA
waveform (a and v waves; most often the c wave cannot be
seen) because the pressure is produced by the same physiologic events (Figure 7-52). Normal, resting PAW pressure is
the same as LA pressure (i.e., 4 to 12 mmHg) and is measured as a mean pressure because the a and v waves normally are of the same amplitude.
As with atrial pressure monitoring, the a wave follows
the PR interval on the ECG and the v wave follows the
QRST interval. However, in PAW pressure monitoring, a
longer delay occurs between electrical and mechanical

events because of the time lag between cardiac contraction
and retrograde measurement in the pulmonary artery. In
addition, the length of the catheter and tubing contribute to
this lag time. The effects of rhythm disturbances on the PAW
pressure measurement are the same as described with atrial
pressure monitoring.
Abnormal PAW pressure occurs with a number of clinical
problems. The a wave may be elevated (cannon a waves)
with LV failure or mitral stenosis because these conditions
increase the resistance to LV filling. In addition, any
arrhythmia that interferes with AV synchrony (JET) will
result in cannon a waves because the atria is contracting
against a closed AV valve. The v wave is elevated with
mitral regurgitation, which may be the consequence of
either structural abnormality or severe LV failure (Figure
7-53). Elevated PAW pressure may also be the result of
intravascular volume overload, cardiac tamponade, or pericardial effusion. Decreased PAW pressure is seen in patients
with hypovolemia.
The PA diastolic pressure and the PAW pressure are
usually within I to 5 mmHg of each other when PVR is low,
pulmonary function is normal, and the mitral valve is
competent. An increase in the PA diastolic pressure to the
point that the gradient between it and the PAW pressure
is greater than 5 mmHg can result from tachycardia,
pulmonary artery hypertension, cor pulmonale, or pulmonary embolus. PAW pressure exceeds the PAD pressure only
in patients with mitral regurgitation.
Technical Problems in PA Monitoring. Mechanical
problems may interfere with accurate PA pressure monitoring. Dampening of the pressure waveform is the most
common problem. The overdampened waveform loses sharp
definition and appears rounded, the dicrotic notch is absent
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or poorly defined, the systolic pressure is measured falsely
low, and the diastolic pressure is overestimated. Overdampening may be the result of technical problems that can be
easily corrected. These include the use of an excessive
number of stopcocks (no more than three are recommended50) and the presence of air bubbles, blood, loose
connections, or kinked tubing. Excessively long or compliant pressure tubing may overdamp the system as well.
Overdampened pressure waveforms are also the consequence of problems with the catheter itself. Kinking of the
catheter can occur at the insertion site or internally, the
catheter can be wedged against the vessel wall, or fibrin can
be deposited on the tip of the catheter. Problems with

~
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Fig. 7-53 Elevated pulmonary artery wedge pressure with a
dominant and elevated v wave (2) as a result of mitral regurgitation. The a wave (1) is also elevated, indicating left ventricle (LV)
failure. In this case. the mitral regurgitation is most likely
functional secondary to LV failure and dilation. (From Daily EK,
Schroeder JS: Techniques in bedside hemodynamic //lonitoring,
St Louis, 1989. Mosby. P 119.)
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catheter kinking or position may be resolved by repositioning the catheter. However, if fibrin or clot deposition is
suspected, urokinase or t-PA can be used to clear the catheter
or it will have to be replaced.
Exaggerated oscillations of the pressure waveform, referred to as catheter "fling" or "whip," can occur when
blood flow is turbulent (Figure 7-54). This may occur if the
catheter is located near the pulmonic valve or coiled in the
RY or in patients with PAH or dilated pulmonary arteries S3
Catheter repositioning will correct the problem if its location was the source of the difficulty. In the latter situations,
accurate PA pressure monitoring is difficult at best and may
be impossible. When catheter fling does not resolve, only
the PAM pressure is measured (the PAD continues to be
monitored for catheter migration into the RY).
Catheter migration can result in several technical problems during PA pressure monitoring. The catheter may
spontaneously or accidentally migrate into the RY. The usual
signs of this are the detection of the lower diastolic pressure
(characteristic of the RY), presence of RY waveform on
the monitor, and ventricular arrhythmias (usually PYes).
The catheter can most often be repositioned by withdrawing the catheter into the RA and reinflating the balloon,
floating it out into the PA. BaUoon inflation while the
catheter is in the RY may damage RY trabecula.
Catheter migration into small pulmonary vessels can
result in spontaneous wedging of the catheter. In spontaneous wedging, there is potential for loss of blood supply to a
PA branch vessel with subsequent infarction. Overwedging
of the PA catheter, caused by overinflation or uneven
inflation of the balloon of the catheter, may result in PA
rupture. Overwedging is avoided by careful assessment of
the PA waveform as the balloon is inflated. The balloon is
inflated only until the morphology of the atrial waveform is
clearly appreciated (i.e., the appearance of a and v waves).
Overinflation results in loss of the waveform characteristics
and a linear increase or decrease in the pressure (Figure
7-55). If the catheter wedges at an unexpectedly low
inflation volume or jf spontaneous wedging occurs, prompt
repositioning of the catheter is necessary.
Accurate pressure measurement is dependent on maintenance of the monitoring system. It is crucial that the
phlebostatic axis be accurately determined and that the
transducer be accurately leveled at this reference point.
Changes in hemodynamic data may be the result from a
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Fig. 7-54 Pulmonary artery pressure waveform with catheter "whip" or "fling." (From Clochesy JM.
Breu C. Cardin S et ai, eds: Critical care nursing, Philadelphia, 1993, WE Saunders, p 171.)
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change in the patient's condition; however, before treatment
measures are undertaken, it is important to assess the system
for potential sources of error. A rapid assessment of the
transducer position, and rezeroing of the system, as well as
reassessment of the pressure waveform morphology, ensures
that the data is accurate.
Clinical Factors in PA Monitoring. A number of
physiologic and clinical factors affect PA pressure measurement. The first is PBF. Three physiologic zones of blood
flow have been identified in the lungs. 67 These zones are not
. anatomic divisions but correspond to the interaction among
pulmonary alveolar, arterial, and venous pressures and
gravitational forces in each zone that affect resulting blood
flow (Figure 7-56). Accurate PA pressure determination
necessitates that the catheter be positioned where PBF is
continuous (zone 3) and not affected by alveolar pressure.
Only in this position does the PA reflect LA pressure. In
zones I or 2, where alveolar pressure affects pulmonary
flow, the PA pressure reflects alveolar pressure and not the
downstream LA pressure.
Location of the catheter in zone 3 is confirmed by
waveform analysis and chest radiograph. Lateral chest
radiography, most accurately reveals that the tip of the
PA catheter is below the level of the left atrium. Catheter
location in zone 3 is also verified by the appearance of the
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characteristic atrial waveform when the PA catheter is
wedged. If the catheter is located in zone I or 2, wedging
produces marked respiratory variation and loss of the
characteristic atrial pressure waveform. 16
Pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) varies with both
spontaneous and mechanical ventilation. During spontaneous breathing, the pressure in the pulmonary artery follows
intrathoracic pressure (i.e., both the PA and PAW pressures
fall during inspiration and rise with exhalation). All hemodynamic pressures are read at one point in the respiratory
cycle, traditionally at end exhalation.
PEEP may be transmitted from the airways to the
pulmonary blood vessels and alters all intrathoracic pressure
readings. Note that this phenomenon is dependent on lung
compliance; if the lungs are stiff and noncompliant, there
may be little or no transmission of PEEP to the intrathorax.
Discontinuing PEEP is not recommended to obtain pressure
readings. First, if pressure readings are obtained without
PEEP, the patient's clinical situation is not accurately
depicted. Second, discontinuing PEEP can result in alveolar
collapse, rapid movement of interstitial fluid into the alveoli,
and deterioration in the patient's condition. 68 An estimation
of the effects of PEEP can be calculated: every 5 cm of
PEEP results in a 1.5-mmHg increase in PAW pressure
(Figure 7-57). In general it is better to disregard the
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Fig. 7-55 Overwedging of the pulmonary artery catheter during halloon inflation. (From Clochesy JM,
Breu C, Cardin S et aI, eds: Crirical care nursing, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 172.)

Lung zones. Pulmonary artery wedge pressure estimates left atrial pressure (LAP) only when the catheter is in lung
zone 3 (capillaries below left atrium level), allowing for a continuous column of blood to exist from catheter tip to left atrium.
Pa, Pulmonary arterial pressure; PA, pulmonary alveolar pressure;
Pv, pulmonary venous pressure. (Reprinted with permission from
O'Quin R, Marini JJ: Pulmonary artery occlusion pressure: clinical
physiology, measurement and interpretation, Am Rev Respir Dis
128:319-326, 1983.)
Fig. 7-56
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Fig.7-57 Effects of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) on measured pulmonary artery wedge pressure (PAWP). (From Gardner RM: Pressure monitoring, MCN Clin Issues Crit Care Nurs 4:113, 1993.)

mathematical effects of PEEP on PA pressures and follow
the data for trends. If a correction is made for the effect of
PEEP on the PA pressure. it is important that all caregivers
be consistent in the practice so that hemodynamic data is not
misinterpreted.
Complications. Because central venous access is
achieved for insertion of a PA catheter. the potential
complicalions of adjacent tissue damage are present during
PA catheterization. In addition, during flotation of the PA
catheter. arrhythmias. heart valve damage. and intracardiac
knolting of the catheter can occur. Intracardiac knolting
requires manipulation of the catheter under fluoroscopy.
withdrawal of the catheter. or, occasionally. surgical intervention. Tricuspid and pulmonary valve damage has been
associated with prolonged PA catheterizalion.
Cardiac rhythm disturbances that occur during insertion
of the PA catheter are usually self-limited. PVCs most oflen
cease when the catheter has exited the right ventricle. If
PVCs are sustained or if they progress to VT, the catheler is
withdrawn into the right atrium until the ectopy subsides.
Ectopy can reoccur following insertion and is usually
associated with either looping of the catheter in the heart or
migration into the ventricle. Rarely, a continuous infusion of
lidocaine is necessary to prevent ectopy and increase patient
tolerance of the PA calheter. Repositioning or removal of the
catheter may be necessary if the rhythm disturbance is
resislant to lidocaine.
Improper position of the PA catheter places the patient at
risk for pulmonary infarction and PA rupture. Pulmonary
infarction is most often lhe result of persistent wedging of
the calheter in a peripheral pulmonary arteriole or obstruction of a more central artery by an inflated balloon.
Prolonged balloon inflation is avoided and the catheler is
repositioned if spontaneous wedging occurs.
PA ruplUre leads to massive hemorrhage and death. Risk
factors for serious PA injury include PAH and hypothermia. 69 Imminem rupture may be preceded by only a small
amount of pulmonary bleeding evidenced by hemoptysis or
bloody endotracheal tube secretions. Falal hemorrhage may
occur without PA rupture in patients receiving anticoagulants. Usually PA bleeding and rupture are associated with
distal migration of the calheter and subsequent balloon

inflation. Children with PAH require extreme caution during
balloon inflation and measurements of PAW pressure. The
balloon should be inflated for only lWO to three respiratory
cycles and for no longer lhan 10 to 15 seconds. If the PAD
and PAW pressures correlate well. the PAD pressure is
substilUted for lhe PAW pressure and balloon inflation is
limited.
Local and systemic infection can develop in patients with
PA catheters. The risk for bacteremia increases when the
catheler is in place for more than 72 hours or lhe inserlion
site is infected. 16 Diagnosis and treatment of the child Wilh
a calheter-relaled infeclion are the same as for any child with
infection related to a central venous catheter.
Catheter Removal. The PA catheter is removed
once the data obtained with it are no longer needed 10 guide
clinical decision making and patient care. The catheler is
removed in the same manner as a central venous calheter. In
addition, as the catheler is wilhdrawn using a sleady mOlion,
lhe palienl's ECG is observed for lhe presence of transienl
arrhythmias thaI can occur while lhe calheler is in the RY. If
any resistance is encoumered during removal, lhe procedure
is discontinued until the patient can be assessed under
fluoroscopy for calheter knotting or kinking. A knotted
catheter may ensnare or perforate intracardiac structures
with forced removal. When the catheter is completely
wilhdrawn, hemostasis is achieved, and the inserlion site is
assessed and dressed wilh a dry. sterile dressing. The
catheter is assessed to ascertain that it was removed in its
entirely. The PA catheter is often exchanged for a multilumen central venous catheler placed over a wire to maintain
central venous access.
Left Atrial Pressure Monitoring. DireCl measurement of left atrial pressure (LAP) is reserved for cardiac
surgical patients in whom a transthoracic catheter is placed
at the time of operation. These catheters are used for
continuous, accurate assessment of LV filling pressure and
function during weaning and discontinuation of cardiopulmonary bypass, as well as during the acute postoperalive
period. RA and PA pressures may also be directly monilOred
after cardiac surgery.
LA Waveform Analysis. Analysis of the LA waveform is the same as that described for monitoring venous
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pressures. Given the proxImIty of the catheter to the
mechanical events produced by the heart's electrical activity, the correlation between the ECG and the pressure
waveform is close.
Complications and Catheter Removal. Transthoracic intracardiac monitoring of RAP and LAP has been
associated with arrhythmias secondary to catheter dislodgment into the ventricle, difficult removal, and tamponade
after catheter removal. 69 Although the incidence of complications is low, their potential risk is high and necessitates
special caution at the time of catheter removal.
Ventricular arrhythmias (PVCs) or an abrupt change in
the pressure and waveform indicates malposition of the
catheter. If these conditions become manifest, the catheter
must be repositioned or removed. LA lines are removed
when the data is no longer necessary for patient management, before chest tube removal, and when coagulation
profiles are normal. Mediastinal drainage with a chest tube
must be ensured, and blood should be readily available if
tamponade occurs.
Cardiac Output Determination. In the intensive
care setting, CO is measured by techniques that are based on
the Fick principle. The Fick principle uses the following
relationships to determine CO:
CO = V0 2 + rCao 2

-
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Under normal conditions, and in the absence of intracardiac
or intrapulmonary shunt, the amount of blood ejected from
the right ventricle equals the amount of blood ejected from
the left ventricle.
The Fick principle states that the difference between the
mixed venous and arterial oxygen content reflects oxygen
uptake by the blood as it flows through the lungs. In the
preceding equation, CO (the amount of blood flowing
through the lungs) is equal to oxygen consumption divided
by the difference between the oxygen saturations of mixed
venous blood (flowing into the lungs) and arterial blood
(leaving the lungs).
Calculation of CO with the Fick method requires
collection and measurement of exhaled gas volume and
oxygen content to determine V02 ; or V02 can be assumed by
using predetemlined tables, taking into consideration body
surface area, age, sex, and HR. This measurement is
considered the gold standard against which all other
measurements of CO are made 70 Until recently, this method
was only used during cardiac catheterization. With the
advent of continuous Spoz and Svo z monitoring, along with
bedside metabolic monitoring, this method is used in some
centers for continuous CO evaluation. 7 ! Inaccurate measurements are related to sampling errors of mixed venous
blood or exhaled gases, the length of the time over which the
measurements are made, and the presence of cardiac or
pulmonary shunts. 72
Indicator-Dilution Method. The indicator-dilution
method of CO determination is based on the principle that if
a known amount of indicator is added to an unknown quantity of blood flow, and the concentration of the indicator is
measured downstream, this concentration, along with the
timing of delivery, gi ves a measurement of flow.
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Fig. 7-58 Time-temperature cardiac output curve (From
Clochesy JM, Breu C. Cardin S et ai, eds: Critical care nursing.
Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders, p 172.)

The usual indicator for CO determination is a nontoxic
dye, indocyanine green, which is measured with a photodensitometer. A bolus of the dye is injected into the venous
circulation, and blood is sampled from an artery through the
densitometer to determine concentration. Use of the
indicator-dilution method for determining CO has been
refined to use a thermal indicator rather than dye. Dye
dilution is rarely used in the critical care setting.
Thermodilution Method. The use of a thermal
indicator was first introduced by Fegler in 1954 and further
refined by Swan and Ganz in 1971. 73 .74 This technique has
become known as thermodilution and has been shown to be
simple, rapid, accurate, and safe. Thermodilution uses a
balloon-tipped PA catheter; therefore it measures blood flow
through the pulmonary bed. In the absence of an intracardiac
shunt, PBF equals systemic flow.
Thermodilution is a modification of the indicator-dilution
technique, whereby a known volume at a known temperature of either 5% dextrose or normal saline is injected into
the right atrium or one of the venae cavae through the
proximal lumen of a PA catheter. The thermistor at the distal
end of the PA catheter measures the temperature decrease of
the blood as the cool solution (either room temperature or
previously iced) passes through the heart, and a timetemperature curve is produced (Figure 7-58). A computer
calculates the area beneath the curve and displays the CO in
a measurement of liters per minute. The values obtained
using thermodilution correlate well with the Fick method 71
However, as with other CO measurement techniques, there
are a number of potential sources of error in thermodilution
CO determination (Table 7-5).
In addition, structural heart disease may alter CO data
obtained by thermodilution. The presence of a left-to-right
shunt will increase PBF and overestimate systemic CO.
Conversely, obstruction to pulmonary flow will decrease
PBF and underestimate systemic CO. Therefore structural
heart disease may preclude the use of bedside thermodilution or at least prompt careful scrutiny of the obtained data.
Technical Consideration. Accurate CO measurement by thermodilution requires that the PA catheter be
properly positioned to ensure that the thermistor can
measure the temperature change occurring when the injectate is instilled. The PA waveform is assessed for damping
or wedging caused by catheter migration.
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Phenomena of Concern

Potential Sources of Error in Thermodilution CO Measurement

!fro

~50urce of Error

~yaulty computer or cables

m.~able connection not secure

Ik'

.[fA Catheter
FiPlotted proximal lumen
~:C,'.,atheter malposition

i':

~1,f:atheter kinking at entrance site or within the heart
..:fibrin growth on catheter

(Technique Related
~'In
.
~r:_ correct mjeclate
vo I ume
~~ilcorrec[ computation constant entered in computer
i!!,,: jectate temperature outside specified range
'neven, prolonged injectate delivery

Resulting Problem/Error

Wide discrepancy in CO measurements
No readings
PA or injectate temperature does not register
Difficulty injecting solntion; may be impossible to inject
Thermistor lying against small vessel wall because of catheter migration;
CO curve has low amplitude
Tip of catheter not in zone 3 lung; measured CO affected by ventilation
Difficulty injecting solution
Difficulty injecting solution; variations in core temperature measurements
CO values do not correspond to the patient's clinical condition

l:,

:. atient Related
''ll'atient
:
movement during measurement
, i~ardiac arrhythmias
?Mechanical ventilation
;"w CO slates
jIypotherrnia

...

~i"

.~

Variation in serial CO measurements
Oscillations of the baseline
Recirculation of thermal indicator; prolonged baseline drift
Low-amplitude CO curve because of small temperature difference
between blood and injeclate

The computation constant (specific to the catheter size,
volume, and temperature of the injectate) and the patient's
blood temperature, if not automatically measured and
recorded, are entered into the CO computer. These values
are incorporated into the computer's calculations to adjust
for the expected warming of the injectate as it travels
downstream. The connections between the injectate probe
cable, the thermistor coupling, the catheter-connecting
cable, and the computer are secured.
The patient is usually positioned supine with conservative elevations in the head of the bed (0 to 20 degrees). Flat
positioning is not necessary because measurements taken in
both the supine and modest head elevation positions have
been found to correlate, 16
Rapid, even injection within 2 to 4 seconds is essential to
ensure a smooth time-temperature curve 69 Injectate volumes are determined by patient and catheter size. Generally
5 or 10 ml are used; small thermodilution catheters used in
infants have the capability to use 3-ml injectate volumes
(if there is a corresponding computation constant on the
package insert). Hemodynamically unstable infants may not
tolerate frequent large injectate volumes because of volume
overload; therefore, 3- to 5-ml volumes can be employed. 71
Both iced and room temperature injectate can be used. Iced
injectate produces a larger thermal signal than solution kept
at room temperature and (given the lack of pediatric data)
should be used when injectate volumes are less than 10m!.
Timing of the injection with end expiration produces less
variable results because the effects of the phase of respira-

tion on PA temperature are eliminated. End-expiration is
judged most convenient and is most often used.
The CO computer displays the calculated CO approximately 15 seconds after the injection. A second and a third
determination of CO are made, separated by 45 to 90 seconds. The three measurements are averaged, unless a
measurement falls outside 10% of the middle value. In a
series, a CO value that falls outside the standard error of the
estimate (10%) is discarded, and the remaining two are
averaged or a fourth measurement is made.
Accuracy of the measurement is also assessed by
inspection of the thermodilution curve. The configuration
should be smooth with a rapid upslope to peak and a gradual
downslope to the baseline (see Figure 7-58).
Hemodynamic Calculations. CO, calculated in liters per minute (L/min), is the basis for calculation of
a number of additional, derived hemodynamic indices
(Box 7-4). The first is cardiac index, which is the
most accurate expression of CO in children because of variability in patient size. Calculations are performed automatically by the CO computer, necessitating that data entry be
accurate.
SV is equal to CO divided by the HR during the CO
determination. Normal SV depends on the patient's size and
activity level. SV index is obtained by dividing SV by the
patient's body surface area. As with cardiac index, this
normalizes the measurement to the patient's size.
The stroke work of the ventricle is a measure of the
ventricle's work during anyone cardiac contraction, as well
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Box 7-4

Derived Hemodynamic Parameters

Cardiac Index (CI)
Nonnal = 2.5 to 5 Llmin/m 2
CI =Cardiac outputIBody surface area
Stroke Index (SI)
Normal = 30 to 60 ml/beat/m 2
SI = Cardiac indexlHeart rate
Stroke Work Index (SWI)
LVSWI Nonnal = 56 ± 6 g_m/m 2
LVSWI = (MAP - PAWP) x SI x 0.0136
RVSWI Nonnal = 6 ± 0.9 g_m/m 2
RVSW = (PAM - CVP) x SI x 0.0136
Where:
LV = left ventricular
RV =right ventricular
CVP = central venous pressure
MAP = mean arterial pressure
PAM = pulmonary artery mean (pressure)
PAWP = pulmonary artery wedge pressure
SI =stroke index
0.0136 =conversion factor for pressure to work (measured
in grams)
Systemic Vascular Resistance Index (SVRI)*
SVRI = MAP - CVPICI x 80
Nonnal = 800-1600 dynes/sec/cm -5 or
10-15 Woods units/m 2 infants;
15-20 Woods units/m 2 1-2 years;
15-30 Woods units/m 2 child/adolescent
Where:
MAP = mean arterial pressure
CVP = central venous pressure
CI = cardiac index
Pulmonary Vascular Resistance Index (PVRI)
PVRI = PAM - PAWP(or LAP}ICI x 80
Normal = 80-240 dynes/sec/cm-s or
1-3 Woods units/m 2 over 8 weeks of age:
8-10 Woods units/m 2 under 8 weeks of age
Where:
PAM = pulmonary artery mean (pressure)
PAWP = pulmonary artery wedge pressure
CI = cardiac index
LAP = left atrial pressure
*Vascular resistance can be expressed as dynes/sec/crn-s or Woods units.
Dynes/sec/cm-~ are primarily used in the leu and Woods units in the cardiac
catheterization laboratory. Dynes/sec/cm- s can be converted to Woods units
by dividing by 80.

as an indicator of the effectiveness of the heart's pumping
function or functional capacity. Stroke work is the product
of the average pressure generated by the ventricle during
contraction multiplied by the SV ejected with that beat.
Stroke work is also indexed to the size of the patient.
Hypertension or increased vascular resistance, as well as
hypervolemia, increases the ventricle's stroke work. Stroke

~
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Indications for Cardiac Catheterization

Define cardiovascular anatomy: The morphology, position,
relations, and connections of the:
Systemic and pulmonary veins
Atria
Atrioventricular valves
Ventricles and outflow tracts
Proximal pulmonary and systemic arteries
Peripheral pulmonary and systemic arteries
Measure and calculate central and peripheral hemodynamics:
Blood pressure in the systemic and pulmonary arteries
and veins
Blood flow in the systemic and pulmonary circulation
Calculate shunts
Calculate vascular resistance in the pulmonary and systemic beds
Calculate valve areas
Evaluate cardiac pump function
Evaluate cardiac muscle function
Monitor changes in hemodynamics and cardiac function in
response to drug, respirator, or surgical interventions
Electrophysiologic studies and therapy
Myocardial biopsy

work is decreased with poor myocardial contractility, as is
seen in patients with CHF or shock.
Vascular resistance is another index of ventricular work,
representative of the force a ventricle must overcome to
eject its contents. To calculate SVR, the difference between
the MAP and CVP is divided by the CO. To calculate PVR,
the difference between the MAP and LA (or wedge) pressure
is divided by the CO. Both SVR and PVR measurements
are also indexed to the patient's size using Cl as the
denominator.

Cardiac Catheterization
Cardiac catheterization provides complete evaluation of
cardiac anatomy and hemodynamic function. Angiography
provides detailed information on coronary artery anatomy,
pulmonary collaterals, size and continuity of the branch
pulmonary arteries, cardiac chamber size, valvar size,
ventricular function, and ventricular septal defect (VSD)
size and location, to name a few. Measurement of intracardiac and peripheral hemodynamics aid in the assessment of
physiologic sequelae of heart disease. Because of technologic refinements in echocardiography, diagnostic catheterization and angiography are generally only necessary in
patients with unusual anatomy or inadequate echocardiographic windows. Not all patients with heart disease require
a cardiac catheterization (Box 7-5). The decision to perform
a catheterization should be carefully made based on patient
need. If the procedure or data obtained will not alter patient
care, then it may not be necessary.
Currently, interventional procedures for palliation or
treatment of congenital heart disease are performed during
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7-6

Normal Hemodynamic Values Obtained at Cardiac Catheterization

'k

c

a Wave

v Wave

Mean

2-10

2-10

0-8

.

Systolic

End Diastolic

Mean

15-30
15-30

0-8
3-12

9-16

100-140
100-140

3-12
60-90

70-105

!i(

[iLPressures (mmHg)
Right atrium
~':' Right ventricle
Pulmonary artery
PAW, left atrium
.. Left ventricle
";,,- Svstemic arteries

n?'

".

3-15

3-12

1-10

';,

~::.

J:L

TIrOxygen consumption index
i~;A.rteriovenous oxygen difference

110-150 (mllmin/m 2 ) at rest
30·50 mIlL or 3-5 mlldl
2.5-5 (Llmin/m2 )

~,Resistances (Woods units/m 2 )

~r' Pulmonary vasculac Under 8 weeks of age
~!::Over 8 weeks of age
Systemic vascular: Infant
1-2 years
~1'::
Chi Idladolescent

f:"
;t
I'illt"

8-10
1-3
10-15
15-20
15-30

irofA w. Pulmonary artery wedge.

catheterization. Therefore although diagnostic procedures
are performed often, interventional procedures continue to
keep most pediatric catheterization laboratories very busy.
Precatheterization assessment is critically important to
define the goals of the procedure and to prevent any
potential complications. A history, physical, and pertinent
laboratory investigations should be performed. Laboratory
data include a complete blood count because the hemoglobin and hematocrit values are used in hemodynamic
calculations. Acid-base, electrolyte, and glucose abnormalities should be corrected beforehand. A two-dimensional
echocardiogram should be obtained on all children before
cardiac catheterization to evaluate basic cardiac and venous
anatomy. These data assist in planning for vascular access
and help to minimize the use of contrast. Neonates, critically
ill patients, or those undergoing prolonged or interventional
procedures require deep sedation and intubation to provide
stabilization and prevent movement at inopportune times. 75
It is possible to transport patients supported by extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) or ventricular assist
devices (VADs) to the catheterization laboratory if it is
believed that the data obtained will elucidate the nature of
the patient's problem or detennine future therapeutic
intervention.
The right side of the heart, the left side, or both may be
accessed according to the patient's anatomy or therapeutic
need. Right-sided heart catheterization is accomplished by
cannulation of the femoral vein, although the axillary,
umbilical (in neonates), or brachial can also be used. The
catheter is then passed antegrade in to the right side of the
heart. 76 Many children with complex congenital heart
disease have had multiple vascular procedures that adversely affect venous access. In these patients, percutaneous

transhepatic puncture is advocated. For this procedure, a
puncture is made in the lower margin of the Ii ver, and a
sheath is placed under fluoroscopic guidance. A needle and
guidewire can then be advanced through the liver into the
hepatic vein and toward the right atrium. 77 The left side of
the heart can be accessed retrograde via the femoral artery.
If the foramen ovale is patent or in the presence of an ASD,
the left side of the heart is accessed from the right atrium; or
a transeptal puncture across the atrial septum is used to gain
access to the left side of the heart. Any time the left side of
the heart is entered, the patient should be systemically
anticoagulated (usually with heparin).
Hemodynamic measurements can be obtained during
cardiac catheterization. Hemodynamic indices include intracardiac pressures and waveforms, pressure gradients
across the valves, cardiac index, shunt determinations, and
calculation of vascular resistances (Table 7-6). In addition,
changes in hemodynamics can be monitored following
intervention with drugs, oxygen, nitric oxide, or changes in
modes of ventilation. Blood sampling from different chambers in the heart allows measurement of oxygen saturation
(Figure 7-59). Intracardiac differences in oxygen saturation
aid in the calculation of shunt and CO indices.
Interventional catheterization is used to palliate or treat
congenital defects. Specific procedures include atrial septostomy, balloon valvuloplasty, balloon dilation, and coil or
stent placement. Atrial septostomy is often performed under
echocardiographic guidance to palliate transposition of the
great arteries, tricuspid atresia, or pulmonary atresia with
intact ventricular septum. However, in those patients with a
thick atrial septum, this procedure is aided by fluoroscopy in
the catheterization laboratory. Balloon valvuloplasty, or
dilation, is an attractive option that can delay or prevent
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Fig. 7-59 Hemodynamic indices and oxygen saturation normal values measured at cardiac catheterization. (© Copyright 1996. CIBA-GEIGY Corporation. Reprinted with permission from the Ciba
Collection of Medical Illustrations. illustrated by Frank Neller, M.D. All rights reserved.)

surgical intervention for pulmonary or aortic stenosis.
Indeed, this procedure is the treatment of choice for valvar
pulmonary stenosis (PS), including critical PS in the
newborn 75 .78 Aortic valve dilation is best accomplished if
the valve is trileaflet or bicuspid. Unicuspid or severely
dysplastic valves do not respond as well and can be left with
severe aortic regurgitation after the procedure. 78 .79 Coil
embolization is used to occlude patent ductus arteriosus
(PDA), unwanted systemic or venous collaterals, and
coronary artery fistulas. In some centers, PDA embolization
is the treatment of choice, avoiding surgery80; The exception
to this is the very small premature infant, whose size
precludes coil embolization. Collateral vessels are embolized if they contribute to persistent cyanosis or if they
interfere with PBF. Intravascular stents are used in a number
of conditions, including peripheral pulmonary stenosis that
is distal to the hilum of the lung, recurrent coarctation of the
aorta, conduit, and postoperative vessel stenosis. 75 .s , This
intervention has replaced surgery in many instances. In

addition, a number of stents respond to repeat balloon
dilation if stenosis subsequently occurs. 82 Device closure
for ASD and VSD is currently under Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) investigation at select centers.
Electrophysiology (EP) study is the evaluation of normal·
and abnormal impulse conduction performed in the catheterization laboratory. Often a special EP laboratory is
designed specifically for this procedure. EP study can
either be an intracardiac evaluation (using catheters with
monitoring and pacing electrodes) or a transesophageal
evaluation (using a transesophageal electrode and pacing
catheter). Indications include but are not limited to evaluation of mechanisms and characteristics of abnormal tachycardia, determination of response to therapy (pharmacologic, ablative, or surgical), determination of risk for sudden
death in WPW syndrome, evaluation of sinus node function
in patients with sinus node disease, and identification of
arrhythmia focus. The most common reason for radiofrequency catheter ablation in pediatrics is the treatment of
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SVT. 83 Once an arrhythmogenic focus or accessory connection is identified, radiofrequency catheter ablation can be
used to generate thermal injury, creating a localized lesion
that results in arrhythmia eradication. Currently a multicenter study is under way to evaluate the long-term outcomes
and complications in pediatric patients undergoing radiofrequency catheter ablation.
Complications associated with cardiac catheterization
include bleeding, vessel thrombosis, arrhythmia, and cardiac tamponade, and vessel perforation. The independent
risk of complication increases with young age «2 years),
critical illness, and during interventional procedures, for
example, devices or stents. Rarely, cerebral embolism or
death can occur. 84

PHARMACOLOGIC SUPPORT OF
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
Management of acute cardiovascular dysfunction is multifaceted. It may require (I) restoration of adequate, but not
excessive, intravascular fluid volume; (2) improvement of
myocardial contractility; (3) treatment of abnormal vascular
capacitance and resistance; or (4) correction of abnormal
cardiac rate or rhythm. Chronic cardiovascular dysfunction
is managed from these same perspectives; iuotropes are
administered to improve contractility, with diuretics given to
decrease volume load. New guidelines for care of adults
with chronic heart failure emphasize control of the underlying neurohormonal response to inadequate tissue perfusion. The SNS, renin-angiotensin system, and endocrine system individually and in combination influence
cardiovascular performance in patients with chronic heart
failure. Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors,
f)-blockers, aldosterone antagonists, angiotensin-receptor
blockers, and digoxin are used for the purpose of "resetting" neurohormonal balance. 85 Appropriate long-term pediatric studies of heart failure are needed. Chronic cardiac
rhythm disturbances are currently managed with phamlacotherapy or radiofrequency catheter ablation of the arrhythmogenic substrate. Heart failure and arrhythmias are discussed further in Chapter 18.
Compared with adults, immature animals and humans
respond differently to many medications. The response of
neonates to inotropes is attenuated 86 This may be the
consequence of developmental differences in the concentration of adrenergic receptors in a variety of target
organs. 87 .88 Differences including reduced ventricular compliance, greater ventricular interdependence, and reduced
myocardial contractile protein in the immature heart point to
structural and ultrastructural differences that are clinically important. As a related consequence, when compared
with older infants and adults, the young infant's heart
does not tolerate or respond well to volume loading. Care of
critically ill infants and children necessitates that caregivers appreciate both the limited response to augmented
preload and the reduced sensitivity of the heart and
vasculature to adrenergic agents, characteristic of some
patients in the PICU. An important caveat to efficacy is that

infants and children are subject to maturational factors and
adults are not.
The practical consequences of these differences have not
all been established; consequently, a precise age-based
paradigm for pharmacotherapy is not yet possible. Most new
drugs have not been adequately tested in pediatric patients
because of real and perceived barriers. Insufficient pediatric
sample size is an impediment to adequate clinical trials.
Many medications approved for use with adult patients and
used in children do not have FDA-approved labeling. The
pediatric dose of these medications is extrapolated from the
usual adult dose. The National Institutes of Health have
established a unit for pediatric pharmacology research, and
the FDA now requires expanded information about pediatric
use for all prescription medications 89 Scientific, randomized clinical trials, as opposed to anecdotal reports, will
provide the data necessary to determine pediatric safety,
efficacy, and dosing. 90 Pharmacologic management of all
critically ill patients requires vigilant assessment of drug
effect and side effect. However, special considerations are
necessary when dosing medications for pediatric patients:
infants and children continue to lack access to safety and
effectiveness data.

Intravascular Volume Restoration
Volume expansion to restore preload and ventricular filling
is essential in circumstances involving either absolute
(abnormal fluid losses) or relative (maldistributed fluid
volume) hypovolemia. Vascular access is of primary importance, followed by the timing and volume of fluid administered. It is critical to restore adequate perfusion before
irreversible tissue ischemia occurs. Aliquots of normal
saline (10 to 20 mlfkg) or 5% albumin (5 to 10 mVkg) can be
safely administered to pediatric patients over I to 15 minutes and repeated in 15 minutes. Two important exceptions
to the practice of fluid resuscitation in pediatric practice are
patients in cardiogenic shock and premature infants at risk
for intraventricular hemorrhage.
Important initial physiologic responses to fluid administration are a decrease in HR, broadening of the pulse
pressure or increase in BP (if hypotension was detected),
and improvement in tile quality of peripheral pulses. Fluid
administration continues until perfusion of the skin, kidneys, and central nervous system (CNS) improves, as
evidenced by brisk capillary refill and warm extremities,
adequate urine output, and appropriate level of consciousness. Infusion of 60 to 100 ml/kg of fluid may be required
over a brief period for patients with marked intravascular
volume depletion.
Diuretic Therapy. The kidneys respond to inadequate
renal perfusion by increasing sodium reabsorption. Volume
expansion follows, leading to systemic and pulmonary
circulatory congestion and elevated end-diastolic volume
and pressure. The fundamental aim is improving renal
perfusion with inotropic or vasodilating agents. However,
managing the relative fluid volume overload is critical.
Diuretic therapy interferes with sodium reabsorption at
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various sites along the nephron and increases excretion of
water. An integral part of treating CHF, diuretic therapy
decreases ventricular dilation and improves diastolic function by lessening the hemodynamic load and producing a
more efficient volume-pressure relationship. Pulmonary and
peripheral edema are decreased, and the work of breathing
is eased. 91 .92
Three classes of diuretics are commonly used to lessen
the congestion caused by heart failure in infants and
children. 85 Loop diuretics, primarily furosemide, are potent
medications that have a rapid onset and provoke brisk
diuresis, especially when administered parenterally. Thiazides, such as chlorothiazide, act in the distal tubules.
Thiazides are less potent than loop diuretics and are more
affected by low CO and reduced glomerular filtration rate.
Potassium-sparing diuretics, spironolactone for example,
also act in the distal tubule. They are weak diuretics most
often added to therapy to counteract the potassium depletion, which occurs with either loop di uretics or thiazides.
Furosemide. Furosemide is a potent loop diuretic that
inhibits the reabsorption of sodium and chloride in the
ascending loop of Henle and the distal renal tubule by
interfering with the chloride binding transport system.
Consequently, excretion of water, sodium, chloride, magnesium, and calcium is increased. Its primary use is to decrease
the congestion and edema associated with heart failure and
hepatic or renal disease in infants and children.
Furosemide is administered intravenously to patients
with acute or decompensated heart failure. The usual dose
is I to 2 mg/kg IV, and the dose can be repeated every 6 to
12 hours. The onset of action occurs within 5 minutes of
IV administration; duration of action is 2 hours. Furosemide can be administered undiluted, direct IV, at a
maximum rate of 0.5 mg/kg/min. When large doses (greater
than 120 mg) are required, the rate of administration should
not exceed 4 mg/min. It can also be diluted to a concentration of I to 2 mg/ml and infused over 10 to IS minutes.
Continuous infusion of 0.05 mg/kg/hr is titrated for clinical
effectiveness. Most often reserved for patients with refractory edema, continuous infusion maintains a constant blood
level of diuretic and elicits diuresis by limiting any
opportunity for the kidneys to retain sodium. 85
The oral dose of furosemide is I to 6 mg/kg/day divided
every 6 to 12 hours. It may be administered with milk or
food to decrease the gastrointestinal distress associated with
the oral solution. Onset of action is within 30 to 60 minutes
following oral administration, and duration of action is 6 to
8 hours.
Loop diuretics are potent; profound diuresis with excessive volume and/or electrolyte loss can occur. The cardiovascular effects include hypovolemia and hypotension.
Orthostatic hypotension can persist with dizziness, vertigo,
and headache accompanying it. Dehydration, hypokalemia,
hyponatremia, hypochloremia, and metabolic alkalosis can
develop. The oral solutions are manufactured with sorbitol,
which may cause diarrhea. Anorexia, vomiting, constipation, and abdominal cramping are other gastrointestinal
adverse reactions. Ototoxicity associated with furosemide
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may be transient or permanent. The risk for ototoxicity is
increased in the pretenn infant and when other ototoxic
medications are administered concurrently (aminoglycosides). The risk for ototoxicity may be minimized through
the use of continuous rather than bolus infusion to prevent
peak serum levels. 93
Ethacrynic Acid. Ethacrynic acid is a potent loop
diuretic with actions and adverse reactions like those of
furosemide. Most often, it is used in hospitalized patients
with critical, acute cardiac failure or those with refractory
CHF. An oral preparation for long-term administration is
available.
Ethacrynic acid is diluted with 5% dextrose or normal
saline to a concentration of 1 mg/ml and injected over
several minutes or infused over 20 to 30 minutes. It is a
tissue irritant; extravasation is avoided, and intramuscular or
subcutaneous injection is contraindicated. The usual intravenous or oral dose is 1 mg/kg/dose. Repeat intravenous
doses are not routinely recommended; however, if indicated,
repeat doses are administered every 8 to 12 hours. The oral
dose can be increased at intervals of 2 or 3 days to a
maximum of 3 mg/kg/day.94
Acute cardiovascular, fluid, and electrolyte adverse
reactions are like those of furosemide. Potassium depletion
can be pronounced. Oral preparations are administered with
food or milk to minimize gastrointestinal irritation, which is
also more pronounced than with furosemide. Ototoxicity
and tinnitus can occur.
Bumetanide. Bumetanide is a potent loop diuretic
that inhibits reabsorption of sodium and chloride in the
ascending loop of Henle, resulting in subsequent excretion of water, sodium, chloride, magnesium, calcium, and
phosphate. Primary indications for use are treatment of
refractory edema secondary to CHF, hepatic disease, or
renal disease.
Bumetanide can be administered intravenously, intramuscularly, or orally. Doses are equivalent regardless of the
administrative route. Usual dose in neonates is 0.01 to
0.05 mg/kg/dose every 24 to 48 hours. Infants and children
require 0.015 to 0.1 mg/kg/dose every 6 to 24 hours, with
a maximum dose of 10 mg/day. Oral preparations should be
administered with food to prevent gastrointestinal upset. IV
preparations are administered without additional dilution
over 1 to 2 minutes.
Contraindications include anuria and hypersensitivity.
Adverse reactions include profound diuresis with excessive
water and electrolyte loss, hypotension, nausea, muscle
weakness, and increased liver enzymes. The risk for
hypotension increases if given concurrently with other
hypertensive agents or ACE inhibitors.
Chorothiazide. Chlorothiazide is used in the management of edema associated with CHF or nephrotic
syndrome. It inhibits sodium reabsorption in the distal
tubules, causing increased excretion of sodium, chloride,
potassium, bicarbonate, magnesium, phosphate, and water.
Because it acts at the distal tubule, chlorothiazide is less
potent and less effective than the loop diuretics in low-CO
states when the glomerular filtration rate is decreased.
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The oral dose of chlorothiazide is 20 mg/kg/day in two
divided doses. Infants less than 6 months of age may require
up to 40 mg/kg/day. It is available in tablet and oral
suspension; both are administered with food. The IV dose
for infants and children has not been established. Doses are
extrapolated from the oral doses and have been used
safely.94 The IV dose is 4 mg/kg/day in two divided doses;
infants younger than 6 months receive doses of 2 to
8 mg/kg/day. IV doses are administered by direct infusion
over several minutes or infused in dextrose or normal saline
over 30 minutes. Extravasation of the parenteral solution is
avoided because the drug is irritating to tissue. The solution
must not be injected intramuscularly or subcutaneously.
Adverse reactions are similar to those associated with the
loop diuretics. Hypotension, hypokalemia, and hypochloremic alkalosis can occur, as can similar gastrointestinal side
effects. There are rare instances of prerenal azotemia,
intrahepatic cholestasis, and blood dyscrasias.
Metolazone. Metolazone is thiazide diuretic that
inhibits sodium reabsorption in the distal tubules, producing
increased excretion of water and sodium. It is used to
manage the edema associated with CHF and renal impairment. The most common indications for use in children are
the treatment of postoperative edema and/or CHF that is not
responsive to loop diuretics. Metolazone is administered
orally. The usual dosage in children is 0.2 to 0.4 mg/kg/day
divided every 12 to 24 hours, and it should be administered
with food to prevent gastrointestinal upset.
Contraindications to use include anuria, hepatic coma,
and hypersensitivity to metolazone, sulfa drugs, or thiazide
diuretics. Adverse reactions include orthostatic hypotension,
vertigo, headache, electrolyte abnormalities, nausea, and
blood dyscrasias. If given concurrently with digoxin, there
is an increased risk for digoxin toxicity secondary to
potassium and magnesium depletion 94
Spironolactone. Spironolactone is a potassiumsparing diuretic used to manage edema seen with excessive
aldosterone excretion (which may occur with chronic heart
failure or primary hyperaldosteronism), hypokalemia, and
hypertension. It competes with aldosterone for receptor
binding sites in the distal renal tubule. It may also block
aldosterone's effect on arterial smooth muscle. At the kidney,
it increases sodium, chloride, and water excretion while
conserving potassium and hydrogen ions. Spironolactone is a
weak diuretic most often added to therapy to counteract the
potassium-depleting effect of loop diuretics and thiazides.
Spironolactone is administered orally in doses of I to
3 mg/kg/day (or 60 mg/m 2 /day). It may be administered in
a single dose or divided 2 to 4 times.
Spironolactone can cause lethargy and drowsiness. Gastrointestinal effects are like those of other diuretic agents.
Azotemia can develop. Spironolactone is tumorigenic in rats
treated with 25 to 250 times the usual human dose. 94

Inotropic Therapy
Increased intracellular calcium concentration is the central
cellular event that enhances the contractility of the myocardium. Drugs that improve the inotropic performance of the

myocardium act at one of several steps in the sequence of
events that couple electrical excitation and mechanical
contraction. Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) is a
pivotal mediator in many of the reactions that produce
myocardial contraction. Increased intracellular cAMP ultimately increases intracellular calcium concentration, which
affects myocardial systolic and diastolic function and HR.
The catecholamines augment cardiac contractility by action
that simulates the SNS receptors to increase cAMP concentration within the cell. Phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors
also increase intracellular cAMP. Digitalis glycosides enhance contractility by a route not dependent on cAMP.
Sympathetic Nervous System (Adrenergic) Stimulation. Sympathomimetic agents interact with cell surface adrenergic receptors. Adrenergic receptors are gl ycoproteins with genetically related structure. They extend
between the internal and external surfaces of the cell
membrane and are transducers of signals or information
across the cell membrane; that is, stimulation of an
adrenergic receptor elicits an intracellular response. Table
7-7 is a classification of the adrenergic receptors and
indicates the physiologic responses to stimulation of each.
The medications listed (in order of their potency) are
receptor agonists. With the exception of the ai_receptor,
adrenergic receptors affect cell function by increasing the
intracellular concentration of cAMP.
Adrenergic receptors' sensitivity to stimulation changes
with a number of factors. Exposure of the receptors to
sympathomimetic agents causes receptor desensitization.
Endotoxin, tumor necrosis factor, and CHF also cause
receptor desensitization.
Phosphodiesterase Inhibition. The methylxanthines (theophylline) and the bipyridines (amrinone, milrinone) inhibit the PDE that inactivates cAMP, thereby
increasing cAMP concentration and leading to higher intracellular calcium and enhanced contractility. The PDE inhibitors are called inodilators because of their additional
vasodilatory effect. The bipyridines selectively inhibit only
PDE III, whereas the methylxanthines inhibit all three known
types of PDE. Consequently, the inotropic action of amrinone
and milrinone is more selective, compared with the limited
inotropic and marked chronotropic actions of theophylline. 95
Digitalis Glycosides. The digitalis glycosides act on
the heart through a mechanism independent of cAMP, but
the final outcome, increased intracellular calcium, is similar. 85 .96 Digoxin inhibits the sodium-potassium pump,
thereby increasing intracellular sodium concentration. The
secondary consequence is a shift in the sodium and calcium
exchange in favor of retaining more calcium within the cell.
The increase in intracellular calcium concentration translates into a positive inotropic effect.
Digoxin has been shown to exert a favorable neurohormonal effect, which occurs before and is separate from its
inotropic effect in adult patients. Through a mechanism not
yet clear, it potentiates parasympathetic discharge, which
decreases sympathetic outflow. Inhibition of sympathetic
discharge is likely accomplished by inhibition of the
baroreceptor sodium-potassium pump. The neurohormonal
effects of digoxin have Dot yet been studied in children. In
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Adrenergic Receptors, Physiologic Responses, and Sympathomimetic Agonists
Physiologic Responses

Agonist

Increase intracellular Ca. muscle contraction. vasoconstriction, inhibit insulin secretion

Epinephrine
Norepinephrine
Dopamine

Decrease cAMP, inhibit NE release, vasodilation. negative chronotropy

Epinephrine
Norepinephrine

Increase cAMP. inotropy, chronotropy. enhance renin secretion

Isoproterenol
Epinephrine
Dopamine
Norepinephrine

Increase cAMP, smooth muscle relaxation, vasodilation, bronchodilation, enhance glucagon
secretion, hypokalemia

Isoproterenol
Epinephrine
Dopamine
Norepinephrine

Increase cAMP, smooth muscle relaxation

Dopamine

Decrease cAMP, inhibit prolactin and 13-endorphin

Dopamine

f~fi'lodified
!~:fq,

from Notterman DA: Pharmacologic support of the failing circulation: an approach for infants and children, Probl Anesth 3:288·294, 1989.
Calcium; cAMp, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; NE, norepinephrine; D, dopamine.

TABLE

7·8

Recommended Digoxin Doses for Pediatric Patients

5:fntravenous Digitalization

~:Total

digitalizing dose = 30

~glkg/24 hours

~T'Maximum dose = 800 ~g IV
!:)'irst dose; Digoxin 15 ~g/kg IV

"i~Digoxin

7.5 llg/kg IV 8 hours after first dose
m:bigoxin 7.5 llg/kg IV 8 hours after second dose
~i:Begin maintenance digoxin (7.5 llglkg/day) 12 hours after
iif: third dose
lifi '

Enteral Digitalization
Total digitalizing dose = 40 llglkg/24 hours
Maximum dose = I mg PO/NG
First dose: Digoxin 20 ~g/kg PO/NG
Digox.in 10 llglkg PO/NG 8 hours after first dose
Digoxin 10 llglkg PO/NG 8 hours after second dose
Begin maintenance digoxin (10 ~g/kg/day) 12 hours after
third dose

I~'NG, N~sogastric (tube).

those with heart failure from a large left-to-right shunt,
contractility is often normal. The ameliorative effects of
digoxin in this group of pediatric patients suggest that
modulation of the autonomic nervous system may be
valuable. 85
Cardiac glycosides are prescribed for patients in whom
poor myocardial contractility is expected to persist beyond
a few days. The elevated HR associated with CHF is
reduced by digoxin, In patients with chronic CHF, digoxin
remains a mainstay of pharmacologic therapy.
Digoxin increases myocardial contractility in normal and
diseased hearts. When CHF is present, digoxin increases SV
and reduces elevated ventricular filling pressures. When
digoxin is administered to infants, contractility increases, as
judged by echocardiographic examination. Adult patients
with acute heart failure who were given a single dose of
digoxin experienced a 69% increase in LV stroke work
index, a 25% reduction in PAW pressure, and a 16% to 28%
increase in cardiac index. 97 Similar invasive hemodynamic
measurements have not been made in infants or children.

The kidney eliminates digoxin. Renal dysfunction that
impairs glomerular filtration interferes with elimination.
Hypokalemia increases digoxin binding to cell receptor
sites, accounting in part for digoxin-induced cardiac rhythm
disturbances during hypokalemia.
Dosage and Administration. Infants and young children eliminate digoxin rapidly and have a large volume of
distribution for the drug. Consequently, they require higher
doses of digoxin than do adults to achieve a therapeutic
plasma level of 0.8 to 2 ng/m!. Dosage is based on the age
of the patient, the indication for therapy, the route of
administration, and the presumed sensitivity of the myocardium to potential toxicity.96 There is substantial individual
variation in response to "usual" doses 94 Table 7-8 indicates
the recommended digoxin doses for pediatric patients. It is
important to note that inadequate renal function, electrolyte
imbalance, or evidence of myocardial irritability (i.e.,
arrhythmia) necessitates that the doses be reduced and,
during digitalization, the pace of digitalizing be slowed. Not
all patients require a digitalizing dose during drug initiation.
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The need for digitalization is detennined by the child's
clinical condition and physician preference.
Serum digoxin levels are of limited benefit as a guide to
therapeutic response because there is wide variability in the
serum concentration required to achieve the desired response. However, serum digoxin levels are of benefit to
ensure that the dose gi ven is sufficient to achieve a measurable blood concentration and to confinn the clinical suspicion of toxicity. Serum levels are obtained 8 to 12 hours
after a dose of digoxin, preferably just before the next
scheduled dose. HR, rhythm, and the ECG; serum potassium, magnesium, and calcium; and blood urea nitrogen
(BUN) are closely monitored to avoid toxicity. Serum drug
concentration, in combination with clinical symptoms and
ECG confinnation, is used for monitoring digoxin toxicity.
Digoxin Toxicity. Toxic levels of digoxin are capable of
producing virtually every cardiac rhythm disturbance
known. Infants and children are most likely to develop
bradycardia and AV conduction delay. Sinus bradycardia is
produced by digoxin suppression of sinus node discharge.
All degrees of AV block can occur, sometimes associated
with ectopic atrial beats or JET. Ectopy and tachyarrhythmias are more common in adult patients, probably because
of myocardial irritability from ischemia. However, the
myocardium of infants and children is not less sensitive to
digoxin than that of older patients.
Digoxin toxicity can occur because of accidental or
intentional ingestion. One study reported fatal digoxin
overdose in one half of the cases of acute ingestion. 98
Toxicity can also occur because of dosing error or because
of a change in the patient's sensitivity to the drug or in its
pharmacokinetics. Assessment of the patient for predisposing factors (hypokalemia, renal dysfunction) is an important
initial step in treatment. Hypomagnesemia, hypoxemia,
myocarditis, and coadministration of catecholamines or
calcium all exacerbate digoxin toxicity. In patients receiving
constant digoxin doses with stable serum concentration,
digoxin toxicity can still develop if cardiac status deteriorates or metabolic disturbances develop96
Digoxin immune Fab (Digibind) is the antidote used to
treat life-threatening digoxin toxicity. It binds with free
molecules of digoxin and is then excreted by the kidney.
It should be reconstituted with nonnal saline and administered intravenously over 15 to 30 minutes. Dosing is
complex, so the reader is referred to a pediatric drug
reference book for further information. 94 Serum digoxin
levels rise precipitously after administration of digoxin
immune Fab; however, this reflects digoxin bound to
Digibind, so results will be clinically misleading. Hypokalemia can occur after administration, so potassium levels
must be monitored.

Catecholamines and Other Inotropes
Epinephrine. Epinephrine is an endogenous catecholamine that is produced and released from the adrenal gland
in response to stress. Its direct cardiac effects are the result
of stimulation of the ~-adrenergic receptors. Epinephrine
shortens systole by improving contractility and speeding
conduction through the AV node and Purkinje system. It

accelerates SA node firing. Epinephrine increases coronary
blood flow but also increases myocardial oxygen demand,
so the potential for a mismatch exists. It also decreases the
refractory period of ventricular muscle, causing a predisposition to arrhythmias.
The clinical effects of epinephrine vary with the rate of
infusion. At a low dose (0.05 to 0.2 J.l.g/kg/min), peripheral
vasodilation and increased HR and contractility are the
consequence of ~I- and ~2_adrenergic stimulation. The pulse
pressure is widened, SVR and PVR decrease, and SV and
CO increase if the patient's intravascular volume is adequate.
Increasing infusion rates result in stimulation of the
a-adrenergic receptors. Increased SVR and elevated SP
occur. Afterload increases and may ultimately affect CO if
the myocardium is unable to maintain Sv. Epinephrine is a
potent renal artery vasoconstrictor, potentially reducing
renal blood flow and urine output. However, the improvement in CO achieved with epinephrine may increase renal
blood flow.
Dosage and Administration. In pediatric patients, infusion rates of 0.05 to 0.3 J.l.g/kg/min are recommended in
treatment of shock associated with myocardial dysfunction.
Epinephrine may be most useful when combined with a
vasodilator for afterload reduction. When catecholamine
stores are depleted, epinephrine may be the inotrope of
choice. In asystole or pulseless arrest, the continuous
infusion dose is 0.0 I to I J.l.g/kg/min. The use of epinephrine
in Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) is detailed in
Chapter 31.
Epinephrine is best administered through a central
venous line because infiltration from peripheral venous
administration can cause local tissue ulceration. Infusion
rate is controlled with a constant infusion pump. Epinephrine is compatible with both dextrose and nonnal saline
solutions; alkaline solutions are not used because catecholamines are inactivated at a higher pH.
Side Effects. Epinephrine may induce CNS excitation
marked by restlessness, fear, anxiety, or dread and a
throbbing vascular type headache. Tachycardia is always
produced, and atrial and ventricular ectopy and tachyarrhythmias are risks with increasing infusion rates. Severe
hypertension and anginal pain can occur. Severe mismatching of myocardial oxygen delivery with oxygen consumption and subsequent ischemia may be detected on ECG.
Local tissue injury from extravasation is reviewed in
Chapter 16.
Norepinephrine. Norepinephrine is the hormone
precursor of epinephrine and is the neurotransmitter of the
SNS. Norepinephrine raises SP and improves tissue perfusion in hypotensive patients who have normal or elevated
cardiac index. Although norepinephrine possesses a-and
~-adrenergic receptor activity, its a-adrenergic effects predominate at all but the lowest infusion rates. SVR rises
sharply because of a-adrenergic mediated vasoconstriction.
The peripheral, renal, splanchnic, and hepatic vascular beds
are constricted, as is the pulmonary vasculature. Cardiac
contractility is augmented, and SV and cardiac index rise, if
the increase in afterload can be tolerated. Chronotropy is
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opposed by reflex vagal activity, which slows the rate of
sinus node discharge.
The hemodynamic effects of norepinephrine limit its use
in pediatric critical care almost exclusively to treatment of
patients with septic shock. It is most often used to augment
vascular tone when shock persists after volume repletion
and administration of other inotropes. 8 .96
Dosage and Administration. Initial infusion rates are
0.05 to 0.1 I-!g/kg/min. Successful treatment results in
improved perfusion pressure, which maintains vital organ
function. The lowest possible dose that achieves improved
skin color and temperature, normalization of pH, and urine
output is used. Invasive monitoring is useful to evaluate
both SVR and PVR. The rate of infusion is titrated to a
maximum I to 2 I-!glkg/min.
Side Effects. Careful monitoring is necessary during
norepinephrine administration to prevent excessive increases in ventricular afterload and organ ischemia. If
norepinephrine elevates BP but does not improve clinical
evidence of tissue perfusion, continuing its infusion may
lead to ischemic injury of the extremities, widespread organ
failure, and death. 96 Profound hypertension can result from
inadvertent boluses or excessive infusion rates, resulting in
myocardial infarction or cerebral hemorrhage. Inpatients
with coronary artery thrombosis the area of infarct may be
extended. As is true with epinephrine, local extravasation
can cause ischemic necrosis and sloughing of superficial
tissues. Local tissue injury from extravasation is reviewed in
Chapter 16.
Isoproterenol. Isoproterenol is a synthetic catecholamine structurally related to epinephrine and norepinephrine. It has beta (~1 and ~) specificity and does not affect
a-adrenergic receptors. Its potent effects on the heart
include an increase in cardiac contractility, HR, and
conduction velocity. Stimulation of peripheral ~z-receptors
results in vascular smooth muscle relaxation, decreased
SVR, and a fall in diastolic BP. Widened pulse pressure is
detected because the systolic BP increases. Tachycardia may
be extreme because the decline in diastolic pressure
augments the chronotropic effect of the drug. In the face of
hypovolemia, hypotension may develop when isoproterenol
therapy is initiated. An increase in CO is ensured only if
circulating blood volume is adequate. Because HR and
contractility are increased, isoproterenol increases myocardial oxygen consumption. Simultaneous decreases in both
diastolic filling time and diastolic perfusion pressure may
impair myocardial oxygen supply and result in myocardial
ischemia. Myocardial ischemia, myocardial infarction, and
fatal myocardial necrosis have been reported in adolescents
receiving continuous isoproterenol infusion.
Isoproterenol also relaxes pulmonary vascular and bronchial airway smooth muscle. Historically, isoproterenol was
used in severe refractory status asthmatic us; however, newer
~z-selective intravenous agents have all but supplanted the
use of isoproterenol in this population. Once used to treat a
variety of shock states, newer drugs and an improved
understanding of the pathophysiology of shock have made
isoproterenol obsolete for this purpose. It is, however, still
employed to treat hemodynamically significant or atropine-
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resistant bradycardias. In addition, it is the chronotrope of
choice in the postoperative heart transplant patient to
augment HR in the denervated heart. In heart block resistant
to atropine, isoproterenol may be used until definitive
treatment with pacemaker placement occurs. Low-dose
epinephrine infusion may be better tolerated, however,
because it maintains diastolic coronary perfusion pressure
better than isoproterenol.
Dosage and Administration. Isoproterenol infusion is
initiated at a rate of 0.01 I-!g/kg/min and adjusted to a rate
of 0.05 to 0.1 Ilg/kg/min until the desired chronotropic or
hemodynamic effect is achieved.
Side Effects. Sustained tachycardia, vasodilation, and
the risk of myocardial ischemia limit isoproterenol's utility
in all but a select group of patients% HR, ECG, and BP are
closely monitored. ST segment changes or T wave flattening
are evidence of myocardial ischemia. Cardiac enzymes can
be followed to monitor for myocardial ischemia in those
patients receiving high doses. Isoproterenol can be safely
administered via a peripheral vein because extravasation of
the drug does not produce tissue necrosis.
Dopamine. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter in the
central and sympathetic nervous systems and is found in the
adrenal medulla, where it is the immediate precursor of
norepinephrine. Dopamine stimulates dopamine (DA) receptors (D I and D z) in the vascular beds of the kidney,
mesentery, and coronary arteries at low doses, producing
vasodilation. As the dose of dopamine increases, ~- and then
a-adrenergic receptors are activated. In addition to these
direct sympathomimetic effects, dopamine stimulates release of norepinephrine from sympathetic nerve terminals,
resulting in indirect sympathetic stimulation.
Renal blood flow and urine output increase with infusion
of dopamine at 0.5 to 2 Ilg/kg/min because of the selective
action at DA receptors that occurs at this dose. Low-dose
dopamine augments renal function, inhibiting tubular reabsorption of sodium and promoting sodium excretion via
increased renal blood flow. Low-dose dopamine reduces
renal and SVR, suppresses aldosterone secretion, and
interacts with atrial natriuretic factor. Renal effects are
enhanced by the combination of low-dose dopamine with
furosemide or prostaglandin 99 Infusion of dopamine at 2 to
5 I-!g/kg/min increases cardiac contractility and CO, with
little change in HR or vascular resistance. At doses of 5 to
6 I-!glkg/min, both BP and HR increase, although the
tachycardia is less than that seen with isoproterenol. Doses
up to 10 Ilg/kg/min further increase CO. At doses of more
than 10 I-!g/kg/min, increasing a-adrenergic effects are seen
with beginning increases in SVR and tachycardia. The
salutary effect on the renal vascular bed may be lost
when a-adrenergic effects predominate at doses greater than
IS I-!glkg/min.
There are data suggesting that infants have reduced
sensitivity to dopamine; however, the evidence is not
strong. IOO Notterman, DeBruin, and Metakis 100 also note,
importantly, that dopamine crosses the blood-brain barrier in
preterrn neonates and warn against its use for trivial
indications in this age-group. Although low-dose infusion of
dopamine is often administered to augment renal function
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among critically ill patients, there is no evidence of the
influence of this practice on the incidence of renal failure
resulting from poor perfusion.
Although dopamine is used widely in pediatric critical
care practice, little systematically collected data exist regarding its use. Dopamine has both inotropic and vasopressor properties, as well as the potential to enhance renal blood flow. Shock with cardiovascular dysfunction
and mild to moderate hypotension are improved with dopamine infusion. At moderate infusion rates, it is unlikely to
produce excessive tachycardia or arrhythmias, compared
with either epinephrine or isoproterenol. When hypotension
is marked and cardiac index is very low, epinephrine is the
drug of choice. Dopamine is not the agent of choice in
distributive shock when cardiac index is high and vascular
resistance is low. If BP is Donnal but cardiac contractility is
abnonnal, a pure inotrope, such as dobutamine or amrinone,
is preferable. 101
Dosage and Administration. As with other catecholamines, dopamine is not mixed with alkaline IV solutions
and is administered into a central vein using a continuous
infusion device. Significant skin injury from extravasation is
a risk with peripheral administration. Dextrose and normal
saline solutions are compatible.
Infusion rates of 0.5 to 2 f.lg/kg/min result in selective
DA actions on vascular beds. Infusion rates between 5 and
10 f.lg/kg/min produce dominant ~-adrenergic effects; doses
between 10 and 20 f.lg/kg/min have mixed a- and ~
adrenergic effects. a-Adrenergic effects begin to dominate
at infusion doses greater than 15 f.lg/kg/min and are
predominant with doses greater than 20 f.lg/kg/min.
Side Effects. Limb ischemia, gangrene, and extensive
loss of skin are associated with dopamine infusion in
peripheral veins and with extravasation because dopamine
both releases norepinephrine from synaptic terminals and is
converted to norepinephrine when metabolized. Local tissue
injury from extravasation is reviewed in Chapter 16.
Dopamine increases myocardial oxygen demand as increased contractility increases myocardial work. It is likely
to produce less myocardial oxygen supply and demand mismatch than epinephrine or isoproterenol because it is associated with less tachycardia; however, it is more likely to do
so than dobutamine or arnrinone.
Dobutamine. Dobutamine is synthesized to model a
catecholamine that has specific, selective inotropic action
with limited chronotropic or vasopressor activity. Infusion
of dobutamine produces prompt improvement in cardiac
perfonnance. With improved contractility, a decrease in
atrial filling pressures follows. A decrease in SVR and PVR
is associated with dobutamine. Tachycardia is unusual.
Improved CO, along with direct stimulation of the renal
dopaminergic receptors, improves renal blood flow and
urine output.
Dobutamine is most useful when the primary disturbance
impairing tissue perfusion is cardiac. Typical indications
include viral myocarditis, cardiomyopathies, or myocardial
infarction (Kawasaki disease). Dobutamine has been used as
a bridge for patients awaiting heart transplantation. Positive
inotropic effect and little increase in HR have been

demonstrated in children gi ven dobutamine for a variety of
shock states. Dobutamine is less effective in septic shock
than in cardiogenic shock. In postoperative cardiac surgery
patients, results have been uneven; children with some
CHDs had a positive inotropic response, whereas others did
not. Others demonstrated improved CO only because HR
increased. It has been postulated that those who did not
demonstrate improvement in inotropic response may not
have had significant impairment of contractility (as is the
case in many children undergoing surgery for CHDS)96
In adults with CHF, dobutamine increased myocardial
oxygen demand. However, in the absence of coronary
obstruction, coronary blood flow and oxygen supply also
increased, favorably affecting oxygen balance. 102 A similar
response can reasonably be expected in children with
depressed contractility and patent coronary arteries. Because
HR increases only modestly with dobutamine, the metabolic
demand anticipated is less than with inotropes associated
with significant tachycardia. Dobutamine is also less likely
to produce atrial and ventricular arrhythmias than other
inotropes, although these problems can occur.
Dosage and Administration. Oobutamine therapy is
initiated with a continuous IV infusion at 2 to 5 f.lg/kg/min.
Maximal effects are generally seen at doses of 10 to 15
f.lg/kg/min. The maximal therapeutic dose is not known.
Infusion is generally recommended via a central venous
line, although dobutamine does not have significant vasoconstricting effects.
Side Effects. Side effects include excessive HR and
arrhythmias, although both are less common than is the case
with other inotropes. Headaches, anxiety, tremors, and
excessive fluctuations in BP have been reported.
Amrinone. Amrinone produces positive inotropic actions on the heart and has both systemic and pulmonary
vasodilating effects. It is the first bipyridine to be widely
used in the United States for infants, children, and adults
with impaired myocardial contractility. Anuinone is a selective POE inhibitor that increases myocardial cAMP content
and provides a positive inotropic effect. It has profound
vasodilating action, also via increased cAMP. At the heart,
intracellular calcium is increased; it is blocked at the level of
the vascular smooth muscle. 103 Unlike other inotropes, POE
inhibitors improve cardiac perfonnance in the failing heart
with unchanged or reduced oxygen demand. This is possible
in part because systemic vasodilation reduces ventricular
wall stress. In addition, myocardial perfusion is increased
because coronary resistance is decreased. POE inhibitors act
synergistically with other catecholamines. They may be particularly useful for patients whose symptoms are refractory
to catecholamine therapy because of excessive SNS activation or adrenergic receptor down-regulation from lengthy
exposure to catecholamines. 103
For patients with CHF, arnrinone increases SV and
cardiac index while simultaneously decreasing SVR, CVP,
and LVEDP. Tachycardia is not observed, and both systolic myocardial contractility and diastolic relaxation are
improved.103-106 In children with a cardiac left-to-right
shunt, amrinone's pulmonary vasodilator effects appear to
be selective. In those with nonnal PAP and resistance, the
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hemodynamic effect was beneficial. In those with elevated
PAP and PVR, pressure and resistance were significantly
reduced, without causing systemic hypotension. 107 Amrinone effectively increases CO in children who have
undergone cardiac operations, including the Fontan procedure, arterial switch, and repair of complete AV septal
defect.108-IID Amrinone is useful in the treatment of both
acute myocardial failure and chronic CHF and has been
employed for patients with end-stage heart disease awaiting
cardiac transplantation. III
Dosage and Administration. Arnrinone is mixed in
normal saline (glucose solutions are not used) and is
administered by continuous IV infusion following a bolus
IV dose administered over 10 minutes. Critically ill
pediatric patients have a large volume of distribution for the
drug and require a loading dose of at least 3 mg/kg. The
recommended loading dose for adults is 0.75 to 1.5 mg/kg.
The higher dose is necessary to achieve serum concentrations similar to the therapeutic level for adults. 105. 106. I12 The
loading dose is 0.75 mg/kg, administered by IV bolus over
3 to 5 minutes and followed by continuous infusion. When
followed by a constant infusion, steady state is obtained
within I hour of initiating therapy, but the loading dose may
need to be repeated every 15 to 30 minutes. 94 .106 The usual
infusion dose is 5 to 10 Ilg/kg/min. Daily dose should not
exceed 10 mg/kg124 hours.
Side Effects. Hypotension is the principal concern,
particularly during administration of the loading dose.
Hypotension is more likely when patients have low CVP. It
is important to note that ventricular filling pressures may be
high in patients with heart failure, but when SVR is reduced
a relative hypovolemia may ensue. If hypotension occurs,
fluid therapy corrects the problem. Hypotension is avoided
by slow administration of the loading dose and by ensuring
adequate intravascular volume.
Amrinone may cause cardiac rhythm disturbances. In
adult patients, ventricular ectopy and brief episodes of VT
were seen in approximately 10% of patients, and sustained
VT or ventricular fibrillation was seen in 1%.113 The
incidence of supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias in
pediatric patients is 3%.94 Arrhythmias may be related to the
patient's underlying pathophysiologic condition or to the
infusion rate.
Thrombocytopenia is a common adverse effect of amrinone when it is administered orally. With IV therapy, the
incidence of thrombocytopenia is far lower. When amrinone
is discontinued, the platelet count returns to normal within
several days.
Mi/rinone. Milrinone is a slightly newer member of
the bipyridine, inodilating agents with POE inhibiting
action. Its actions and indications for use are like those of
amrinone. Milrinone demonstrated potent inotropic effects
and a greater effect on both right-and left-sided heart filling
pressures (consistent with greater vasodilation) when compared with both dobutamine and nitroprusside in adult
patients with severe heart failure. 104 Milrinone administered
in pediatric patients with septic shock improved cardiac
index and decreased SVR.114.115 Pediatric and neonatal
patients demonstrated increased cardiac index and lowered
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SVR and PVR with milrinone infusion after surgery for
congenital cardiac defects.1l6.117
Dosage and Administration. Milrinone is administered
with a loading dose of 50 Ilg/kg infused over 10 minutes and
followed by a continuous IV infusion of 0.375 to 0.75
Ilg/kg/min. The volume of distribution of milrinone may be
different in pediatric patients, as it is for amrinone, but this
has not yet been systematically investigated and reported.
Milrinone is administered in normal saline or 5% dextrose
solutions.
Side Effects. Hypotension and cardiac rhythm disturbances occur with milrinone administration, as is the case
with amrinone. The incidence of thrombocytopenia with
milrinone is less than that seen with patients receiving
arnrinone.

Vasodilating Agents
Myocardial failure results in activation of a number of
compensatory mechanisms designed to maintain systemic
BP and perfusion of vital organs. Regardless of the cause of
myocardial failure, attempts at compensation are the same in
all. First, the ventricle dilates to increase EDV. Increased
EDV eventually exceeds the optimal level and is inappropriately elevated, as is end-diastolic pressure. Second is an
increase in adrenergic stimulation of the heart, augmenting
cardiac contractility and HR. Finally, SVR increases in
response to low SV, increased renin-angiotensin activity,
and other factors. In many patients with heart failure, SVR
is inappropriately elevated and will decrease Sv.
For patients with reduced SV and systemic vasoconstriction, inotropic support alone may be ineffective in restoring
adequate CO. In addition, inotropes (with the exception of
the new POE inhibitors) may exact a significant penalty by
increasing myocardial oxygen consumption. Vasodilating
agents in these patients are highly effective, augmenting CO
by changing preload or afterload conditions through relaxation of vascular smooth muscle.84.91.92 Venous vasodilators
increase the capacitance of the venous system, reducing
elevations in ventricular end-diastolic volume and pressure.
By reducing arterial vasoconstriction and afterload, arterial
vasodilators increase SV and CO. HR does not increase in
most patients treated with vasodilators. BP decreases only
slightly or not at all, as a result of increased Sv.
Vasodilators exert their positive effects on cardiac
performance while also decreasing myocardial oxygen
consumption. By decreasing preload and reducing ventricular size, in addition to decreasing ventricular systolic
pressure, myocardial oxygen needs are also reduced. Although the mechanism of action is not clearly known,
vasodilators also enhance ventricular compliance. Vasodilators shift the volume pressure curve to the right, where there
is a greater increase in EDV at a lower end-diastolic
pressure.
Vasodilators are classified based on their primary site of
action on either the arterial or venous or both (balanced)
sides of the systemic vascular bed (Table 7-9). Of note is
that all vasodilators, regardless of classification, exert some
effect on both the venous and arterial circuits. The selection
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of an appropriate vasodilator in children with cardiac shunts
is important (Table 7-10). Hemodynamic deterioration can
occur with balanced or venous vasodilators in the infant
with a large left-to-right shunt, whereas arterial vasodilators
improve systemic outpUl. 85
PDE inhibitors are often used as vasodilators because
their inotropic effect can be equally as beneficial. However,
when close and rapid titration of drug effect is needed,
medications with a short half-life (such as nitroprusside or
nitroglycerin) remain the vasodilators of choice 85 When
long-term afterload or BP reduction is required, ACE
inhibitors and third-generation ~-blockers have become the
agents of choice. Their additional neurohormonal modulation and ventricular remodeling effects are beneficial. 85
Sodium Nitroprusside. Sodium nitroprusside is a
balanced vasodilator, with approximately equal actions on
the venous and arterial circuits. It is useful to treat acute,
severe hypertension but is used more often as adjunctive
therapy in severe CHF or cardiogenic shock. Its role in
pediatric critical care may be modified as experience with
the PDE inhibitors expands.
Infusion of nitroprusside results in rapid, widespread, and
marked vasodilation affecting both the arterial and venous
systems. If SVR is not elevated, SV and cardiac index
decline and BP is reduced. HR increases reflexively.
However, when SVR is high and contractility is depressed,

~

7~9 Classification of Vasodilators
Based on Predominant Site of Action

TABLE

TABlE

7-10

Arterial

Balanced

Diazoxide
Nifedipine
Tolazoline
Hydralazine

Nitroprusside
Phentolamine
Captopril
Enalapril
Prazosin

as seen in patients with severe ventricular failure, the
reduction in afterload and preload that is achieved with
nitroprusside results in increased SV and cardiac index. The
increase in SV is proportional to the decrease in SVR. HR
declines and BP is unchanged. Nitroprusside is useful for
treating CHF and cardiogenic shock and as adjunctive
therapy for impaired ventricular performance in the immediate postoperative period following cardiac surgery.
Dosage and Administration. Nitroprusside has an extremely rapid onset and short duration of action. Peak effects
are noted within 2 minutes, and effects dissipate within 3
minutes of stopping an infusion. Administered by continuous IV infusion, the beginning dose is 0.5 )lg/kg/min. SVR
is generally reduced with doses between 1.5 and 2 )lg/kgl
min. Occasionally, doses as high as 5 to 10 )lg/kg/min are
required if vasoconstriction is profound.
Nitroprusside is administered in 5% dextrose solution
with an infusion pump. The solution is light sensitive,
requiring that solutions be used within 24 hours and that the
administration container and tubing be opaque or covered.
Side Effects. Hypotension is the most common problem
encountered with nitroprusside administration. It is rapidly
corrected by a reduction in the infusion rate but should
always prompt a reevaluation of the patient's intravascular
volume status as well.
Toxicity. Nitroprusside undergoes intravascular metabolism into both nitric oxide, the agent responsible for its
vasodilating effects, and cyanide. Cyanide is metabolized in
the liver to thiocyanate, which is then excreted by the
kidney. Accumulation of thiocyanate can develop in patients
with inadequate renal function, resulting in CNS excitation
evidenced by confusion, delirium, and seizures. Blood
thiocyanate levels are determined in patients with poor renal
function and in those who receive nitroprusside for longer
than 72 to 96 hours. Thiocyanate is cleared by dialysis.
Cyanide poisoning is the cause of death in animals given
massive doses of nitroprusside and has been reported in
humans. However, concern for cyanide accumulation has
probably been overstated. 96 Because an early sign of
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cyanide poisoning is lactic acidosis, serum lactate levels
should be monitored in patients receiving high dosages or
prolonged infusions of nitroprusside.
Nitroglycerin. Nitroglycerin is a venous vasodilator employed extensively in the critical care of adult
patients. Its major indication for use is myocardial ischemia
from coronary artery disease. Only in the last 10 to 15 years
has nitroglycerin been used to treat patients with CHF and
pulmonary edema. Another occasional indication is PAH.
The primary effect of nitroglycerin for patients with heart
failure is to reduce ventricular filling pressures by dilation of
systemic and pulmonary veins. Enlarging the venous
capacitance decreases filling pressures and ventricular
volume load, thus improving ventricular compliance. In
general, central venous, atrial, and PAW pressures are
reduced, without systemic hypotension. For patients with
acute CHF and pulmonary edema. nitroglycerin may be the
drug of choice, particularly if systemic BP is marginal.
Nitroglycerin does decrease arterial vascular resistance, but
to a lesser extent than does nitroprusside.
Nitroglycerin has been used in children with PAH
secondary to CHDs with increased PBE Some children with
preoperative PAH experience a decrease in PVR and an
increase in CO in response to nitroglycerin. The use of
nitroglycerin for treatment of idiopathic or primary PAH is
uncertain.
Dosage and Administration. Nitroglycerin migrates
into many plastics, resulting in substantial loss of medication potency when conventional polyvinyl chloride IV
administration sets are used. Dosage recommendations for
pediatric patients also are difficult to make because investigators have not reported whether special non-polyvinyl
chloride infusion sets were used. Experience with adult
patients leads to a suggested starting dose of 0.1 ~g/kg/min,
increasing the dose by 0.1 to 0.2 ~g/kg/min until the desired
effect is achieved. Administration of nitroglycerin with
non-polyvinyl chloride infusion sets is recommended to
minimize variation in dosage and the potential for error.
The nitrate pastes used among adult patients with
coronary artery disease have not been systematically investigated in pediatric patients.
Side Effects. Nitroglycerin administration increases intracranial pressure; adults report severe headache tbat
persists for several days with continued therapy. Cautious
use is necessary with patients in whom increased intracranial pressure is a potential problem. More commonly, as
with nitroprusside, hypotension complicates nitroglycerin
administration. Temporary cessation of the infusion or
reduction in the infusion dosage restores BP because the
duration of action of nitroglycerin is short. Adequate
intravascular volume is ensured, as well.
Nifedipine. Nifedipine is a vasodilator that blocks the
calcium channels in vascular smooth muscle and inhibits
contraction. Systemic and coronary artery relaxation and
vasodilation result; myocardial oxygen delivery is increased. Limited data are available regarding its efficacy in
acute heart failure in pediatric patients, but it has been used
in adults with cardiogenic pulmonary edema, chronic CHF,
vasospastic angina, and hypertension. In pediatric critical
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care, nifedipine has been used in hypertensive emergencies,lIS to treat patients with primary PAH,119 and in
children and adolescents with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Truttmann and colleagues J2O cautioned against the use of
sublingual nifedipine in pediatric patients because its
BP-lowering effect is not predictable and excessive hypotension might occur.
Dosage and Administration. Nifedipine administered
sublingually, orally, or via a "bite and swallow" capsule has
a rapid onset of action. Effects are seen in 10 to IS minutes,
with peak action at 60 to 90 minutes. Patients with
hypertensive emergencies are administered a dose of 0.25 to
0.5 mg/kg, which can be repeated if needed every 4 to 6
hours. For patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, the
dose is 0.6 to 0.9 mg/kg/day in three or four divided doses.
The maximum daily dose is I to 2 mg/kg/day.94
Toxicity. Calcium channel blockers have a direct depressant effect on the myocardium and must be used with
caution for patients with heart failure. However, nifedipine
has more profound vasodilating effects than myocardial
depression. Patients given nifedipine may experience headache and other symptoms and signs of vasodilation:
sweating, flushing, and feelings of warmth. Hypotension,
tachycardia, palpitations, and syncope can occur.
Diltiazem. Diltiazem is a calcium channel blocker
used for patients with angina from coronary vasospasm,
chronic stable angina, or hypertension. Recently it has
emerged as an effective agent for the termination of
paroxysmal SVT and atrial fibrillation or flutter. When used
for its vasodilating effects, a dose 1.5 to 3.5 mg/kg/day is
administered in three or four divided doses.
Angiotensin-Converting
Enzyme
Inhibitors.
Moderate to severe heart failure results in activation of
the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS), causing
compensatory fluid retention to maintain BP. However, the
vasoconstrictor substance angiotensin II contributes to
inappropriately elevated afterload in advanced heart failure.
It also stimulates catecholamine release at adrenal and
sympathetic nerve terminals. Catecholamines stimulate
release of renin at the juxtaglomerular apparatus, perpetuating a vicious cycle of excessive and continuous activity.
Inhibition of the renin-angiotensin system reduces afterload
and improves cardiac performance. The ACE irthibitors
(ACEls) have become practical agents for chronic afterload
reduction for patients with heart failure secondary to
hypertension, myocardial dysfunction, and intracardiac
left-to-right shunt.S5.91.92
ACEIs produce their effects through a number of
mechanisms. Angiotensin II production from angiotensin I
is inhibited, and norepinephrine release from sympathetic
nerve endings is inhibited. Also, ACEls block the enzyme
that degrades bradykinin, and circulating levels of this
potent vasodilator are increased. In addition, cardiac remodeling, a compensatory response to heart failure, is affected.
Cardiac remodeling involves compensatory hypertrophy.
Adaptive hypertrophy maintains the normal proportion of
myocytes (contractile elements) to nonmyocytes (noncontractile elements, specifically, collagen fibers) in the myocardium to preserve compliance and contractility. Aldoste-
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rone and angiotensin II playa role in collagen synthesis. 85
ACEIs prevent this development and actually reverse
maladaptive fibrosis. ACEIs produce clinical improvement
and reduce mortality for adult heart failure patients. 121.122
This may be the consequence of their salutary effects on the
myocardi urn and the down-regulation of overstimulated
compensatory mechanisms.
Captopril and Enalapril. Captopril and enalapril are
ACEls available as oral suspensions for infants and young
children. In patients with chronic heart failure, ACEIs
provide reduction in both afterload and preload. The
hemodynamic effect produced is similar to that seen with
nitroprusside: CO increases proportionately to the decrease
in afterload achieved. Because angiotensin II is inhibited,
aldosterone release is not stimulated, and potassium is
spared from renal excretion. Use in pediatric patients with
heart failure includes those with Kawasaki disease, dilated
cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, CHOs, and those with endstage heart disease awaiting transplantation. The hemodynamic improvement seen with ACEIs can be evidenced
shortly after the initiation of therapy. Adequate afterload
reduction is obtained, and CO is augmented as myocardial
function improves. However, cardiovascular remodeling is a
slower process, occurring over 6 to 12 weeks. 85
ACEIs are also useful in renovascular hypertension
and in treating patients with hypertension related to
immunosuppression following organ transplantation. BP is
reduced without postural hypotension or a reflex increase in
sympathetic nervous system activity. HR is usually not
affected.
Dosage and Administration. Captopril is administered
in a dose of 0.05 to 0.1 mg/kg every 8 to 24 hours to
neonates. Infants are prescribed 0.15 to 0.3 mg/kg/dose and
children receive 0.3 to 0.5 mg/kg/dose every 6 to 24 hours.
The maximum dose is 6 mg/kg/day; 2.5 to 6 mg/kg/day is
usually an effective dose 94 Enalapril is dosed at 0.1
mg/kg/day in one or two divided doses to a maximum of 0.5
mg/kg/day. Captopril is administered I hour before or 2
hours after meals, on an empty stomach. Enalapril may be
administered without regard to food. Enalapril is available
for IV administration for patients with severe hypertension
or acute CHF; 5 to 10 Ilg/kg/dose is administered every 8 to
24 hours.
Side Effects. First-dose hypotension can occur in
volume-depleted patients or those who are receiving intense
diuretic therapy. Tachycardia often accompanies hypotension. Lower initial doses, carefully titrated to the maximally
tolerated dose, are recommended. These effects can also
occur following a first higher dose. ACEIs can cause
immunologic side effects; the most common is a pruritic
rash, which is sometimes accompanied by fever. Neutropenia occurs in some patients and may be severe, necessitating that therapy be discontinued. Occasionally, because
ACEls impair the breakdown of bradykinin, life-threatening
angioedema develops. Increased levels of bradykinin in
the circulation may result in chronic cough. Renal side
effects include proteinuria. Potassium levels should be
monitored because hyperkalemia can occur with potas-

sium supplements, or potassium-sparing diuretics are gi ven
concurrently.
I3-Adrenergic Blocking Agents. ~-Blockers (esmolol) have been described for the management of pediatric
hypertension after surgical repair of coarctation of the aorta
and other cardiac operations. 123 Historically ~-bJocking
agents were considered to be contraindicated in patients
with heart failure because of their negative inotropic effects.
Recently attempts to modulate the neurohormonal responses
in heart failure have led to the inclusion of ~-blockers in
therapy. These agents increase LV ejection fraction, improve
contractility, reduce ventricular EOVs, decrease symptoms,
and increase survival in adults with cardiomyopathy.124
Initially, clinical symptoms may worsen as a result of
negative inotropic effects. However, the newest ~-blockers
(the third-generation medications such as carvedilol) have
added vasodilatory properties that improve their hemodynamic profile. 85 The exact mechanisms through which the
~-blockers improve cardiac performance in CHF are not
known. Likely, one of the important beneficial effects is
suppression of the deleterious effects of the catecholamines
on the failing myocardium. Increased SNS activity is
characteristic of heart failure in infants and children from
congenital and acquired causes. ~-Blockers can acutely
worsen heart failure. Precautions are necessary when
therapy is initiated. Therapy is contraindicated in patients
with significant bronchospasm, symptomatic bradycardia
or hypotension, heart block, and decompensated heart
failure. 125 Initiation of therapy with the lowest doses
of medication can minimize clinical deterioration. Worsening of clinical status is treated with diuretics. Only a
few studies report the use of ~-blockers in children with
heart failure.126.129 Clinical and ventricular function improvement was reported for some patients awaiting heart
transplantation.127.129 Low-dose ~-blocker therapy combined with digoxin and diuretics improved heart failure
scores in six infants with large left-to-right shunts. 128 Which
children may benefit most from ~-blocker therapy and
which ~-blockers are most effective have not yet been
determined.
Other New Agents. Angiotensin II receptor antagonists (AURA) have been approved for the treatment of
adults with hypertension. 125 Because they have a mechanism of action similar to the ACEIs, they are anticipated
to be effective in the treatment of heart failure. They
offer more complete blockade of the RAAS, and patients
tolerated the medication beller than the ACEIs. The
incidence of cough was decreased, and no episodes of
angioedema occurred. 130
Spironolactone, an aldosterone receptor antagonist, decreases ventricular fibrosis in cardiac remodeling, which
occurs with effective heart failure treatment. A new study
with adults combined spironolactone with conventional
therapy for heart failure, including ACEls. Morbidity and
mortality were reduced. 131 No formal studies with children
have been conducted, although spironolactone is used
routinely as a diuretic for children because of its potassiumsparing effect.
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Antiarrhythmic Agents
Recent advances in the understanding of cardiac electrophysiology have led to improved management of cardiac rhythm abnormalities. Newer, more specific antiarrhythmic agents are being developed, and older, more
traditional agents continue to undergo scrutiny in multicenter drug trials. As this evolution continues to take place,
some agents are withdrawn from use (e.g., encainide),
mechanisms of action are redefined, and indications for use
are revised. 132 Although most drug trials are performed in
adults, pediatric indications for antiarrhythmic agents continue to evolve.
With the advent of radiofrequency ablation for treatment
of many abnormal rhythms, drug therapy is often short term
and is based on efficacy rates, safety, and natural history of
the arrhythmia. Pharmacologic management can become
complex in patients who have resistant arrhythmias or when
ablation is not an option.
The Vaughan-Williams classification system for antiarrhythmics groups medications according to their predominant electrophysiologic effects. The system allows grouping
of agents with similar mechanisms of action and potential
clinical use but (like all classification systems) cannot
predict the efficacy of a given drug in an individual patient
(Table 7-11).
Class I Agents. Class I agents are "local anesthetics"
that block the sodium cell membrane channels, delay
repolarization, and have some anti vagal effects.

TABLE

,Class

7-11

Class IA Agents. Quinidine, procainamide, and disopyramide are the class fA agents. Quinidine is infrequently
used in children because of side effects (see later text),
procainamide is the most commonly used class IA antiarrhythmic in pediatrics, and disopyramide is rarely used.
Quinidine. Quinidine is the oldest of these agents and
is occasionally used for treatment of VT or VF (although
newer agents have replaced quinidine). It is a potent sodium
and potassium channel blocker with low-level etTects on
a-receptors.
Quinidine is given in a dose of 30 to 60 mg/kg/day in
three to four divided doses. A test dose (2 mg/kg) is
recommended to evaluate for idiosyncratic reactions or
syncope. IV administration is avoided. 94 In-hospital initiation is indicated because of proarrhythmic side effects.
Quinidine is metabolized by the liver, and elimination
half-life is 6 to 8 hours. This drug is extensively protein
bound, so hypoalbuminemia will increase serum levels.
Therapeutic levels range from 2 to 7 llg/ml, and toxic levels
are those exceeding 8 llg/ml.
Side effects are common and are experienced by at least
one third of patients. l33 These include gastrointestinal
disturbances, headache, tinnitus, thrombocytopenia, impaired vision or hearing, syncope, and hypotension. The
most significant side effects are cardiac, leading to potential
proarrhythmia. ECG effects commonly observed are PR,
QRS, and QT interval prolongation. Bradycardia and AV
block may be seen as well. Drug-induced torsade de pointes
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Major Action

ECG Effects

Examples

Sodium channel blockade

Ia: moderate decrease in conductivity, moderate
increase in repolarization

Quinidine
Procainamide
Disopyramide
Lidocaine
Mexiletine
Tocainide
Moricizine
Flecainide
Propafenone

Ib: mild increase in conductivity, shortened effective
refractory period

Ie: marked decrease in conductivity, little effect on
repolarization

"II

~-Adrenergic

blockade

Prolongs action potential and repolarization

IV

Calcium channel blockade

:Other

Digitalis glycosides

Slows conduction at AV node, decreases SA, AV nodal
automaticity
Slows conduction at AV node, decreases SA node
discharge rate
Decreases automaticity, slows conduction in AV node

9- ~-D- ribofuranosyIadenine

lWtJv.-• Atrioventricular;

i

Antagonizes endogenous catecholamines

Potassium channel blockade

'. III
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SA, sinoatrial.

Propranolol
Metoprolol
Nadolol
Atenolol
Esmolol
Amiodarone
Sotalol
Bretylium
Verapamil
Diltiazem
Digoxin
Adenosine
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is the most serious proarrhythmic effect that can lead to
sudden death.
Procainamide. Procainamide is commonly used in
the acute management of many lachyarrhythmias (SVT,
JET, atrial ectopic tachycardia) and is given as a continuous
IV infusionD4.135 Frequent dosing intervals make this a
difficult enteral drug for long-term use in infants and small
children. The sustained-release enteral form can be used in
older children and adolescents for long-term therapy.
Procainamide is a potent sodium channel blocker with no
alpha or beta effects.
An IV loading dose of procainamide is given at 5 to
l5 mg/kg over 5 to 30 minutes; in the presence of severe
hemodynamic compromise, it must be given more slowly. A
continuous infusion at 20 to 60 ~g/kg/min is titrated to keep
the procainamide blood level 4 to I0 ~g/ml. Plasma levels
are obtained 4 hours after initiation of therapy or after an
increase in dosage.94
Long-term oral therapy is dosed in the range of 15 to
50 mg/kg/day. This must be divided so that it is given every
4 to 6 hours, and older children may take a sustained-release
preparation.
Procainamide is metabolized by the liver and excreted by
the kidney. In patients with hepatic or renal disease, dosing
is adjusted accordingly. The liver metabolizes procainamide
to N-acetyl procainamide (NAPA), an active metabolite
with some mild antiarrhythmic effects. NAPA levels
are monitored during IV therapy and maintained at less than
30 ~g/ml. There is minimal protein binding.
With intravenous use, procainamide side effects are
dependent on plasma levels. Hypotension and negative
inotropy are associated with IV administration. Adverse
reactions include tachycardia, QRS and QT prolongation,
gastrointestinal disturbances, confusion, and AV block. In
children with atrial tachycardia and 2: I AV conduction,
procainamide may actually increase AV node conduction,
resulting in 1: I conduction and increased ventricular
rate. Chronic oral therapy is associated with a lupuslike
syndrome; 20% of patients may become symptomatic
and develop a positive antinuclear antibody (ANA).135
Procainamide may potentiate skeletal muscle relaxants.
Cimetidine, ranitidine, amiodarone, and ~-blockers can
increase procainamide and NAPA levels.
Class 18 Agents. Lidocaine, mexiletine, tocainide,
and moricizine are class IE agents. Lidocaine is the most
commonly used class IE agent prescribed in the pediatric
critical care setting. Mexiletine is not widely used in
children, although it is emerging as a therapeutic modality
for the treatment of congenital long QT syndrome caused by
sodium channel defects. 136 Tocainide and moricizine are
infrequently used in pediatrics.
Lidocaine. Lidocaine blocks the fast sodium channel
and shortens repolarization in abnormal cells, thus improving the overall homogeneity of repolarization with resultant
blockade of conduction. It also suppresses automaticity and
spontaneous depolarization. It is primarily used to control
symptomatic ventricular ectopy.
Lidocaine is administered as a continuous IV infusion
following a loading dose of l to 3 mg/kg; the typical

infusion rate is 20 to 50 ~g/kg/min. It is metabolized by the
liver, so the dose is decreased in the face of low CO or
hepatic disease. Active metabolites can accumulate and
cause CNS toxicity. Toxicity develops when serum levels
exceed 7 ~g/ml. 135
Major adverse reactions of lidocaine include disorientation, changes in level of consciousness, seizures, or apnea.
Nausea, vomiting, and blurred vision are less severe side
effects. Cardiac adverse reactions include bradycardia,
hypotension, heart block, or arrhythmia.
Mexiletine. Mexiletine is an oral agent structurally
related to lidocaine. Its primary effects are on the fast
sodium channels. No loading dose is required. Usual dosing
begins at 2 mg/kg per dose every 8 hours, and this can be
increased to 5 mg/kg/dose. The liver metabolizes mexiletine, so dosing is adjusted accordingly in patients. with
hepatic dysfunction. Adverse reactions are common, occurring in 20% to 70% of patients. 135 The most common
reactions are rash, gastrointestinal upset, and dizziness.
Class IC Agents. Class IC agents are potent sodium
channel blockers with variable effect on repolarization.
Flecainide and propafenone are class IC agents. They are
137
used for the chronic treatment of SVT and VT.
Flecainide. F1ecainide is a potent inhibitor of the rapid
sodium channel, slowing conduction in the atria, AV node,
ventricles, and Purkinje fibers. F1ecainide dosing is based on
body surface area (rather than weight) and has been found to
correlate best with serum trough levels. 137 Starting doses are
80 to 100 mg/m 2 , with no loading dose. Milk inhibits
absorption, so dietary changes can markedly affect serum
levels. A trough level of 200 to 1000 ng/ml is therapeutic.
Flecainide is excreted unchanged by the kidney because it is
not extensively metabolized by the liver. Half-life can be up
to 27 hours in infants and 6 to 8 hours in older children. 135
Flecainide is not given to patients with structural or
functional heart disease because the incidence of sudden
death is increased in this group. Flecainide is generally safe
in those with a normal heart. 138 The exception to this would
be the infant in incessant SVT who has CHF; once the
rhythm is controlled, heart failure is reversed. Blurred vision
can occur with overdose.
Propafenone. Propafenone has effects similar to flecainide; in addition, it has clinically significant ~-blocking
activity. The ~-blockade effects seem to vary with dose and
metabolism,132 and it is particularly efficacious in the
management of ectopic arrhythmias. Oral dosing begins at
150 to 200 mg/m 2 ; the maximum dose is 600 mg/m 2 ,
divided every 8 hours. The IV dose is 0.2 to 1.0 mg/kg given
over 10 minutes as a loading dose, and the maximum
loading dose is 2 mg/kg. Continuous infusions of 4 to 10
~g/kg/min are used. IV propafenone is associated with
significant hypotension, so concurrent IV fluid administration may be necessary. Propafenone should be used with
caution in children with structural heart disease because
sudden death has been reported in this group of patients. 139
Other side effects are similar to flecainide, including blurred
vision, paresthesias, and nausea.
Class II Agents. The class If agents are the ~
adrenergic blockers and are some of the most frequently
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used antiarrhythmics in pediatrics. The commonly used
agents are propranolol, atenolol, metoprolol, nadolol, and
esmolol. These agents differ in their ~-receptor "selectivity," half-life, and side effects. ~-Blockers inhibit catecholamine binding at the ~-receptor sites, resulting in a
decrease in HR, myocardial contractility, AV node conduction, and BE
~-Blockers are used as a single agent or in combination
with other antiarrhythmics to control SVT or to slow the
ventricular response to atrial fibrillation or flutter. 132.140
They are also the mainstays of therapy for congenital
long QT syndrome to help prevent the occurrence of
torsades de pointes associated with increased sympathetic
activity.
Propranolol is a nonselective ~-blocker that is most
commonly used to treat SVT in infants. Atenolol is the
second most commonly used ~-blocker in older children
and adolescents; it is long acting and is selective for
~I-receptors in the hean. Metoprolol is a selective ~I-agent
that is gaining favor in pediatric use. Nadolol is nonselective and long acting. Esmolol is an IV ~-blocker that is short
acting and is useful in the acute treatment of tachyarrhythmias in the PIeV.
Dosage and Administration. Atenolol, metoprolol, and
nadolol are oral agents only. Esmolol is administered
intravenously only. Propranolol can be administered both
orally and intravenously. However, IV administration,
panicularly in infants less that I year old, is associated with
significant bradycardia and hypotension. It is most often
avoided in this age-group because newer and safer intravenous agents are currently available.
Propranolol oral dosing begins at I mg/kg/day every
6 hours and can be adjusted upward to 4 mg/kg/day as
clinically indicated. The IV dose is O. I to 0.2 mg/dose over
5 minutes and necessitates vigilant monitoring for hypotension and bradycardia.
Atenolol is dosed at I to 3 mg/kg/day, given as a single
dose or divided twice a day. Metoprolol is used in
adolescents, beginning at 50 mg twice a day and increasing
to 150 to 200 mg twice a day as indicated. Nadolol dosing
begins at 0.5 to I mg/kg once daily, increasing to a
maximum of 2.5 mg/kg/d ay 94.134
Esmolol requires a loading dose of 100 to 500 J.!g/kg
given over 5 minutes. A continuous infusion is titrated to
therapeutic effect, at 50 to 200 J.!g/kg/min. Esmolol is an
ultrashort-acting ~-blocker; onset of action occurs in 2 to
10 minutes, elimination half-life is 7 to 10 minutes, and
duration of effect is up to 30 minutes.
Side Effects. ~-Blockers are negative inotropes, may
impair ventricular function, and worsen heart failure in
some patients. Acute negative inotropic effects are most
common with IV administration of propranolol. AV block,
severe bradycardia, hypotension, and asystole can occur. An
isoproterenol infusion or a temporary external pacemaker is
readied when IV propranolol is required. Hypotension can
also occur with esmolol at high doses (>200 J.!g/kg/min).
~-Adrenergic receptors in other organs can also be
blocked with class II agents, resulting in significant systemic
affects. Worsening of bronchospasm may occur in patients
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with reactive airway disease. The signs and symptoms of
hypoglycemia may be masked with ~-blockers; therefore
these agents are used cautiously in diabetics, and fasting in
all patients is to be avoided. Other side effects observed with
long-term therapy are fatigue, hypotension, mood changes,
lethargy, depression, vivid dreams, and nightmares. However, these effects are less common in the ~I-selective
agents. Slowing of the sinus node, with resultant bradycardia, can occur as well.
Class III Agents. The class III agents include amiodarone, sotalol, and bretylium. The primary mode of action
is prolongation of the refractory period. There are also
diverse drug-dependent etfects on receptor and ion channel
blockade.
Amiodarone. Amiodarone prolongs the refractory period by delaying the outward potassium channels
and prolonging repolarization. It is also a sodium channel blocker with concurrent noncompetitive u- and ~
adrenergic blockade and inhibition of presynaptic norepinephrine release.
Amiodarone is effective as a single agent or in combination with ~-blockers in the acute and chronic control of
SVT, atrial flutter, JET, and ventricular arrhythmias140-142
Amiodarone is useful in patients with structural and
functional hean disease because it is less of a negative
inotrope than other antialThythmics.
Dosage and Administration. Hospitalization for initiation of oral amiodarone is recommended to monitor for
proarrhythmic side effects (ventricular tachycardia, torsade
de pointes) during medication loading. The oral loading
dose is 10 mg/kg/day administered every 12 hours for 3 to
10 days. Neonates and infants may require loading doses as
high as 20 mg/kg/day because of erratic absorption in this
age_ group 25.141 Chronic oral therapy is 5 to 10 mg/kg/day
in a single dose. it may take several days to see clinical
effect with initiation of therapy because of the slow and
incomplete absorption. Amiodarone is highly lipid soluble
and metabolized in the liver to an active agent, desethylamiodarone. Both amiodarone and desethylamiodarone are
stored in a large volume of distribution in the body.
Therefore drug levels continue to be therapeutic for several
months after discontinuation of use. Half-life ranges from
26 to 100 days.94 Serum levels are not useful as a guide to
therapy because they correlate poorly with clinical effect.
Monitoring of blood levels may be helpful to assess if
absorption is occurring at all, panicularly in infants with
resistant SVT.
intravenous amiodarone has been shown to be clinically
effecti ve in the treatment of resistant life-threatening
tachyarrhythmias. The drug has a rapid onset of action (30
to 45 minutes), with arrhythmia suppression sometimes
occurring with the first dose.1 43 in a randomized, doubleblinded comparison trial between IV amiodarone and
bretylium for the treatment of VT and VF, amiodarone was
found to be more efficacious in preventing recurrences and
144
had fewer side effects than bretylium.
IV loading doses
begin at 5 mg/kg/dose administered over I hour, incrementally increased every 30 minutes to a maximum of 15 mg/kg
as clinically indicated. A continuous infusion of 10 to
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15 mg/kg/day may be necessary in some patients if needed
for sustained arrhythmia suppression. 142
Side Effects. The most common adverse reaction with
IV amiodarone is significant hypotension during the loading
dose. Hypotension is managed with administration of IV
volume and calcium. Clinically significant bradycardia or
AV block may occur, necessitating temporary ventricular
pacing.
The electrophysiologic effects of both oral and intravenous amiodarone include PR, QRS, and QT prolongation;
bradycardia; proarrhythmia; and AV block. ECGs are
monitored daily during drug initiation for QTc prolongation
because QTc prolongation can predispose patients to torsades de pointes.
Common noncardiac side effects include photosensitivity, chemical hepatitis, hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism,
and corneal microdeposits. All patients taking amiodarone
should use high-grade sun screen (SPF > 15). Liver function
and thyroid function tests should be monitored every
6 months. Elevation of liver transaminases or hyperthyroidism may necessitate discontinuation of the medication.
Patients who have hypothyroidism benefit from thyroid
replacement therapy.132 Pulmonary fibrosis has been reported in adults receiving long-tenn amiodarone therapy.
This condition has been reported infrequently in infants and
children but can be identified on a CXR or pulmonary
function test. 145 Therefore all children receiving long-tenn
amiodarone therapy require periodic CXRs or (if applicable)
pulmonary function tests.
Amiodarone has a number of drug interactions. It inhibits
P-450 enzymes, so it may increase plasma concentrations of
digoxin, cyclosporine, flecainide, procainamide, warfarin,
and phenytoin. Dosage adjustment and monitoring of serum
levels of these drugs are warranted.
Sotalol. Sotalol has class III effects, as well as being a
nonselective ~-blocker. At lower doses, ~-blockade effects
predominate; at higher doses, sodium and potassium channels are affected to prolong the refractory period. Sotalol is
used for the treatment of refractory SVT and VT, often in
children with congenital heart disease.146.147 The starting
dose is 90 to 100 mg/m 2/day, incrementally increasing to
200 mg/m 2/day given in two to three divided doses. The
drug is excreted in the urine, and there are no active
metabolites. Serum levels are not helpful. Adverse effects
include headache, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, depression,
bradycardia, and proarrhythmia. The most serious side
effect is torsade de pointes, associated with QTc prolongation, although this is more commonly seen in adult patients
at higher drug doses.147.148
Bretylium. Bretylium has limited use in pediatrics
and is reserved for ventricular tachycardia that is refractory to other therapeutic interventions. With the advent
of IV amiodarone, its efficacy has been called into
question. 144 Bretylium prolongs the action potential and
refractory period. Initially it causes release of norepinephrine, then it subsequently prevents additional release and
reuptake. For life-threatening VT, the dose is 5 mg/kg IV
push, repeated every to to 30 minutes to a maximum
dose of 30 mg/kg. Continuous infusion rates are 15 to

30 Ilg/kg/min94 The primary adverse effect is hypotension
resulting from peripheral a-adrenergic blocking. Other
effects include flushing, bradycardia, syncope, confusion,
nausea, and vomiting. 135
Class IV Agents. Class IV drugs are the calcium
channel blockers. The predominant agents in use for
arrhythmia control are verapamil and diltiazem.
Verapamil. Verapamil is a calcium channel blocker
with its greatest effect on the SA and AV nodes. It is effective in suppressing enhanced automaticity and has some
a-adrenergic blocking effects. Initially it was used for acute
and chronic treatment of SVT. However, with the advent of
newer agents (particularly adenosine for acute treatment), it
is now primarily used as a second or third agent in resistant
SVT or in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. 149
Verapamil can increase the ventricular response rate in patients with WPW syndrome who are in atrial fibrillation, so
it should be avoided in this patient subset.
Dosage and Administration. Intravenous verapamil
should not be administered in infants younger than I year of
age because it can precipitate asystole and cardiovascular
collapse. In older children the dose is 0.1 to 0.3 mg/kg/dose,
and the maximum dose is 5 mg. Oral dosing ranges from 4
to 17 mg/kg/day in three or four divided doses. Elimination
half-life is 4 to 7 hours, and it is metabolized in the liver.
Low CO and hepatic dysfunction can increase half-life.
Side Effects. With oral therapy the most common
adverse effects are constipation, headaches, dizziness,
and rashes. Cardiac adverse effects include bradycardia,
AV block, and worsening of CHF resulting from its
negative inotropic effects. Coadministration of verapamil
with ~-blockers is contraindicated because of synergistic
negative inotropic effects. Intravenous administration in
infancy is contraindicated.
Diltiazem. Diltiazem was initially used for afterload
reduction in pediatrics; however, it is emerging as an
effecti ve antiarrhythmic for the control of SVT and atrial
flutter. It is a moderately potent calcium channel blocker
with no alpha effects. 150 Initial IV dose is 0.25 mg/kg as a
bolus over 2 minutes. A second bolus of 0.35 mg/kg can be
administered if necessary; this is followed by a continuous
infusion of 0.003 mg/kg/min.135.151 Oral dosing for children
has not been described. The usual dose for adolescents is 30
to 120 mg 3 or 4 times a day. This amount is adjusted
upward as needed to a maintenance dose of 180 to
360 mg/day. Adverse reactions include headache, postural
hypotension, bradycardia, and AV block.
Other Agents. Two additional medications are often
used in the management of pediatric arrhythmias. Digoxin is
probably the most widely prescribed antiarrhythmic in
children. Adenosine is an antiarrhythmic that is currently the
mainstay in emergency treatment of SVT.
Digoxin. Digoxin has both direct and indirect actions
on the myocardium. The indirect actions are due to
autonomic effects mediated by the PNS. The direct actions
are due to intracellular increase of calcium ions secondary to
inhibition of the Na-K membrane pump, resulting in
increased force of contraction. It also slows conduction
through the SA and AV node.
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Because digoxin has been used for so long. scientific
clinical efficacy trials have been limited to support its use as
an antiarrhythmic. Although digoxin is known to slow AV
node conduction, this effect is not maintained during periods
of increased sympathetic activity (exercise, stress, CHF).152
Many children with CHF develop tachyarrhythrnias and are
prescribed digoxin. Improved hemodynamics can contribute
to conversion to normal sinus rhythm; hence it is difficult to
know if digoxin prevailed as a positive inotrope or as an
antiarrhythmic. In addition, in patients with WPW syndrome, digoxin can increase impulse conduction antegrade
across the accessory tract, resulting in a rapid ventricular
response during atrial fibrillation and sudden death. 153
Nevertheless, digoxin continues to be prescribed by many
practitioners for control of SVT, atrial fibrillation, and atrial
arrhythmias. See Table 7-8 for digitalizing and maintenance
doses. When digoxin is administered intravenously, its
effects occur in 5 to 30 minutes, with peak effects in I to
4 hours. Coadministration of verapamil, propafenone,
and amiodarone increase serum digoxin levels. Digoxin
doses are adjusted to maintain therapeutic levels and avoid
toxicity.
Adenosine. Adenosine increases potassium channel
conduction and depresses the slow inward calcium current,
resulting in transient sinus bradycardia and AV block.
Adenosine is the drug of choice for the acute termination of
SVT by temporarily blocking the AV node. It can also be
helpful in the diagnosis of atrial ectopic tachycardia or atrial
flutter because it will block the AV node and slow the
ventricular response, allowing the identification of the atrial
arrhythmia.
Dosage and Administration. Adenosine can only be
given by rapid IV push (followed quickly with a 3- to 10-ml
flush); otherwise, it is ineffective as a result of rapid
systemic metabolism. Its onset of action is nearly immediate, and its half-life is less than 10 seconds; this is beneficial
in the ICU because multiple doses can be administered close
together, and side effects, if they occur, are short lived. The
initial dose is 100 ~g/kg, followed by incremental increases
of 100 to 300 ~g/kg/dose; maximum dose is 12 mg.
Adenosine is administered using a venous port closest to the
heart; a central line is preferable. Umbilical arterial catheter
administration is ineffective because the drug is metabolized
before reaching the heart.
Side Effects. Adenosine may produce transient shortness of breath and dyspnea as a result of bronchospasm,
Cardiovascular side effects include AV block, marked sinus
bradycardia, flushing, and hypotension. Generally, these
effects are short lived. Rarely, ventricular ectopy or atrial
fibrillation occurs.

MANIPULATION OF DUCTAL
PATENCY AND PULMONARY
VASCULAR RESISTANCE
The first hours and days after birth are characterized by
stabilization of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems.
Closure of the ductus arteriosus and the dramatic fall in PVR
are two of the most important events during the transition to
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establish normal postnatal blood flow patterns. Failure of
these events may result in excessive PBF or persistent
pulmonary hypertension of the newborn, respectively.
However, infants with some complex CHDs depend on
patency of the ductus arteriosus for survival after birth. For
example, neonates with decreased PBF may require a patent
ductus arteriosus to maintain adequate PBF, and neonates
with left-sided obstructive lesions may require a patent
ductus arteriosus to maintain adequate systemic blood flow.
In addition, the status of the pulmonary circulation is crucial
in the perioperative management of many children with
congenital heart disease.

Developmental Physiology
of the Pulmonary Vasculature
Fetal pulmonary vascular development parallels development of the lungs. From the sixteenth week of gestation, the
pulmonary arteries and the preacinar arteries that accompany the terminal bronchioles are present. Throughout the
remainder of gestation, respiratory units develop from the
terminal bronchioles and are accompanied by developing
intraacinar arteries and pulmonary capillaries. The preacinar
arteries have a muscular wall, as do the arteries at the level
of the terminal bronchioles. The intraacinar arteries are
largely nonmuscular. 6 ,154
In the fetus, normal gas exchange occurs in the placenta,
and PBF is low, supplying only nutritional requirements for
lung growth and performing some metabolic functions.
Only about 8% of the CO from both the right and left
ventricles perfuse the fetal lungs because of high PVR.
Conversely, SVR is low owing to the low-pressure placenta.
After birth, with initiation of ventilation by the lungs and
the subsequent increase in pulmonary and systemic arterial
blood O 2 tensions, PVR decreases, and PBF increases by
eightfold to tenfold to match systemic blood flow. The
decrease in PVR with ventilation and oxygenation at birth is
regulated by a complex and incompletely understood
interplay between metabolic and mechanical factors. Oxygenation and expansion of the lungs are independently
effective at decreasing PVR, and other factors, such as nitric
oxide and prostacyclin, have been identified as instrumental
in the drop in pressure. Previously closed peripheral arteries
are recruited for circulation; there is dilation of the
proximal, muscular arteries; and the peripheral vessels
continue to grow and branch. Although dilation of the
smallest and most distal vessels occurs across months and
muscle extension into the walls of the peripheral arteries
takes years,6.154 PVR decreases by 80% in the first hour
after birth and reaches adult levels during the first months of
life. Simultaneously, SVR increases owing to separation of
the newborn from the placenta. The consequences of the
resistance changes at birth (and other factors) are increased
PBF, improved oxygenation, and eventual closure of the
fetal shunts at the foramen ovale and ductus arteriosus.
Normal pulmonary vascular development can be disrupted by a number of problems. Abnormal structure and
function may be the consequence of maladaptation (the
fetal lung does not mature appropriately), maldevelopment
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(increased muscularization may be the consequence of
intrauterine insult or a CHD that obstructs pulmonary
venous drainage), or underdevelopment (pulmonary hypoplasia resulting from a condition such as diaphragmatic
hernia).6 Either acute or chronic fetal or postnatal hypoxia
prevents the anticipated fall in PVR after birth. Hypoxia
sustains the vasoconstricted state, and PYR and pulmonary
artery pressures remain high. CHD associated with decreased PBF may result in hypoplasia of the pulmonary
vascular bed and may increase PVR as a consequence. High
oxygen concentrations used in the treatment of neonatal
lung disease may be detrimental to both alveolar and arterial
growth and development.

Manipulating the Ductus Arteriosus
In the fetus, the ductus arteriosus is a large vascular structure
that diverts RV output away from the lungs and into the
descending aorta to be used for gas exchange in the
placenta. The vasodilating prostaglandins, PGE2 in particular, playa significant role in maintaining ductal patency in
the fetus. After birth, functional closure of the ductus occurs
over the first 12 to 15 hours, with complete closure
occurring in 50% of newborns by 18 hours and in 100% by
48 hours of life. The cessation of blood flow leads to
necrosis of the ductus smooth muscle and subsequent
fibrosis, resulting in permanent anatomic closure at 2 to
3 weeks of age. 155 Kennedy and Clark 156 first demonstrated
in 1942 that oxygen is responsible for constriction of the
ductus after birth. However, the biochemical basis for this
response remains incompletely understood.
Maintaining Ductal Patency: PGE,. In newborns
with CHDs that are dependent on patency of the ductus for
pulmonary or systemic blood flow, exogenous administration of PGE I may restore or maintain ductal patency.
This can improve arterial oxygen saturation, enhance
tissue perfusion, correct tissue hypoxia and acidosis, and
maintain systemic Bp157-IS9 Table 7-12 lists CHD types in
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7·12 Congenital Heart Defects
in Which PGE, 15 Recommended

TABLE

Improve Pulmonary Blood

~rFlowor

~i~Arteriovenous Mixing

To Maintain Systemic
Perfusion

Iii:"

Interrupted aonic arch
Cri tical coarctation of the
aorta
Hypoplastic left heart
syndrome
Critical aortic stenosis

which PGE I is indicated. Undoubtedly, since the FDA
approved PGE 1 for use in neonates with CHD in 1981, the
morbidity and mortality of these newborns have significantly decreased.
Infants with pulmonary atresia, tricuspid atresia, and
severe pulmonary stenosis can be better oxygenated after
initiation of PGE I ; improvement is generally seen within 30
minutes. Lack of dramatic improvement may indicate that
the ductus has maximally dilated, but pulmonary vasodilation with PGE I often enhances PBF and provides at least a
modest increase in arterial oxygen saturation. ls7 Infants
with other cyanotic CHDs, such as transposition of the great
arteries, may benefit from PGE I infusion by improving
arteriovenous mixing.
Infants with left-sided obstructive lesions may develop
cardiovascular collapse because ductal closure prevents
systemic perfusion. In those with interrupted aortic arch
(lAA), severe coarctation of the aorta, hypoplastic left heart
syndrome, and severe aortic stenosis, PGE , maintains ductal
patency with subsequent reversal of tissue hypoxia and
acidosis. Infants with these obstructive CHDs may not
respond as rapidly to PGE I as do cyanotic infants. Freed and
co-workers 157 found that infants with IAA had maximal
response in 90 minutes, whereas those with severe coarctation did not respond for up to 3 hours. In the case of a
critically ill newborn in whom either a cyanotic or obstructive heart lesion is suspected, PGE 1 is instituted quickly. The
infusion is maintained while definitive echocardiographic
diagnosis is obtained, and surgery is performed.
Dosage and Administration. PGE I can be administered
via central or peripheral IV or via an umbilical artery
catheter. Intravenous therapy is preferred because cutaneous
vasodilation may be more pronounced with intraarterial
administration. 160 The initial recommended infusion rate is
0.05 to 0.1 llg/kg/min. When improvement in arterial
oxygenation or systemic perfusion has been achieved, the
lowest dose that maintains the response is administered.
Typically, 0.05 to 0.2 llg/kg/min achieves the desired
clinical effect. The infusion is continued until surgical
intervention is provided or until further assessment shows
no need to maintain ductal patency.
Side effects. Side effects to PGE I infusion are fairly
common. Respiratory depression, evidenced by apnea or
hypoventilation, is very common. Cardiovascular side
effects, most likely related to vasodilation, include bradycardia, tachycardia, and hypotension. Infants weighing
less than 2 kg at birth experience the most significant
respiratory and cardiovascular side effects. 16O Less frequently observed side effects include seizures, jitteriness,
hypoglycemia, hypocalcemia, diarrhea, renal failure, and
clotting abnormalities. HiO

Manipulating Pulmonary
Vascular Resistance
Determinants of Pulmonary Vascular Resistance.
PVR is related to several factors and can be estimated
by applying the hydraulic equivalent of Ohm's law and
Poiseuille's law. 161 The hydraulic equivalent of Ohm's law
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states that the resistance to flow between two points along a
tube equals the pressure drop between these points divided
by the flow. For the pulmonary vascular bed, where Rp is
resistance and Qp is PBF, the pressure drop occurs from the
pulmonary artery (Ppa) to the pulmonary vein (Ppv), as
follows:
Rp = (Ppa - Ppv)/Qp
If the pressure in the pulmonary vein is substituted by left
atrial pressure (LAP) or pulmonary capillary wedge pressure
(Pcwp), then the equation is simplified as follows:
Rp = (Ppa - LAP)/Qp or Rp = (Ppa - Pcwp)/Qp
An increase in pulmonary artery pressure caused by
large communications at the ventricular or great vessel
level or pulmonary vasoconstriction secondary to alveolar hypoxia or other noxious stimuli increases PVR. An
increase in pulmonary venous pressure caused by leftsided inflow obstruction or LV dysfunction also increases
PVR. To maintain the driving pressure across the lungs,
this increase in pulmonary venous pressure also increases pulmonary arterial pressure, resulting in pulmonary edema, alveolar hypoxia, and further pulmonary
vasoconstriction.
Other factors that affect PVR can be defined by
Poiseuille's law, which describes the resistance to flow of a
Newtonian fluid through a straight glass tube of round
cross-section. When modified for the pulmonary circulation
to take into account the number of pulmonary arteries, the
following applies:

where I is the length of the pulmonary arteries, 7J is
the viscosity of blood, II is the number of arteries, and r is
the radius. As seen in this equation, changes in viscosity, the
number of small pulmonary arteries, or the radius of these
arteries affect PVR. Increasing the viscosity of blood
perfusing the lungs or decreasing the number of the small
pulmonary arteries (cross-sectional area of the pulmonary
vascular bed [nnr4 ]) increases PVR. Blood viscosity is
related to red cell number, fibrinogen concentration, and red
cell defomlability. PVR increases logarithmically with an
increase in hematocrit, and this relationship becomes
important with hematocrits above 55%. A decreased number
of small pulmonary arteries is seen in underdeveloped
pulmonary circulation, such as congenital diaphragmatic
hernia. As seen in the equation, small changes in the radius
of the small pulmonary arteries will have a dramatic affect
on PVR (r4 ); decreases in the radius increase resistance, and
increases in the radius decrease resistance. The two determinants of the internal radius are the amount of smooth
muscle present and active vasoconstriction and vasodilation.
The amount of smooth muscle found in the small pulmonary
arteries can be increased over time when the pulmonary
circulation is exposed to increased flow or pressure. After
surgical correction of the offending heart defects, these
changes in smooth muscle will slowly regress and normalize
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over months. However, pulmonary vasoconstriction and
vasodilation are very acute processes and are paramount in
regulating the pulmonary circulation in the perioperative
period.
Pulmonary Vasoconstriction and Vasodilation.
Hypoxia, acidosis, and ai-adrenergic stimulation are the
most important mediators of pulmonary vasoconstriction. 162
The ability of the pulmonary vasculature to constrict in
response to alveolar hypoxia is unique to the pulmonary
circulation and adaptive; it limits PBF in poorly ventilated lung regions, thereby preserving ventilation/perfusion
matching. Conversely, oxygen is a potent pulmonary vasodilator, selective to the pulmonary circulation with no systemic effects. Although the effects of the oxygen environment on the pulmonary circulation have been extensively
studied, their mechanisms remain poorly understood. Clinically, manipulating the amount of oxygen delivered to the
pulmonary circulation is crucial to the perioperative management of children undergoing cardiac surgery. A change in
systemic arterial pH is also a potent regulator of the pulmonary circulation. Acidosis produces vasoconstriction, and
alkalosis produces vasodilation. These effects are independent of the source (metabolic vs. respiratory) and solely
dependent on the pH. 163 The pulmonary vasodilating effects
of alkalosis are predominantly selective to the pulmonary
circulation. Lastly a,-adrenergic stimulation produces nonselective vasoconstriction, both pulmonary and systemic.
This may occur via the release of endogenous catecholamines, secondary to pain or agitation, or the administration
of exogenous catecholamines.
Hyperoxia and alkalosis most commonly induce pulmonary vasodilation. As previously discussed, these agents
induce selective pulmonary vasodilation. ~2-Receptor stimulation induces nonselective pulmonary vasodilation via
increased intracellular cAMP concentrations. Vasoactive
agents such as dobutamine and isoproterenol induce vasodilation via ~2-receptors.
Nitric Oxide. Nitric oxide (NO) is a labile humoral
factor that is locally produced in the pulmonary vascular
endothelium. It is a potent vasodilator, and its continuous
basal production is a very important regulator of normal
pulmonary vascular tone. In fact, aberrations in NO
production have been implicated in the pathophysiology
of pulmonary hypertensive disorders. 164 Nitrovasodilators
(i.e., sodium nitroprusside, nitroglycerin) are a class of
vasodilators whose clinical effects are secondary to the
stimulated release of NO. When administered, they produce
nonselective pulmonary and systemic vasodilation. When
NO is delivered directly into the airways (inhaled NO
[iNO]), it diffuses through the alveolar wall, crosses the
epithelial cell membrane, and reaches small pulmonary
arteries. Then, NO diffuses across the adventitia and enters
the vascular smooth muscle cell, where it initiates a cascade,
resulting in pulmonary vasodilation via increased intracellular cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). With entry
into the bloodstream, NO rapidly binds to hemoglobin and
is inactivated, resulting in potent selective pulmonary
vasodilation. 165 Large, randomized controlled studies have
demonstrated that iNO (5 to 80 ppm) improves oxygenation
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and decreases the need for ECMO in newborns with persistent pulmonary hypertension.I66-16~ In addition, noncontrolled studies have demonstrated that iNO does produce
potent, selective pulmonary vasodilation in many children
with postoperative pulmonary hypertension. 169 Case reports
also suggest that iNO administration during cardiac catheterization may aid in the evaluation of the vasoreactivity of
the pulmonary vascular bed, thereby distinguishing between
reactive, reversible pulmonary vasoconstriction versus residual anatomic pulmonary obstruction. 170.171 Its efficacy to
improve oxygenation, CO, or both in patients following
pulmonary-caval anastomosis or Fontan procedures is not
well documented. Optimal dosing of inhaled NO remains
unclear. The pulmonary vasodilating effects are dose dependent, whereas the improvement in oxygenation appears dose
independent. Doses of 80 ppm produce maximal vasodilation but may increase potential toxicities (see later text).
Currently, maximal doses of 40 ppm are recommended for
prolonged periods of administration, with a decreasing dosing strategy that weans to the lowest dose that maintains its
beneficial effects (2 to 5 ppm).
When iNO combines with oxygen, it is oxidized to
nitrogen dioxide (NO Z).I72 Inhalation of gas mixtures
containing high levels of NO z produces severe, acute
pulmonary injury with pulmonary edema. However, recent
advances in iNO delivery and monitoring systems have
significantly reduced the risk of NOz-induced lung injury
during iNO therapy.173 During inflammation, NO may
combine with superoxide anions to form peroxynitrate,
another potential lung toxin. 174 To date, this remains
theoretical, with no clear clinical evidence. NO that diffuses
into the intravascular space combines with hemoglobin to
produce methemoglobin. 175 At higher concentrations of NO,
clinically significant reductions of arterial oxygen content
may result (5% to 10%). At low concentrations, methemoglobin levels may increase but not to a level that interferes
with tissue oxygenation (2% to 5%). Methemoglobin levels
should be routinely monitored during iNO therapy. One of
the most important issues regarding iNO therapy is the
safety of acute withdrawal. Several studies have noted a
potentially life-threatening increase in PVR on acute withdrawal of iNO. 176 This rebound pulmonary hypertension is
manifested by an increase in PVR, compromised CO, or
severe hypoxemia. It can occur within hours after therapy is
discontinued and is independent of the patient's initial
response; patients with no initial pulmonary vasodilatory
response can have life-threatening pulmonary vasoconstriction on withdrawal. Therefore acute interruption of iNO
therapy must be avoided during suctioning, and the dose
must be slowly weaned before termination. Current FDA
approval for iNO is ljmited to neonates with hypoxemic
respiratory failure.

Increasing Pulmonary Vascular Resistance
Infants with single ventricle physiology (HLHS) or with
defects that result in parallel pulmonary and systemic
circulation (truncus arteriosus) require a balance between
pulmonary and systemic blood flow for support of optimal

hemodynamics. The former also frequently depend on a
PDA or surgically created shunt for pulmonary blood flow.
The balance of pulmonary (Qp) and systemic (Qs) blood
flow is critically important for survival and is ideally
maintained at I. A Qp/Qs of greater than one occurs with
excessive pulmonary blood flow and results in systemic
hypoperfusion and metabolic acidosis. A Qp/Qs of less than
one results from pulmonary undercirculation and results in
systemic hypoxemia. Due to the parallel relationship of the
pulmonary and systemic circulation in this population,
changes in the relative vascular resistance can result in
hemodynamic instability and death.
If pulmonary vascular resistance falls significantly, then
pulmonary blood flow will increase at the expense of
systemic flow. The administration of oxygen, hyperventilation, alkalosis, and systemic vasoconstriction may potentiate
pulmonary vasodilation and are avoided. Nonetheless some
infants continue to demonstrate pulmonary overcirculation
requiring additional therapeutic interventions.
Maneuvers to increase pulmonary vascular resistance
include hypoventilation, ventilation with hypoxic gas mixture (subambient oxygen) or added carbon dioxide (COz).m
To monitor clinical effect, Saoz and Svo z measurements
provide an estimate of adequate Qp/Qs. Excessively low
Svoz suggests pulmonary overcirculation with subsequent
low systemic blood flow. Clinical indicators of perfusion
(skin temperature, pulses, skin color) and blood gases are
monitored closely as well. Poor perfusion and metabolic
acidosis suggests decreased systemic blood flow.
Controlled mechanical hypoventilation will result in COz
elevation, increased PVR, and decreased pulmonary blood
flow. To prevent atelectasis, the rate is gradually decreased
while maintaining the same tidal volume. 178 This intervention requires neuromuscular paralysis to prevent the normal
physiologic increase in respiratory rate that occurs with
hypercarbia.
Hypoxic Gas Ventilation. Ventilation with subambient oxygen involves the addition of nitrogen (N z) to room
air to achieve an FIO z of 15% to 20%. This has been shown
to increase pulmonary vascular tone, increase PVR and PAP,
and decrease pulmonary blood flow.178o.178b Ideally systemic blood flow will improve as a consequence.
Dosage and Administration. Pure Nz (0% oxygen)
is blended into room air; as the N z flow increases, the
downstream FIOZ will fall. Usually the nitrogen can be
administered at low flows «2 Llmin) and is titrated to
therapeutic response. An oxygen-analyzing port is inserted
downstream for continuous monitoring and adjustment of
the desired FIOZ' This intervention can be used with
cannulae, hoods, manual ventilation bags, and ventilators.
Careful monitoring of gas mixture and FIOZ is imperative; if
bulk gas flow is turned off, the consequence will be delivery
of 0% oxygen.
Toxicity. Toxicity from Nz administration is secondary
to the sequelae of subambient oxygen and not to direct
delivery. As previously discussed, high flows of Nz will
significantly decrease inspired oxygen concentration; therefore careful monitoring is critically important. Chronic
hypoxia contributes to morphologic changes in the pulmo-
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nary bed with subsequent arterial medial thickening. 178b
Hence long-term therapy should be avoided.
Carbon Dioxide. Carbon dioxide is a potent pulmonary vasoconstrictor. The administration of CO 2 gas in
increasing increments of 1% FIC02 has been shown to
augment pulmonary vasoconstriction, increase PVR and
PAP, decrease pulmonary blood flow, and increase systemic
blood flow. 178c. 178d
Dosage and Administration. The usual concentration ofCOz in room air is 0.03%. The addition of CO 2 to the
inspired gas mixture is titrated to clinical effect; usually an
FICOZ of I % to 4% is sufficient and does not result in a
subambient gas mix. Different concentrations of COz have
different magnitudes of effect on PVR. 178e In general the
Pacoz is kept between 40 and 50 mrnHg. Inspired CO 2 gas
can be used with hoods, manual ventilation bags, or
ventilators.
Toxicity. Toxicity is generally the result of the sequela
of CO2 administration. The lowest possible FlC02 should be
administered to prevent excessive pulmonary vasoconstriction. Monitoring of inspired gas mix and arterial blood gases
will prevent complications. Significant elevation of Paco z
will produce cerebral vasoconstriction and an ensuing fall in
cerebral perfusion. Careful monitoring of neurologic status,
anterior fontanel, and head circumference is important in
these critically ill infants.

PACEMAKER THERAPY
Technologic advances in pacemaker therapy and a greater
understanding of the electrophysiologic mechanisms of
cardiac rhythm abnormalities have contributed to the safety
and efficacy of temporary and permanent pacing in children.
In the PICU the most common indication for temporary
pacing is transient heart block associated with congenital
heart surgery. In addition, many nonsurgical patients may
require temporary pacing to support CO in the presence of
symptomatic bradycardia. Overdrive pacing can be effective
in the termination of tachyarrhythmias, such as atrial flutter
and SVT. It is also implemented as an adjunctive therapy to
establish AV synchrony in postoperative JET. Temporary
pacing can be accomplished through the use of epicardial,
trans venous, esophageal, and transthoracic noninvasive
pacing electrodes. Permanent pacing is not discussed
because this therapy rarely warrants lCU management.

Indications
Bradyarrhythmias. Sinus or AV node dysfunction
after surgical repair of congenital heart disease is the most
common cause of symptomatic bradycardia in infant~ and
children. Transient AV block is thought to be the result of
surgical manipulation or suturing near the conduction
system, but it can also be secondary to acid-base or
electrolyte abnomlalities. Depending on the surgical procedure performed, temporary atrial or ventricular epicardial
pacing wires are placed in the operating room for use if
indicated. Atrial epicardial pacing wires can also be used
to obtain an atrial electrogram to assist in the diagnosis
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of tachyarrhythmias. Postoperative heart block usually
resolves within 7 to 14 days, with subsequent restoration of sinus rhythm. 31 When AV node recovery does
not occur and temporary external pacing is required for
longer than 10 days, permanent pacemaker implantation is
recommended. 179
Congenital CHB can occur in infants with and without
structurally normal hearts. The risk for heart failure,
syncope, and sudden death exists in both groups; however, those with structural heart disease have greater
morbidity and mortality rates associated with CHB. Pacing
is indicated for one or more of the following: CHF,
ventricular rate less than 55 in infants and less than 40 in
adolescents, QTc prolongation, syncope, or frequent ventricular escape beats. 34
Conduction disturbances, heart block, and subsequent
bradycardia can occur secondary to infection. Although rare,
viral myocarditis is associated with AV node block and
ventricular arrhythmias. 18o Often this phenomena is transient; however, the rare patient will require temporary
supportive or permanent pacing.
Other Rhythm Disturbances. Although less common than brady arrhythmias in infants and children, other
rhythm disturbances may be treated with temporary or
permanent cardiac pacing. SVT, atrial fluller, and JET can be
pace terminated with both temporary or permanent devices.
Newer innovative indications for pacing include hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, congenital long QT syndrome,
and cardioinhibitory neurally mediated syncope. Generally,
these children undergo implantation of a permanent pacemaker without the need for temporary pacing.

Temporary External Cardiac Pacing
A temporary pacing system consists of a generator, connecting cable(s), and pacing leads. Lead and generator selection
is determined by clinical indication and institution preference. PICD nurses should be familiar with the specific
device used in their unit.

Temporary Pacing Leads
Epicardial Leads. These leads are routinely placed
after most cardiac surgeries. Epicardial pacing leads vary
somewhat among manufacturers, but in general, they are an
insulated multifilament stainJess steel wire with the pacing
end consisting of a solid electrode that fixates to the heart.
A needle is connected to the proximal end to bring the lead
out through the chest wall, the needle is then broken away,
and the remaining end functions as the contact pin to
connect to the cable. Physician preference and clinical
indication determine lead placement. Two pairs may be
placed on the free wall of both the right atrial and ventricular
epicardium; or one epicardial lead is placed on the
respective chamber, and the second of the pair is secured to
the sternum or subcutaneous tissue. Either method of lead
placement results in a bipolar configuration. The epicardial
lead is always the negative (-) pole, and the skin is the
positive (+) pole.181.182 If there are two functional epicardial
leads, they can be used as either (+ or -) pole. Atrial leads
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can be used to pace the atrium and provide AV synchrony in
the presence of sinus node disease or JET. However, the
presence of complete AV node block precludes the use of
single-chamber atrial pacing. In this situation a dualchamber system, using atrial and ventricular leads, provides
the best physiologic support. Occasionally only ventricular
leads are placed for backup support in the event of acute
bradycardia. When both atrial and ventricular leads are
placed, the atrial leads are brought out through the chest to
the right of the sternum, and the ventricular leads are
brought out to the left of the sternum. To aid in easy, rapid
identification of the pacing leads, it is helpful to label them
accordingly as soon as the patient arrives to the PICU from
the operating room.
Ideally, epicardial leads will sense the underlying rhythm
and pace reliably. However, these leads are made for shortterm use, so sensing and pacing abilities usually decrease
with time. IHZ In addition, in children who have undergone
previous cardiac surgeries that result in epicardial adhesions
and scar tissue, myocardial pacing thresholds (minimum
amount of current to consistently pace the heart) may be
high. Scarring (that occurs over days in the immediate postoperative period) around the lead also elevates pacing and
sensing thresholds. This must be monitored closely and
pacemaker settings adjusted accordingly.
Temporary Transvenous Leads. Transvenous pacing leads are placed percutaneously through the femoral, jugular, or subclavian veins into the right atria
or ventricle. The pacing catheter is a self-contained bipolar
system with two pins at the proximal end for placement
into the connecting cable or generator. The most common indication for this type of pacing is temporary
support of the child with congenital CHB or to support
children with temporary heart block secondary to myocarditis or infection.183.184
This form of pacing has several limitations in children.
First and foremost, ventricular perforation can occur because these pacing leads are rather stiff, and for best results
the catheter tip should be positioned into the RV apex.
Ventricular perforation can result in loss of capture,
pericardial effusion, and cardiac tamponade. Second, lead
dislodgment with subsequent loss of capture can occur in up
to 25% of temporary trans venous pacing systems. 185 Finally, the risk of infection increases if the catheter is in place
for greater than 72 hours because it is placed like a central
line. These pacing catheters should be cared for in the same
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manner as a central line, performing sterile dressing changes
according to unit or hospital protocol. 186
TransesophageaJ Leads. Bipolar pacing catheters
designed for positioning in the esophagus just behind the left
atrium permit temporary atrial pacing, as well as recording
of an atrial electrogram. Generally, this system is used for
the diagnosis (transesophageal electrophysiology study) and
termination of SVT. Occasionally it is used for treating
symptomatic bradycardia when the AV node is intact
(because esophageal pacing is ineffective in the presence of
AV node block). For consistent capture of the atrium,
high-energy outputs are required. This stimulus can be quite
painful for the child, so sedation and analgesia is necessary.
Temporary Pulse Generator. The pulse generator is
battery powered and contains the internal software to both
sense the patient's native rhythm and to provide the
electrical stimulus (output) to depolarize (capture) the
myocardium. These devices can vary slightly among manufacturers, but in general, they allow rapid manipulation of
HR, mode of pacing, timing intervals, electrical output, and
sensitivity.
Many devices include the manually operated ability to
temporarily provide rapid atrial pacing (rates of 200 to 800
beats/min) for burst atrial pacing in an effort to terminate
SVT or JET. Although lifesaving, operation of this mode
requires close patient monitoring and personnel skilled in
burst atrial pacing.
Pacing Modes. Modem pacemakers offer a number
of features in an effort to replicate physiologic cardiac
rhythm and provide rhythm modulation as clinically indicated. To facilitate common understanding among healthcare providers, the North American Society of Pacing and
Electrophysiology (NASPE) and the British Pacing and
Electrophysiology Group (BPEG) devised a generic pacemaker code (NBG code) to describe the types and function
of different devices (Table 7-13). The five-position code is
for permanent pacemakers; temporary devices use the first
three codes. In practice the pacing mode is described as the
three letter acronym that corresponds to the NBG code.
The first letter corresponds to the chamber paced
(A, atrium; V. ventricle; D, dual or both). The second
letter corresponds to the chamber sensed (A, atrium;
V. ventricle; D, dual or both). The third letter corresponds
to the generator activity in response to sensing (0, none;
T, triggered; I, inhibited; D, dual, both inhibited and
triggered).

o = dual

IV
Programmable
Functions

V
Antitachyarrhythmia
Function

0= none

0= none
P = pacing (antiarrhythmia)
S =shock
o = dual

P = simple

programmable
M = multiprogrammable
C =communicating

R =rate modulated
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For example: AAI mode indicates that the atrium is
paced, the atrium is sensed, and the generator is inhibited if
it senses native atrial electrical activity (a P wave). As
expected, this mode of pacing is contraindicated in the
presence of complete AV node block. VVI mode provides
single-chamber pacing and sensing in the ventricle only, and
pacing is inhibited in the presence of native ventricular
electrical activity (R wave). This mode provides HR
support, but it does not provide for AV synchrony because it
has no pacing or sensing function in the atrium. AOO, VOO,
and DOO pacing provide asynchronous pacing in the
atrium, ventricle, or both chambers, respectively. These
modes are to be avoided (except in emergencies where VOO
is best) because intrinsic activity is not sensed and
competition can occur. Competition is when the generator
continually paces without regard for the patient's intrinsic rhythm. If left unchecked, it can result in "R on
T" phenomena, with possible development of ventricular
tachycardia or fibrillation.
The best physiologic mode of pacing is DDD. This mode
paces and senses both atrium and ventricle. In addition, it
provides triggered and inhibited activity in response to
sensed native electrical activity. If the sinus rate is sufficient
and heart block is present, the generator will sense the P
wave, wait the preset AV interval (corresponds to PR
interval on surface ECG), and then begin "looking" for a
native R wave. If AV conduction does not occur and there is
no native R wave, the generator will pace the ventricle. This
behavior can occur over a range of operator preset atrial
rates and is referred to as "tracking." So if a patient has a
physiologic increase in sinus rate, the pacemaker can
respond accordingly, increasing the ventricular pacing rate
to increase CO and meet metabolic demands.
Pacemaker Settings. The newer generators allow
the setting of the mode, pacing rates, timing intervals,
output, and sensing to best facilitate support of cardiac
rhythm and hemodynamics. Figure 7-60 shows one type of
temporary generator.
In single-chamber pacing (AAI, VVI) the rate determines
how low the patient's HR must fall to activate pacing. For
example: If the low rate is set at 100, the generator is
inhibited (will not pace) as long as the intrinsic HR is above
100 beats/min. If the intrinsic HR falls below 100 beats/min,
the pacemaker will begin pacing. In the DDD mode, there
are two rate settings-low and high rate. The low rate
indicates how low the intrinsic sinus rate must fall before the
generator paces the atrium. The high rate determines
the tracking rate of the ventricle in response to an increase
in the sinus rate. If the sinus rate exceeds the high rate, the
generator will exhibit Wenckebach or 2: I AV blocking
behavior (the P wave is sensed, but there is not corresponding ventricular pace) to prevent rapid ventricular pacing in
response to atrial tachycardia or flutter. The high rate set is
dependent on the preset timing intervals.
The timing intervals that can be manipulated on temporary generators include AV interval and postventricular atrial
refractory period (PVARP). The AV interval corresponds to
the PR interval on ECG and is the time between atrial sense
or pace and ventricular sense or pace. This interval is not
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available for programming in single-chamber pacing. The
duration of the AV interval should be long enough to allow
physiologic atrial contraction with subsequent diastolic
filling. In the DDD mode, this interval will adjust automatically (to a certain extent) according to changes in the
patient's HR. The PVARP is the time interval during which
the atrial lead does not sense or respond to intrinsic atrial
activity. This is protective in two ways. First, it can prevent
ventricular pacing in response to premature atrial contractions. Second (and more importantly), it prevents sensing of
retrograde P waves that can follow ventricular pacing if the
AV node is capable of retrograde conduction. The phenomenon of atrial sensing of retrograde P waves with subsequent
ventricular tracking and pacing is responsible for pacermediated tachycardia (PMT). Therefore the PVARP should
be long enough to prevent PMT but short enough to
allow sensing of increased sinus rates (usually about
275 milliseconds).
Output is the electrical current that depolarizes the
myocardium. This is programmed as milliampere (mA); the
higher the mA the higher the output. The minimum amount
of output required to consistently capture the chamber being
paced is the capture threshold. Capture can be determined
by the consistent presence of a P wave after atrial pace and
a QRS after ventricular pace. Usually the output is set 2 to
3 times higher than the capture threshold to allow a margin
of safety.

Fig. 7-60 Temporary external demand. dual chamber pacemaker.
(Copyright 1998 by Medtronic, Inc. Reprinted with permission.)
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Sensing behavior of the generator implies the ability to
recognize intrinsic atrial or ventricular depolarization.
Sensing in the atrium is determined by the amplitude of the
P wave and in the ventricle, by the amplitude of the R wave.
This is programmed as millivolts (mV); lowering the mV
setting increases sensitivity, and increasing the mV setting
decreases sensitivity. For example: If the ventricular sensitivity is set at 10 mV, the intrinsic R wave amplitude must
be greater than or equal to 10mV to be sensed appropriately.
If the intrinsic R wave amplitude drops to 5 mV (less than
10 mV), it will not be sensed. So decreasing the programmed setting to 5 mV will increase the sensitivity
because now the R wave will be sensed if it is 5 or 10 mV.
The level at which the generator consistently senses intrinsic
activity is termed the sensing threshold. Generally, the
programmed sensing setting should be half the sensing
threshold (e.g., if threshold is 8, sensing should be set at 4);
this provides a margin of safety and ensures appropriate
sensing as P and R wave amplitudes vary.

Nursing Care of Patients With
Temporary External Pacemakers
Nurses who care for patients supported by temporary pacing
should be thoroughly familiar with the specific devices used
in their units and with the unit's policies and procedures
regarding temporary pacing. All of these children require
continuous ECG monitoring and close observation. In
addition, a number of nursing interventions should be
followed to prevent complications.
The pacing leads can deliver extraneous electrical current
to the heart, producing microshock and the subsequent
development of lethal arrhythmias. The PICD environment
is replete with electrical equipment (IV pumps, electric
beds, ventilators, lamps, etc.) that are capable of current
leakage. All electrical equipment must be serviced regularly,
and all plugs must have a ground prong. Patients vulnerable
to microshock should not use electric hair dryers, fans,
razors, and curling irons. Low humidity and carpeted floors
increase the occurrence of static electricity, both of which
can contribute to microshock. Care should be taken to prevent exposure of uninsulated pacing leads or cables. When
in use the entire system should be kept intact. If the leads are
not being used, they should be isolated and protected by
placing in a glove, finger cot, or dry glass phlebotomy tube.
If the leads remain attached to the connecting cable, then the
end of the cable should be isolated or placed in the generator. Some centers recommend using gloves when handling
transvenous or epicardial leads. 187
Infection is always a nosocomial risk of any invasive
intervention. Transvenous pacing catheters should be treated
like central lines, with dressing changes carried out according to unit policy. The care of epicardial leads is less well
defined. The site should be cleansed daily and kept clean and
dry. The type of agent used for site cleaning, the type of
dressing, and frequency of dressing change vary greatly
among centers. 186 Site care is often difficult because of the
proximity of epicardial leads to chest tube sites. The care of
epicardial pacing leads is an area that would benefit greatly
from nursing research to help delineate practice.

Another challenging aspect of care in this population is
the prevention of inadvertent pacemaker adjustment by
inquisitive, mobile infants and toddlers (or siblings). Many
of the newer devices have a lockout setting to prevent such
an occurrence. Older devices have a plastic shield that
should be kept on at all times.
Although nursing practices vary among institutions,
every effort should be made to determine capture and sensing thresholds on a daily basis. Frequently in the postoperative period, thresholds increase, and daily assessment will
allow settings to be adjusted accordingly. See Box 7-6 for
guidelines for the systemic assessment of capture and sensing thresholds.
Timely recognition and intervention of pacemaker dysfunction are critically important. Always evaluate the patient
first. In emergencies, cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
should be instituted while someone else simultaneously
troubleshoots the pacing system. If the patient is hemodynamically stable, then one can proceed with troubleshooting, as described next. Pacemaker-dependent patients
should have a fresh battery or extra generator at their
bedside in the event of battery depletion.
Troubleshooting
Pacemaker Dysfunction. The most common reasons
for abnormal pacer function are undersensing, oversensing,
and noncapture (Table 7-14). Fusion beats do not denote
abnormal pacemaker function but should be corrected to
prevent competition.
Undersensing occurs when the pacemaker fails to detect
intrinsic cardiac depolarization and continues to pace
regardless of the native rate of rhythm. This can result in
competition or R on T phenomena with the possible
development of lethal arrhythmias. Possible causes are lead
fracture or disconnection from the heart or generator,
sensitivity set too low (higher mV number on generator), or
low battery. To correct this problem, make sure that all
connections are tight, replace the battery, change leads
and/or increase the sensitivity setting by adjusting the
sensitivity control to a smaller number.
Oversensing occurs when the device detects noncardiac
electrical events (extraneous electrical sources, muscle
movement) and interprets them as cardiac depolarization.
The pacemaker is then inhibited when it should not be,
which can produce significant bradycardia or asystole in
pacemaker-dependent patients. Causes of oversensing are
shivering, chest wall fasciculation caused by emergence
from depolarizing neuromuscular blocking agents, or ungrounded electrical equipment. Measures to prevent this
problem include decreasing sensitivity (adjust sensing
level to higher number) and removing all ungrounded
equipment.
Loss of capture occurs when the output stimulus from
the pacemaker fails to depolarize (capture) the myocardium.
This can result in loss of atrial kick in the case of atrial
pacing, or it can result in clinically significant bradycardia in
pacemaker-dependent patients. Causes include lead disconnection or fracture, low battery, output set too low, or an
increase in the pacing threshold caused by edema or
scarring. Interventions include ensuring all connections are
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Box 7-6

Guide to Pacemaker Checks

Note: This should not be done if the patient is pacemaker
dependent with an unstable underlying rhythm.
1. Patient is connected to the pulse generator and is monitored continuously on ECG.
2. Set pulse generator's rate 10 beats/min slower than
patient's intrinsic rate. (The "sense indicator" wi II
flash regularly.) Do not continue if the patient becomes
hemodynamically unstable.
3. Reduce output (mA) to the minimum value of 0.1. (Doing
this avoids risk of competitive pacing.)
4. Increase the sensitivity value until the ECG indicates that
the pulse generator is delivering its output pulses asynchronously. (The sense indicator will stop flashing, indicating a loss of sensing. The "pace indicator" will start
flashing. Capture is not likely to occur at the minimum
output [rnA) value.)
5. Decrease the sensitivity value until the ECG indicates that
asynchronous pacing is no longer occurring. The sense indicator light will start flashing, indicating that sensing
has been restored. (The pace indicator will stop flashing.)
The value when this occurs is
the sensing threshold for the chamber being
sensed.

tight, changing leads, replacing the battery and/or increasing
the output in the noncaptured chamber.
Fusion beats are noted when an atrial pacing spike
occurs simultaneously with a native P wave, or a ventricular
pacing spike occurs simultaneously with a native QRS. In
the case of atrial fusion, decreasing the rate is helpful so that
the pacemaker will be inhibited; also, atrial sensing can
be increased. In the case of ventricular fusion, either the
rate can be decreased (VVI mode), the AV interval can
be prolonged (DOD mode), or ventricular sensing can be
increased.

Noninvasive Transthoracic Pacing
Temporary transthoracic cardiac pacing is used primarily
during emergency situations for the treatment of hemodynamically significant bradycardia that does not respond to
oxygen, hand ventilation, epinephrine, or atropine. The
primary advantage of this mode is that application can be
achieved without interruption of CPR.
Most modern defibrillators have multifunction pads that
allow both defibrillation and noninvasive transthoracic
pacing (NTP). Therefore a single set of pads can be used for
both emergent interventions. NTP can be used in the
single-chamber (VVI) demand mode if the patient is
connected to the ECG on the defibrillator, or it can be used
asynchronously. Unfortunately a high output current (40 to
60 mAl is usually required to consistently capture the
ventricle secondary to chest wall impedance. 185
Implementation of NTP. The posterior multifunction electrode is applied on the patient's back to the left of
the spine and below the scapula (Figure 7-61 j. Positioning

6. Set sensitivity value to half ('/2) the sensitivity threshold
value. This provides a margin of safety, allowing for
continued sensing during threshold variation.
Example: Sensitivity threshold = 5 mV
Set sensitivity =2.5 mV
7. Ensure rnA is at lowest value.
8. Set pulse generator at least 10 beats/min faster than the
patient's intrinsic heart rate. (The pace indicator will be
flashing regularly at the set rate.)
9. Increase the output (rnA) to gain I: I capture. This value
is the stimulation threshold for the chamber being paced.
(The pace indicator will be flashing. and the sense
indicator will not flash.) If the patient does not tolerate
pacing, turn down the rate or rnA (remember the
threshold) until the patient's native rate is present.
10. Set the output value 2 to 3 times higher than the threshold
value. This safety margin will allow threshold variation
while maintaining capture.
Example: Stimulation threshold =2.5 mA
Set output =5 to 7.5 mA
11. For continuous pacing, set the pulse generator rate appropriate for age and clinical condition. For backup pacing,
set the generator rate at an age-appropriate lower level.

the electrode over large bony areas is best to be avoided
because bone increases the impedance to pacing. The
anterior electrode is placed in the V 2 to V5 position on the
precordium. In the vernacular, a "heart sandwich" is made
with the pacing electrodes. If the electrodes are used
for a prolonged period, they should be changed every 24
hours. Prolonged use decreases the effectiveness of the
contact gel.
The pacemaker is turned on, the rate is set at an
age-appropriate level, and the output is increased until
consistent ventricular capture is demonstrated on the monitor. As with any emergency cardiac maneuver, a pulse
should be palpated to ensure adequate CO.
Troubleshooting Common NTP Problems. The
most common clinical problems encountered with NTP are
painful stimulation, undersensing, and loss of capture.
Painful Stimulation. NTP is quite painful because
high outputs are required to pace the heart; this also
produces chest muscle contractions. Sometimes the contractions are so severe that the patient appears to be levitated off
the bed. Pain is minimized if the pacing threshold is set at
the lowest effective level. Almost uniformly, conscious
patients require sedation.
Undersensing. Unnecessary pacing may occur when
the pacemaker does not sense the patient's intrinsic HR.
Most often, contact between the electrode and the patient's
skin is inadequate. Adherence may lessen across time,
especially in the presence of diaphoresis, and should be
checked regularly. When the multifunction electrodes are
changed, it is important to remember to tum off all
pacemaker controls or turn the function control knob to
"monitor only" to avoid accidental electrical shock.
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Clinica.llndications for Intraaortic Balloon
. Pumping in Children
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.

Postoperative Left Ventricular Dysfunction
Failure to wean from cardiopulmonary bypass
Refractory left ventricular dysfunction in the intensi ve
care unit

Preoperative Left Ventricular Support
Anomalous left coronary artery
Pretransplant bridge

B

Medical Support
Myocarditis
Kawasaki disease
Sepsis with ventricular dysfunction
Persistent ventricular arrhythmias
From Hawkins lA, Minich LL: Intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation in pediatric
cardiac patients. in Duncan BW, ed: Mechanical circulatory support for
pediatric cardiac parients, Washington DC. Marcell Decker (in press).

Fig. 7-61 Positions of the multifunction electrodes for noninvasive transcutaneous pacing. A, "Heart sandwich" is made with the
pacing electrodes. B, Posterior electrode is applied to the back left
of the spine and below the scapula. (Courtesy Zoll Medical
Corporation, Burlington, Mass.)

successful option in the management of pediatric patients
with reversible cardiac dysfunction.

Loss of Capture. Loss of capture can occur because
of changes in patient position, which may decrease adherence of the electrode or loosen pacer connections. Measures
to prevent poor contact between the electrode and the
patient's skin are crucial.
Changes in the patient's physiologic status can influence
pacemaker capture. With all types of cardiac pacing, the
pacing threshold may change with electrolyte imbalance,
acid-base imbalance, myocardial ischemia, hypoxia, and
new drug therapy. Reassessment of the pacing threshold
with any of these changes is necessary to avoid loss of
capture.

The primary indicatioll for mechanical circulatory support is
persistent low CO despite maximal medical therapy. Before
the decision is made to provide mechanical support, cardiac
dysfunction should be deemed reversible. Whenever possible, a neurologic examination should be performed to
evaluate for the presence of a neurologic insult that would
exclude a reasonable recovery. In cardiac surgery patients
who are not able to be weaned from cardiopulmonary
bypass or who demonstrate postoperative low CO, residual
structural lesions should be ruled out before the initiation of
mechanical support. The definition of maximal medical
therapy and the threshold for initiating mechanical support
may be individualized. For example, mechanical support
may be initiated earlier in postoperative neonates with
single-ventricle physiology because their ability to compensate is limited. Finally, providing support for persistent low
CO early avoids prolonged end-organ ischemia and worse
clinical outcomes.
The choice of mechanical support method is largely
dependent on institutional experience and support. Specific
indications for IABP in children include poor peripheral
perfusion, persistent metabolic acidosis, mixed venous P0 2
persistently less than 25 torr, urine output less than I
ml/kg/hr, and LA pressure greater than 20 mmHg. 188
Cardiac arrhythmias secondary to inadequate coronary
blood flow may also be an indication for IABP therapy.
Clinical situations that may warrant the use of lAB P therapy
are listed in Box 7-7. Contraindications in children include
the presence of a patent ductus arteriosus, recent coarctation
of the aortic arch repair, significant aortic valve insuffi-

MECHANICAL SUPPORT OF
CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
Mechanical circulatory support after the failure of conventional medical management is now an established treatment
option for infants and children with reversible cardiac
dysfunction. The modalities available for support, however,
are limited because of small patient size and available
technology. In adults with LV failure secondary to cardiac
surgery or myocardial ischemia, the intraaortic balloon
pump (IABP) has been widely used with high success rates
and is the primary method for mechanical circulatory
support. In children, the success of ECMO in neonates with
pulmonmy dysfunction has led to its application as the
primary method for mechanical circulatory support in
infants and children. With the introduction of pediatric
centrifugal pumps, however, the VAD has also become a

Indications for Mechanical
Circulatory Support
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ciency, severe LV dysfunction, and irreversible myocardial
dysfunction. Coagulation disorders are a relative contraindication, potentially leading to uncontrolled bleeding at the
insertion site.
With the limited cardiac support from the IABP. many
institutions provide VAD or ECMO support for patients with
cardiac dysfunction. Although ECMO was more commonly
used in the past. the introduction and success with centrifugal VADs have made this a reasonable option in children
who do not require pulmonary support. Indications for
the use of ECMO and VAD for cardiac support are noted
in Box 7-8.
Although the choice between VAD or ECMO for cardiac
support may largely depend on institutional experience and
preference, specific clinical criteria in addition to understanding the advantages and disadvantages of each modality,
may assist in the selection of the appropriate mode of
support for a particular clinical situation. When pulmonary
support is required in addition to cardiac support, ECMO is
preferred. However,-many children with hypoxemia secondary to LV dysfunction and pulmonary edema may no longer
require pulmonary support after the decompression of the
left ventricle with an assist device. When cardiac support
alone is required, either left ventricular or right ventricular,
a VAD is sufficient for support. If biventricular support is
required, a biventricular assist device (BVAD) (one VAD for
the right ventricle and one for the left ventricle, used in
series) or ECMO may be used. Some institutions prefer
ECMO in this situation because it requires only two
cannulation sites compared with four cannulation sites
required for BVAD. This factor may be particularly impor-

~

Box 7-8

Indications for the Use of ECMO and VAD
for Cardiac Support

Inability to wean from cardiopulmonary bypass
Postoperati ve
Low cardiac output
Cardiac arrest
Intractable arrhythmias: intractable ventricular tachycardia
(VT) or junctional ectopic tachycardia (JET) with hemodynamic compromise
Pulmonary hypertension not responsive to medical therapy
and nitric oxide
Nonsurgical reversible myocardial injury
Acute myocarditis or cardiomyopathy
Bridge to transplantation
Preoperative or postoperative pulmonary dysfunction
Persistent pulmonary hypertension in neonates
Pulmonary hemorrhage
Postbypass pulmonary dysfunction
Neonatal respiratory distress or meconium aspiration in a
neonate with congenital heart disease
From Reddy YM, Hanley FL: M.echanical support of the myocardium. In Chang

AC

et

aI, eds: Pediatric cardiac intensive care, Baltimore. 1998. Williams

& Wilkins.

ECMO, Extrdcorporeal membrane oxygenation; VAD. venrricular assisl device.

tant when BVAD is indicated in neonates. In the clinical situation where a VAD is used to support one ventricle, the dysfunction of the other ventricle may be
unmasked, making it necessary to transition the child to
BVAD or ECMO.
Some authors suggest that small patient size is an indication for ECMO for cardiac support; however, recent success
with the VAD in young infants has been reported.189.191 In
one series, 38 of 53 patients supported with a VAD weighed
less than 6 kg, and the probability of weaning was similar to
that for the older patients. This included the successful VAD
support of a 1.9-kg baby with Taussig-Bing anomaly and
arch obstruction who was placed on a VAD after a postoperative cardiac an·est. 189
The presence of an intracardiac communication (patent
foramen ovale or atrial septal defect) may be a contraindication for a VAD. In this case, the use of a left ventricular
assist device (LVAD) would result in a right-to-Ieft atrial
shunt and systemic arterial oxygen desaturation. A right
ventricular assist device (RVAD) would result in a left-toright atrial shunt and decreased systemic CO. ECMO may
be the therapy of choice in this situation. Contraindications
for both ECMO and VAD may include severe dysfunction of
other organ systems (specifically, CNS) before support
initiation and extreme prematurity.191
ECMO and VAD systems can be used to resuscitate children having cardiac arrest in the PICU after cardiac surgery.
The advantage of the VAD system for resuscitation is the
short time it takes to assemble and prime the extracorporeal
circuit (approximately JO minutes). In this case, CPR is
initiated, the chest is opened, and the cannulas are placed. At
this point the VAD circuit is primed and ready to implement,
resulting in shorter resuscitation times. The recent use of
rapid-deployment ECMO systems, however, has demonstrated success with ECMO as a method of support during
cardiac arrest. 192 Modified ECMO circuits that are vacuum
and carbon dioxide primed are available to initiate support
within IS minutes of notification of their need.
Advantages and disadvantages of each system exist. The
primary advantage of ECMO is that it is more widely
available in pediatric centers because of its use for
pulmonary support in neonates. In addition, ECMO can use
peripheral neck or groin cannulation, whereas VAD cannulation requires a sternotomy with direct access to the atria
and aorta or pulmonary artery. The prinnary advantage of the
VAD is the simplicity of the circuit, making it easy to
assemble. prime, and maintain. In addition, the absence of
an oxygenator in the VAD circuit results in less anticoagulation requirement, less blood trauma, and less bedside
nursing support. ECMO traditionally uses two nurses at the
bedside, one for patient care and one for circuit maintenance
and monitoring, whereas the VAD circuit uses one nurse for
both the patient care and circuit inonitoring. Circuit
monitoring for the VAD is usually a shared responsibility
among the nurse, physician, and perfusionist. Finally, the
VAD or BVAD more effectively performs LV decompression. With ECMO support the presence of LV distension
often requires LA venting with an additional cannula or
balloon atrial septostomy.
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Intraaortic Balloon Counterpulsation
The IABP uses the principle of counterpulsation. With the
balloon placed in the upper thoracic aorta, it inflates at
the onset of diastole with aortic valve closure and deflates
at the onset of systole with aortic valve opening. Inflation of
the balloon results in displacement of blood volume, thereby
augmenting diastolic pressure and coronary artery blood
flow. Deflation of the balloon results in aortic afterload
reduction and reduction in aortic impedance to LV ejection,
thereby decreasing myocardial work and increasing CO.
Additional benefits seen in adults include a reduction in
LAP, LVEDP, and PA pressure. 188 RV function has also been
shown to improve in adults receiving IABP therapy for
cardiogenic shock. 193
Despite its widespread use in adults, the application of
IABP in pediatric patients has been limited. Historically, the
unavailability of small balloon catheters has been the
primary limitation for its use in infants and children.
Currently, however, the use of IABP has increased in some
centers with the development of smaller balloons that can be
used in infants. The relative small size of the femoral artery
in comparison with the size of the catheter, the increased
compliance of the immature aorta, and the limited improvements in CO continue to limit its use in pediatric patients. In
addition, higher heart rates in children make it difficult to
synchronize the IABP, and there is no direct support of the
right ventricle. The increased compliance and distensibility
of the immature aorta have been suggested to reduce both
the afterload benefits and the diastolic augmentation in
children younger than 5 years of age. 194 Other investigators,
however, have demonstrated clinical improvements in
diastolic augmentation in even young infants. 195 Finally,
increases in CO have not been quantified in pediatrics and
presumably do not exceed the 10% gains reported for adult
patients. 196 Therefore IABP must be used in adjunct with
pharmacologic support to optimize CO. The use of inotropic
support may not allow sufficient rest of the sick ventricle.
For severe myocardial dysfunction, mechanical support
modalities that can maximize CO and provide ventricular
rest may be warranted.
Equipment and Insertion. The balloon pump consists of two components: the balloon catheter itself and the
console that regulates balloon inflation and deflation.

TABLE

Pediatric balloons range from 2.5- to 20-ml inflation
volumes, mounted on catheters from 4.5 to 7 Fr. These
catheters, unlike the adult-size balloons, do not contain an
arterial pressure lumen for monitoring the central aortic
pressure. The guidelines for choosing an appropriate-size
catheter are delineated in Table 7-15.
The IABP console regulates the pumping of helium gas
into the balloon chamber. The light weight of helium allows
the gas to be displaced rapidly in and out of the balloon. The
console controls allow operator regulation of the IABP
triggering and timing of balloon inflation and deflation. A
variety of ECG or arterial pressure signals can be used to
regulate the balloon triggers, or what the pump should
recognize as systole and diastole. The operator can then
fine-tune the balloon timing, including both inflation and
deflation points, to optimize hemodynamic parameters.
The balloon may be inserted in the intensive care unit,
cardiac catheterization laboratory, emergency room, or
operating room. The femoral artery is the most common site
for insertion. Although percutaneous insertion is used in
adults, catheter placement in infants and children requires
surgical exposure of the common femoral artery, a 4- to
5-cm longitudinal arteriotomy, and placement of a sidearm
synthetic graft around the artery and catheter. Once in the
vessel, the catheter is advanced to the thoracic aorta and
positioned with the tip of the balloon I to 2 em distal to the
left subclavian artery. The catheter is then sutured in place
and covered with a sterile occlusive dressing. When
hemostasis is achieved, a heparin infusion is initiated
to maintain a partial thromboplastin time (PTI') of 40 to
60 seconds.
The catheter is then connected to the gas lil)e of the IABP
console, and pumping is started. If femoral artery cannulation is impossible, the catheter may be inserted via
sternotomy directly into the aortic arch or possibly into the
external iliac artery through an anterior flank incision.
Balloon Timing. Optimal timing of balloon inflation
during diastole and deflation before systole is crucial
(Figure 7-62). With a second set ofECG electrodes attached
to the patient and the IABP console, initial timing is
obtained from the R wave of the ECG tracing while
monitoring the arterial pressure waveform. In this mode the
IABP uses ECG signals to determine systole and diastole,

7-15 Guidelines for Sizing Intraaortic Balloon Pump Catheters in Children
Weight
(kg)

Balloon
Volume
(ml)

Catheter
Size

<8
8-13
13-18
18-40
>40

2.5
5.0
7.0
12.0
20.0

4.5
5.5
5.5
7.0
7.0

1"

~<I

~1-2.5

~2.5-5

,",i

ffi:5-12
~>12

;.'

~::From Hawkins lA. Minich
~il!ediarric cardiac
llii
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(Fr)

Balloon
Length
(em)

Balloon
Diameter
(mm)

10.7
12.8
14.2
17.8
19.4

6
8
9
10
19.4

LL: Intra-aortic balloon counterpulsation in pediatric cardiac patients. in Duncan BW. ed: Mechanical circulatnry .nipport/or

patients, Washington DC, Marcell Decker (in press),
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B

A

Fig. 7-62 Intraaortic balloon position during inflation (A) and deflation (B). (Courtesy Datascope
Corporation.)

automatically deflating with R wave sensing to avoid
balloon inflation during systole. Balloon inflation is timed to
occur with the midpoint of the T wave, which coincides with
the onset of diastole. 197
Once initiated, timing is adjusted manually to obtain
maximal diastolic augmentation and a maximal decrease in
peak systolic pressure. This can be achieved through the
comparison of augmented (balloon-assisted) and nonaugmented beats on the arterial waveform when the IABP is
inflated every other beat (1:2 augmentation). Timing of
balloon inflation just before the dicrotic notch (before the
onset of diastole) has been advocated to increase the
duration of assisted diastolic perfusion. 198 Use of the arterial
waveform, however, may not be accurate because of the
delay between the central aortic pressure and the peripheral
arterial pressure that is frequently monitored in children. In
this case, the observed dicrotic notch may not accurately
reflect diastole; therefore, if the balloon is inflated during
this time, it may actually be during late diastole, and
deflation may not occur until after systole has begun. Some
investigators believe the best timing can be obtained when
initial triggering is obtained from the ECG in combination
with M-mode echocardiography. With this method, echocardiography provides simultaneous images of the balloon
and the aortic valve, allowing precise adjustments to be
made so that balloon inflation and deflation coincide with
aortic valve closure and opening. 199
Rapid heart rates in children may require special timing
considerations. In the past, 1:2 balloon assistance was
advocated when the HR exceeded 160 beats/min 2uo Recent
improvements in compressor response time and the use of
echocardiographic timing, however, have allowed better
tracking ability at very high heart rates, allowing I: I balloon
assistance. In this situation, the gas is shuttled back and forth
quickly, causing more rapid diffusion of the helium, which

results in the need for manual filling of the balloon every
I to 2 hours.
When optimal timing has been achieved, hemodynamic
benefits are evident both clinically and on the arterial BP
tracing. Diastolic augmentation should reach suprasystolic
levels, meaning the balloon-assisted diastolic pressure
becomes the highest point on the waveform. Afterload
reduction is evidenced by a decreased systolic pressure
following balloon inflation, as well as by lowered aortic
end-diastolic pressures (Figure 7-63). In reality, these
"ideal" tracing landmarks are not always evident, despite
clinical improvements in CO and tissue perfusion. Additional indications, such as decreased HR, and improvements
in urine output, mixed venous oxygen saturation, and
peripheral perfusion should be monitored to evaluate the
effectiveness of the balloon pump.
Continuous hemodynamic and HR monitoring provides
evidence of the need for IABP timing adjustments, which
- should be made for signs of deteriorating clinical status, a
change in cardiac rhythm, or HR changes greater than
10 beats/min.20 1 Improper IABP timing can result in
suboptimal cardiac support or severely compromised cardiac ejection.
Nursing Care. Care of the child receiving IABP
therapy requires expert nursing knowledge of cardiac
physiology, as well as knowledge and skill of the IABP
device. The potential infrequent use of this therapy makes it
difficult to maintain nursing competency and experience.
Typically, nursing care is provided by two nurses: one to
care for the patient and one to monitor and manipulate the
balloon pump. Nursing care responsibilities include manipulating the pump, monitoring hemodynamics, evaluating the
effectiveness of the therapy, assessing the progression of
cardiac failure, monitoring for complications of the therapy,
and providing family education and support. Nursing care
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Arterial pressure waveform characteristics during intraaortic balloon counterpuisation therapy.

may be more complex than in adults because of the
challenges of timing requiring frequent manual timing and
the difficulty in the interpretation of IABP waveforms.202
Once IABP therapy is initiated and minor adjustments in
balloon timing are complete, an hourly assessment is
performed that includes recording of IABP parameters,
evaluation of hemodynamic parameters, assessment of leg
perfusion distal to the catheter, urine output, and laboratory
results 202 The ECG tracing and the IABP waveforms are
constantly monitored to interpret the effectiveness of
balloon pumping. Timing is evaluated every I to 2 hours
along with the manual filling of the balloon.
Continuous monitoring and evaluation of the effectiveness of IABP support are crucial. Frequent assessment of
hemodynamic parameters should reveal the anticipated
benefits of IABP counterpulsation, including signs of
increased CO, decreased SVR and filling pressures, and
improved end-organ perfusion. Failure to achieve these
parameters may be the result of improper IABP timing,
arrhythmias, catheter dislodgment or damage, or worsening
ventricular function.
Catheter migration may result in decreased perfusion of
either the kidneys or left arm. An abrupt cessation of urine
output may indicate downward balloon migration with
obstruction of the renal arteries. Upward balloon displacement can result in obstruction of the left subclavian artery,
resulting in impaired left arm perfusion. Correct IABP
position should be evaluated with a daily chest radiograph.
Careful assessment of the cannulated lower extremity is
also important. The quality of peripheral pulses should be
assessed before and after balloon placement to note changes
from baseline. Asymptomatic loss of palpable distal pulses
occurs commonly after IABP insertion and often does not
progress to severe limb ischemia. If systemic output is
improved after balloon placement, tissue perfusion to the

cannulated leg may improve despite diminished distal
pulses. Signs of more severe obstruction to blood flow,
including pain, pallor, or mottling, and decreased sensation
or loss of motor function should be aggressively evaluated.
Weaning From IABP. Weaning from IABP can be
initiated when hemodynamics are stable, pharmacologic
support has been significantly reduced, and improvements in
cardiac function are evident. Echocardiography is often used
to evaluate LV shortening fraction and ejection fraction to
document improvements in ventricular function before
weaning from IABP.
Weaning to discontinuation of support is usually performed over a 24- to 48-hour period. Weaning is achieved
by decreasing the frequency of augmentation from every
beat (I: I) to every second, fourth, or eighth beat (I :2, 1:4,
I :8). During this process the nurse monitors and evaluates
the patient for signs of failure to wean, including signs of
decreased CO and tissue perfusion, increased fi lling pressures, and cardiac arrhythmias. Pharmacologic support may
be increased at this time to optimize cardiac function. If
weaning is tolerated, the catheter is removed surgically, and
the incision is closed. Embolectomy catheters may be used
immediately after catheter removal to remove any clot
trapped in the femoral artery.lss Careful assessment of distal
extremity pulses and perfusion following the discontinuation of therapy is critical to identify thrombus formation or
distal embolization of clot.
Outcomes. In 1980, Pollock and co-workers l94 reported the use of IABP in 14 children between 1.5 and
18 years of age following cardiac surgery. Although six
children (43%) were long-term survivors, no child under the
age of 5 years survived. They concluded that young children
with minimal CO and immature aortas could not be
adequately augmented with the IABP. Later, this same series
was reported with additional patients. With the improve-
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ments in equipment, they reported the successful augmentation of CO in a 2-kg infant with LV failure of unknown
cause. The total number of patients over a lO-year period
was 38 with a 37% survival. In this group, the patients with
the highest mortality were those who were postoperative
Fontan patients.
The largest series to date reports the use of IABP in
43 patients over a 15-year period. This series included
both postsurgical and medical patients ranging in age from
5 days to 18 years, weighing 4.2 to 40 kg; 19 of the patients
were less than 3 years of age. In this series, 51 % of the
patients were weaned from the IABP, and 42% were
long-term survivors. With increased experience over the
15 years, improvements in technology, and the implementation of echocardiographic timing, the more recent survival
in this group has improved. Since 1994, reported survival
has been 78%.188
Complications reported with the use of lABP include
limb ischemia, renal failure, mesenteric ischemia, balloon
rupture, vessel perforation, hematoma, and wound infection.
The increased experience and improved technology, however, have shown a decrease in these complications. Pollock
and colleagues 194 reported that 14% of the patients suffered
severe leg ischemia, 14% experienced renal failure, and 7%
had abdominal distension. More recently, Hawkins and
Minich l88 reported that over the last 10 years, complications related to IABP therapy have been few. In 22 patients, I patient had limb ischemia and I developed sepsis; however, neither complication required removal of
the lABP.

Ventricular Assist Devices
A VAD is an extracorporeal pump that takes over a variable
percent of left or right ventricular output. It is used in
situations of life-threatening ventricular dysfunction. Although several types of VADs exist, the centrifugal pump is
most commonly used for temporary cardiac support in
children. The primary advantage of the VAD is its ability to
support 100% of the CO, thereby allowing the inotropes to
be weaned and the heart to sufficiently rest and recover. In
addition, the VAD is a simple extracorporeal circuit and
pump that requires little manipulation once support has been
initiated.
Pneumatic VADs can be used in adult-size children,
usually in the setting of bridge to transplantation. They
consist of a paracorporeal air-driven blood pump, and an
electropneumatic driving system that provides pulsatile
blood flow. The blood pump circuit consists of short
segments of tubing that connect directly to the intracardiac
cannulas, artificial ventricles that house a blood chamber,
and an air chamber separated by a polyurethane membrane.
The console allows adjustments of HR, drive pressure, and
percentage of systole to optimize hemodynamics. The
system can be operated in an asynchronous mode or
triggered by the ECG for cardiac synchrony. Although there
are case reports of their use in small children, pneumatic
VADs are currently limited secondary to size constraints,
flow requirements, and the need for multiple pumps, with

different stroke volumes to accommodate a wide range of
pediatric sizes.
The centrifugal VAD pump transports blood through an
extracorporeal circuit by imparting kinetic energy to it
(Figure 7-64). Power is applied to a magnetic pump head
that rotates a magnet in a cone-shaped impeller that, in turn,
rotates the blood inside the cone, creating a centrifugal force
that transports the blood through the circuit. There is no
obligatory volume displacement by the pump, and the flow
through the circuit is both preload and afterload sensitive.
Venous return to the pump is active and not dependent on
gravity. The revolutions per minute (rpm) are set to achieve
a desired flow (CO) through the circuit. Blood flow through
this extracorporeal circuit is continuous and nonpulsatile.
There is no reservoir, oxygenator, or heat exchanger present;
therefore, it is a completely closed system.
When a LVAD is indicated, the extracorporeal circuit
consists of a LA cannula connected by a short segment of
tubing to the cone segment of the pump. The cone segment
is connected by another short segment of tubing to an aortic
cannula. When RV assist is indicated, RA and PA cannulas
are connected to the pump tubing and pump. When
biventricular support is indicated, the left atrium and aorta
are connected to one pump, and the right atrium and
pulmonary artery are connected to a second pump. When a
VAD is indicated for a single-ventricle heart, the cannulas
are place in the common atria and the aorta. In all cases, a
flow probe is present on the inflow (aortic/pulmonary artery)
tubing. This measures the flow, or CO, provide by the VAD.
Equipment and Insertion. The Bio-Medicus (Medtronic) system is the most common VAD used in children
who require mechanical cardiac support. This system
consists of a Bio-Console, the Bio-Probe monitoring system, a disposable Bio-Pump circuit, and an emergency
handcrank. The Bio-Console contains the operator controls,
monitors, and alarms, as well as the pump receptacle. It
operates on standard line voltage or battery power. Two
pump sizes are available for support: the BP-50 Bio-Pump
is used for patients weighing less than 10 kg, and the BP-80
Bio-Pump is used for patients weighing more than 10 kg.
The '!4-inch tubing fits the BP-50 with a complete priming
volume of approximately 180 mI, and 3/.-inch tubing fits the
BP-80 with a priming volume of 350 m!. Both pump sizes
fit the same drive unit. The pump is equipped with an
internal battery that will maintain pump function when there
is not AC power. The battery, when charged, lasts approximately 45 minutes at a 3500-RPM pump speed. The
cannulas used for standard cardiopulmonary bypass are used
for the VAD.
The initiation of VAD support can occur in the PICU or
in the operating room. When initiated in the operating room,
every effort is made to control the surgical bleeding before
initiating mechanical support. When possible, the patient is
weaned from cardiopulmonary bypass, the heparin is
reversed, and clotting factors are administered. Following
this, VAD support is' initiated with limited and controlled
anticoagulation.
The cannulas are placed via open sternotomy and
connected to the extracorporeal circui t that has been primed
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Medtronic
Bio-medicus
- - - - - - - - - - - Pumphead
and
Console

I

with 5% albumin or whole blood. The pump head is placed
into the console, and blood flow through the circuit is
initiated by increasing the RPMs to achieve a desired
extracorporeal flow (CO). The percentage of CO provided
by the VAD depends on the degree of myocardial dysfunction. Generally, flow is increased until desired mean
systemic arterial pressure and atrial pressures are achieved.
Hemodynamic parameters, peripheral perfusion, color, urine
output, and systemic arterial blood gases are immediately
evaluated for signs of improved oxygen delivery.
The cannulas are securely sutured in place, and the
mediastinum is left open and covered with a Silastic patch.
Occasionally in older children, the sternum is left open, and
the skin is closed. A continuous infusion of heparin is
initiated to maintain an activated clotting time (ACT) of
160 to 200 seconds, depending on VAD flow rates.
Management. Care of the patient requiring centrifugal VAD support requires a highly skilled, multidisciplinary
approach to provide a safe environment, minimize complications, and promote optimal recovery. Hemodynamic
parameters are monitored and evaluated continuously. Mean
systemic arterial pressure is usually maintained at 40 mmHg
or greater in neonates and 60 mmHg in older children. 203
The arterial line will have variable pulsatility depending
on the amount of nonpulsatile flow provided by the
VAD. Therefore the MAP is monitored as a measure of
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Fig. 7·64 Left ventricular assist
device support with Medtronic BioMedicus centrifugal device. (Copyright
1990 by Medtronic, Inc. Reprinted
with permission.)

CO. As ventricular function improves and VAD support is
decreased, pulsatility on the arterial waveform should
improve. Pulse oximetry may also be difficult to monitor
because of the absence of distal pulses. In this case, blood
gas analysis should be used to evaluate systemic arterial
oxygenation.
The pump RPM is adjusted to provide a CO that results
in an atrial pressure (RA or LA) of 6 to 10 mmHg. When an
isolated LVAD is used, RA pressure is used to monitor
volume status and is maintained between 5 to 10 mmHg.
When RA pressure is elevated, RV dysfunction should be
suspected. With an isolated RVAD, LA pressure is used to
monitor volume status, assuming the left ventricle is
working adequately. In any case, atrial pressures are always
maintained over 5 mmHg to prevent any air from being
entrained into the circuit. This is especially important when
an LVAD is used because the entry of air could result in
cerebral or coronary air embolism.
A systemic continuous infusion of heparin is provided to
avoid clot formation in the cannulas and extracorporeal
circuit. When a full CO is provided by the VAD, ACT is
titrated to about 150 to 180 seconds. When pump support
is less than 50% of CO, ACT is titrated to about 180 to
200 seconds. Lower ACT (160 to 180 seconds) may be
maintained if tubing coated with the Carrneda BioActive
Surface is used. 191 The patient's hematocrit should be
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maintained at about 40%, depending on the patient's
physiology, to optimize oxygen delivery. Inotropic support
will vary, depending on the phase of the assist device period.
During the early support phase (initial 48 hours) when
nearly 100% support is provided, inotropic support should
be minimal and used to support the non-pump-assisted
ventricle (5 ~g/kg/min of dopamine, no epinephrine),
allowing optimal rest of the sick ventricle. During the
weaning phase, inotropic support will need to be increased
to achieve acceptable bi ventricular function.
Because the centrifugal VAD has no obligatory volume
displacement, the flow through the circuit is both preload
and afterioad sensitive. Changes in the patient's preload and
systemic and pulmonary vascular resistances will alter the
flow through the circuit. For example, if the patient loses
blood volume, flow through the VAD will decrease. If SVR
increases on a patient receiving LVAD therapy, this will also
result in a decreasing flow through the circuit and potentially
increasing the volume load on the left ventricle. VAD flow
alarms must be monitoring closely to detect changes in
circuit flow.
During VAD support, it is crucial that all hemodynamic
parameters are monitored and evaluated continuously to
recognize changes in VAD flow, ventricular function,
volume status, and VAD complications. Specific troubleshooting for hemodynamic parameters and complications
are listed in Box 7-9.
Nursing Care. Specific nursing responsibilities when
caring for patients on a centrifugal VAD include the
following: (I) maintaining the safety and security of the
extracorporeal circuit; (2) houriy monitoring of the circuit
for air and clot formation; (3) monitoring hemodynamic
parameters, VAD flow, and signs of adequate oxygen
delivery; (4) thermoregulation; (5) skin care; (6) assessment
and management of comfort; (7) observing for complications; and (8) support and education of the family. Collaborative responsibilities include troubleshooting, treatment of
complications, and management of emergencies.
Nurses have a primary responsibility to ensure the safety
of the patient's environment and to prevent complications of
therapy. Specific safety interventions for the VAD include
the following: (l) securing the cannula(s) to the patient;
(2) securing the circuit tubing to the patient and the bed;
(3) maintaining system security during procedures, such as
radiographic examinations, and position changes; (4) ensuring that emergency electrical power is maintained; (5) appropriately setting hemodynamic and VAD alarm limits; and
(6) carefully observing for air or thrombus formation in the
circuit. Although thrombus formation can occur at any
location in the circuit, it is more likely to occur where
connections exist, for example, in the connectors between
the cannulas and the circuit tubing. The surgeons should be
alerted of any thrombus formation. When thrombus is
removed, the patient is temporarily removed from VAD
support while the thrombus is evacuated; therefore interventions must be implemented to support the heart during this
time. Air can enter the circuit if the atrial pressure falls
below 5 mmHg. For small amount of static air, the surgeons
should be alerted and plans made to remove it. If large
amounts of air have entered and are moving toward the
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Box 7-9
Troubleshooting Patients on the Centrifugal
Ventricular Assist Device

Left Ventricular Assist Device (LVAD)
Low Left Atrial (LA) Pressure
Consider: hypovolemia, right ventricle (RV) failure, excessive
pump support, LA line in the pericardial space, malfunctioning
LA line

High Left Atrial Pressure
Consider: volume overload, worsening left ventricle (LV)
failure, inadequate pump support. LA line near the mitral valve
or wedged in the atria or pulmonary vein

Low Right Atrial (RAJ Pressure
Consider: hypovolemia. PFO or ASD, RA line in the pericardial
space

High Right Atrial Pressure
Consider: volume overload, RV failure. RA line in the RV or
wedged in the atria, PHT

Right Ventricular Assist Device (RVAD)
Low Right Atrial Pressure
Consider: hypovolemia, excessive pump support. RA line in
the pericardial space

High Right Atrial Pressure
Consider: worsening RV failure, inadequate pump support,
volume overload, RA line near the tricuspid valve or wedged in
the atria

Low Left Atrial Pressure
Consider: hypovolemia, malpositioned LA line, PFO, or ASD
High Left Atrial Pressure
Consider: LV failure, malpositioned LA line, volume overload,
increased afterload in systemic circulation

RVAD or LVAD
Deteriorating Blood Gases
Consider: worsening heart failure, primary pulmonary problem. ASD, or PFO

Inability to Maintain Adequate Flow
Consider: hypovolemia, malpositioned cannulas, thrombosis
of cannulas or circuit, kink in the circuit tubing, increased
afterload

Excessive Mediastinal Hemorrhage
Consider: overheparinization. consumptive coagulopathy, cannula dislodgment, surgical bleeding
PFO, Palent foramen ovale; ASD. atrial septal defect.

patient, it may be necessary for the nurse to emergently
clamp the aortic/pulmonary artery cannulas to prevent air
entry to the patient. When the cannulas or tubing are
clamped, the patient will be acutely removed from VAD
support and resuscitative measures should be implemented.
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Maintaining the patient's temperature is also crucial.
Without a heat exchanger in the centrifugal VAD circuit.
pediatric patients, especially neonates and infants. may
quickly become hypothermic. Every effort should be made
before the initiation of therapy to warm the patient. Such
interventions include increasing the ambient room temperature, placing a warming device under or over the patient.
and placing a warming blanket under the extracorporal
circuit tubing. In addition. the patient's temperature should
be monitored continuously to avoid sudden drops in
temperature. Cooling from the extracorporeal circuit may
mask the presence of a fever. Other signs of infection should
be monitored closely.
Careful monitoring of hemodynamic parameters, along
with VAD flow, will provide information regarding adequacy of oxygen delivery and recovery of ventricular
function. Atrial alarm limits should be set at 5 mmHg so that
the nurse is immediately alerted immediately to low atrial
pressures. Interventions must be implemented to prevent the
entry of air into the circuit. These include volume administration or lowering of the VAD flow until atrial pressure
increases to 6 to 10 mmHg. Changes in atrial pressure, BP.
and VAD flow may indicate changes in preload or afterload
and should be evaluated immediately.
Interventions to maintain skin integrity and prevent other
complications of immobility must be implemented. Patients
can safely be turned side to side even small amounts to
assess the skin and prevent breakdown on pressure points.
When doing so, one nurse should hold the cannulas and
circuit tubing to prevent accidental kinking or disconnection. When possible, the use of a pressure-reducing air
mattress should be considered before implementation of
VAD therapy. Typically these patients receive continuous
infusions of analgesics and sedatives and intennittent
neuromuscular blocking agents.
Bleeding is the most common complication associated with VAD use and therefore must be carefully
assessed and managed by the PICU team. Common causes
include surgical bleeding, anticoagulation, and coagulopathy. Assessment for bleeding complications includes
strict monitoring of chest tube output, evaluation of
hematocrit and coagulation studies, monitoring for signs
of cardiac tamponade, and observing the open chest
for accumulation of blood. Packed red blood cells, fresh
frozen plasma, and platelets may be administered to
maintain hemostasis. Careful attention must be made,
however, to the risk of thrombus fornlation in the extracorporeal circuit when fresh frozen plasma and platelets
are administered. Cryoprecipitate and vitamin K are generally avoided because of the potential for acute thrombus
formation. 204
Potential emergency situations include cardiac arrest,
circuit disruption, and pump malfunction. Box 7-10 outlines
general guidelines for the management of these emergencies. Specific measures for resuscitation should be established in each institution and for individual clinical situations. Emergency resuscitation with open chest cardiac
compressions poses a risk of cannula disruption; however,
the exact risk is unknown and may not necessitate the
avoidance of compressions. Clamps are kept at the bedside

~
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Box 7·10

General Guidelines for the Management
of VAD Emergencies

""

In the event of a cardiac arrest:
BiVAD:
Turn pumps to full cardiac support
RVAD or LVAD:
CPR to resuscitate the heart
Defibrillation for ventricular fibrillation
In the event of a circuit disruption:
Outside the chest:
Clamp the circuit tubing or cannulaes
Inside the chest:
Notify surgeons immediately-CPR
In the event of pump malfunction:
Hand crank for power failure
Notify surgeons and perfusionis!s immediately
Evaluate cardiovascular status--CPR
VAD, Ventricular assist device; CPR, cardiopulmonary

resu~citation.

for prevention of hemorrhage with circuit disruption and to
prevent air entry into the aorta. Clamps can be placed onto
the circuit tubing while the pump is running. The centrifugal
nature of the VAD flow prevents increases in circuit pressure
and leak when clamped.
Weaning From VAD. Weaning from the VAD is
accomplished when the patient's hemodynamics have improved and there is echocardiographic evidence that ventricular function has recovered. Typically, recovery can be
observed when there is a return of a pulsatile waveform on
the peripheral arterial trace on high levels of device support
(80% of the CO provided by the VAD).'9' Weaning to
discontinuation of therapy can take place in the operating
room or the PICU and usually occurs over several hours.
Once inotropic support is optimized, the VAD flow is
gradually decreased while carefully evaluating the patient's
hemodynamics. When the VAD flow is at a minimum, HR,
systemic arterial BP, atrial pressure. and arterial blood gases
are evaluated for signs of adequate oxygen delivery. In
addition, transesophageal echocardiography is performed to
evaluate ventricular function. When medical therapy is
optimized, mechanical support is completely withdrawn.
After discontinuation, the patient should be closely monitored for signs of low CO. The chest may be left open until
adequate ventricular function and hemodynamic stability
have been ensured.
Outcomes. Several small series report the use of centrifugal ventricular assist devices in children. 189-191.205-208
The most common indications for VAD support were the
failure to wean from cardiopulmonary bypass and postoperative low CO. In these series, duration of support ranged
from I to 8 days (mean of approximately 43 hours), and
survi val ranged from 3 I% to 70%. Thuys and colleagues 189
reported VAD use in 34 postoperative infants weighing under 6 kg, with the most common diagnosis being hypoplastic
left heart syndrome. Sixty-four percent of these infants were
weaned from VAD, and 31 % survived to hospital discharge.
Del Nido and associates 190 reported 70% survival in children receiving VAD support after repair of anomalous origin
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of the left coronary artery from the pulmonary anery (ALCAPA). These demonstrate the role that diagnosis may have
on survival.
In a larger series, Duncan and co-workers 191 reported the
use of VAD support in 29 children with cardiac disease.
Survival in this group was 41 %, with the most common causes of death being ventricular failure and multiple organ system failure. Patients who did not demonstrate return of ventricular function within 48 to 72 hours
of the institution of support either died or required
cardiac transplantation. Costa and colleagues 208 reported
the highest mortality to be in patients requiring support
for postoperative low CO, emphasizing the importance of
early institution of therapy to avoid multiple organ system
failure.
Potential complications of VAD therapy include bleeding, circuit thrombus fonnation, infection, air emboli,
neurologic damage, hemolysis, and mechanical problems.
Bleeding secondary to anticoagulation, surgical bleeding, or
coagulopathy is the most common complication of VAD
support. Duncan and co-workers 191 reported that 44% of
VAD patients experienced excessive bleeding. Risk factors
included chest cannulation and need for initiation of support
in the operating room. Thuys and associates 189 reported
thrombus formation in the VAD circuit to be the most
common complication, occurring in 38% of patients. Of
these patients, four required pump head changes, one
required circuit change, and eight required no intervention.
In the series listed previously, serious infections, including mediastinitis, pneumonia, and positive blood cultures,
have been reported in up to 30% of patients requiring VAD
support. Potential predisposing factors may include preoperative infection, delayed sternal closure, use of invasive
monitoring lines and catheters, mediastinal exploration for
bleeding, and prolonged ventilatory support. Measures to
decrease infection include frequent handwashing, strict
aseptic technique during contact with invasive lines, prompt
removal of nonessential lines and catheters, aggressive
pulmonary hygiene measures, and use of sterile technique
during open sternal dressing changes. Additional reported
complications, such as hemolysis and mechanical problems,
are less common but must be carefully assessed in all VAD
patients.

Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation
for Cardiac Support
ECMO consists of an extracorporeal circuit that contains an
oxygen membrane, a pump, and a heat exchanger. Like the
VAD, ECMO can support a variable amount of the CO. The
primary advantage over the VAD is its ability to provide
both oxygenation and cardiac support. The disadvantage
compared with the VAD is the complexity of the circuit and
the increased need for anticoagulation. ECMO for cardiac
support is used primarily in postoperative cardiac surgery
patients who suffer from low CO in addition to hypoxemia
or pulmonary hypertension. Its use in children with cardiomyopathy or myocarditis has also been described. The use
of ECMO for the resuscitation of pediatric patients with

hean disease following cardiac arrest has also been reported
with successful outcomes.I92.209
Equipment and Insertion. Techniques and systems
used for ECMO support are well described in Chapter 8. In
brief, a servoregulated flow system driven by a pump with
a membrane oxygenator and a heat exchanger is used. Blood
is drained by gravity through the venous cannulas into
the servoregulated system. Although a roller pump is
commonly used in the ECMO circuit, a centrifugal pump
can be used in its place. Premembrane and postmembrane
pressures are monitored. Venoarterial support is used in the
majority of patients; however, in cardiac patients suffering
isolated pulmonary dysfunction, venovenous ECMO may
be used.
Initiation of support can occur in the PICD or the
operating room. For cardiac patients, the site of cannulation
will vary depending on surgical preference and the clinical
situation. Patients who require immediate postoperative
support or those who require support during resuscitation
usually have transthoracic cannulas placed directly into the
RA appendage and the aorta. Peripheral cannulation via the
neck or femoral vessels may be used in patients who require
support later in their postoperative period. In general, large
venous cannulas are required secondary to the high flow
rates used for cardiac support. In addition to the RA and
aortic cannulas, the placement of an LA cannula is often
necessary. Blood return to the left atrium, along with the
increased LV afterload resulting from the high flow rates to
the ascending aorta, can cause increases in LVEDP and LAP.
To adequately rest the left ventricle and prevent pulmonary
edema, a LA cannula is placed to decompress the left
ventricle. This cannula is connected to the venous tubing of
the ECMO circuit with a Y connection. When transthoracic
cannulas are used, the chest is usually left open and covered
with a Silastic patch.
Management. The ECMO procedure for cardiac
support is similar to that required for acute respiratory
failure in children; however, the goals of support are
different. In the patients requiring ECMO for acute respiratory failure, pump flows are adjusted to achieve satisfactory arterial oxygenation. In patients with low CO after
cardiac operations, the goal is to maintain adequate tissue
perfusion while providing complete or nearly complete
cardiac bypass to prevent cardiac distension, minimize
myocardial energy expenditure, and maximize the chance of
cardiac recovery. Once support is initiated. flow rates
are adjusted to provide a systemic MAP of approximately
40 mmHg in neonates and 60 mmHg in children and atrial
pressures of 4 to 8 mmHg. Patients are assessed for a
reversal in their shock state, including improvements in
peripheral perfusion, increases in urine output. reversal of
metabolic acidosis, and improvements in systemic and
mixed venous oxygen saturations. Generally, flow rates of
IDO to 2DO mllkg/min are required to support perfusion and
allow ventricular rest. Once stabilized, inotropic infusions
are minimized to reduce their <idverse effects on the hean
and allow ventricular rest. Mechanical ventilator settings
can be minimized to prevent barotrauma and allow pulmo-'
nary recovery. Nonpulsatile flow provided by the ECMO
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circuit results in a dampened arterial waveform and the
inability to use pulse oximetry.
Children on ECMO usually receive prophylactic antibiotic therapy; however, broad-spectrum coverage is generally
avoided. Antibiotic coverage is indi vidualized when specific
organisms are cultured. Anticoagulation is provided by a
continuous infusion of heparin administered via the ECMO
circuit. Heparin is titrated to achieve an activated clotting
time of 180 to 220 seconds. Parenteral nutrition is initiated
within 24 to 48 hours. Enteral nutrition is avoided until full
recovery of the hypoperfusion state has occurred. Typically,
continuous infusions of analgesics and sedatives along with
intermittent doses of neuromuscular blocking agents are
administered.
Patients who are oliguric or anuric can receive renal
replacement therapy through peritoneal dialysis or hemofiltration. A hemofilter can be placed from the arterial tubing
to the venous tubing, essentially providing continuous
arteriovenous hemofiltration. This can provide both solute
clearance and fluid removal until renal function improves.
Countercurrent dialysate flow can be provided when additional solute clearance is required.
Weaning From ECMO Support. In general, patients
are maintained on full ECMO support for 48 to 72 hours
before any attempt to wean. The duration of ECMO when
used for cardiac support is less than when used for acute
respiratory failure. The technique for weaning is also
different. When weaning for respiratory failure, pump flow
is decreased as pulmonary function improves. When used
for cardiac failure, pump flow is gradually turned down
while maintaining adequate filling pressures and systemic
BP. Pump flow is gradually reduced in small increments
over a 12- to 24-hour period. During this time, ventilator
settings are increased to achieve adequate oxygenation,
ventilation, and acid-base status. Inotropic support is also
increased to optimize myocardial function. The pulse
contour on the systemic arterial tracing is closely observed,
along with other signs of adequate systemic perfusion. Atrial
pressures usually rise to normal or elevated levels. augmented by volume administration as indicated. Transesophageal echocardiography may be performed during the
weaning phase to assess myocardial contractility and
ventricular ejection in relation to systolic BP as blood flow
pump is decreased. Once optimal CO and pulmonary
function are achieved, the patient is tried off ECMO for
a brief period, followed by decannulation. The chest is
often left open after the discontinuation of ECMO until
optimal hemodynamics and oxygen saturation have been
achieved.
Nursing Care. Caring for the patient receiving ECMO
for cardiac support requires two nurses. One nurse provides
direct patient care while the second nurse provides the
monitoring and manipulation of the ECMO circuit. Nursing
care for the ECMO patient is well described in Chapter 8.
Specific nursing considerations are made for the patient
receiving ECM 0 after cardiac surgery. These are related to
the assessment and management of cardiac function and the
recognition and management of complications secondary to
the use of cardiac ECMO.
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Monitoring Cardiac Function. MAP, RA pressure,
and LA pressure are continuously monitored. Increases in
atrial pressures may indicate worsening cardiac function
or volume overload, whereas decreases in atrial pressures
may indicate improving ventricular function, excessive
ECMO support, or hypovolemia. Isolated increases in LA
pressure may indicate inadequate LV decompression and
should be addressed. When a LA cannula is present for
LV decompression, flow through it may be sluggish and
should be carefully monitored. When thrombus forms in
the LA vent, the tubing should be changed to avoid left
atrial and ventricular distension. HR and rhythm must also
be supported to optimize hemodynamics. Cardiac arrhythmias should be promptly treated with antiarrhythmic
medications or pacemaker therapy to maintain a normal
sinus rhythm. Additional signs of adequate oxygen delivery should be monitored closely to ensure adequate
extracorporeal support. Systemic arterial pulsatility should
improve when cardiac function has recovered, despite high
levels of ECMO support. Some patients experience systemic hypertension when receiving cardiopulmonary bypass from ECMO and may require afterload reduction. This
may be related to the renin-angiotensin response to
nonpulsatile flow.
Assessment and Management of Complications.
Bleeding is a major complication of ECMO when used for
cardiac support and may require multiple exploration of
the mediastinum to remove blood and to evaluate for
surgical bleeding. Multiple suture lines, the use of cardiopulmonary bypass, the need for systemic heparinization, delayed sternal closure, and the use of multiple
drainage tubes and monitoring lines result in generalized
chest bleeding. In addition to chest bleeding, significant
gastrointestinal, pulmonary, and intraabdominal bleeding
has been reported. Nursing interventions include careful
monitoring of blood loss, specifically through the chest
tubes. Assessment of the mediastinum under the Silastic patch is crucial to evaluate the accumulation of
mediastinal blood and the possible development of cardiac tamponade. Replacement of blood in addition to
platelets and fresh frozen plasma is often necessary.
Although bleeding can be treated with transfusions, massi ve transfusions can result in pulmonary impairment that
may impact morbidity and mortality. Ionized calcium levels
may fall when large amounts of blood transfusions are
administered. Adequate replacement of calcium must be
given to prevent negative inotrope associated with
hypocalcemia.
The nursing team must provide the prevention, assessment, and management of other potential complications.
Most commonly these include neurologic complications,
infection, and renal failure. Although the patients typically
receive continuous infusions of analgesics and sedatives,
the intermittent use of neuromuscular blocking agents
allows periods when a neurologic examination can be
performed. Clinical evidence of seizures must be reported
and managed aggressively. Neonates should receive head
ultrasounds when abnormal neurologic examinations are
present. The prevention of infection and the early iden-
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tification of infection are crucial. Prevention strategies
include meticulous dressing and wound care, sterile technique and maintenance of a sterile environment for
mediastinal explorations, limited entry into the ECMO circuit and invasive catheters, and meticulous handwashing. Although signs of infection must be monitored, it
should be remembered that fever may be masked by the
heat exchanger and changes in platelet count may be altered by the use of the extracorporeal circuit. Elevations
in white blood cell counts and positive cultures must
be aggressively treated. The presence of renal failure may
be managed by hemofiltration through the ECMO circuit.
Strict monitoring of intake and output and frequent evaluation of laboratory data are critical to avoid complications
related to hypovolemia, hypervolemia, or electrolyte
disturbance.
The stress of ECMO therapy after cardiac surgery affects
family coping. The severity of illness, sight of the extracorporeal circuit, and increased risk for morbidity and mortality
are particularly stressful to families.2 IO Preparation for
visiting, regular communication, and providing accurate
information is important. As with any critically ill child,
families must be supported in their attempts to be involved
in their child's care, regardless of their acuity.
Outcomes. Over the last decade, several centers have
reported the use of ECMO for cardiac support. 191.21 1-218 In
these series, success with weaning from ECMO support was
reported in 52% to 75% of patients, and survival to hospital
discharge has occurred in 33% to 58% of patients. In a
recent larger series, Duncan and colleagues 191 reported the
use of ECMO for cardiac support in 67 patients, with an
overall survival of 40.3%.
Several authors have attempted to detemline outcomeassociated factors for pediatric cardiac ECMO. 19 1.216-218 In
these series, factors associated with mortality included the
presence of residual cardiac defects, the presence of
single-ventricle physiology, the need to initiate ECMO
support in the operating room immediately following
cardiopulmonary bypass, renal failure, and the lack of return
of ventricular function after 72 hours of ECMO support.
Black and co-workers 216 reported the maximum time
required for ventricular recovery among 31 postcardiotomy
patients was 6 days; all children supported longer than 6
days died. Duncan and colleagues l9 ! concluded that there
were no ECMO survivors with a serum pH below 7.38 or
serum bicarbonate below 22 mmol/dl at 24 hours of ECMO
support. This finding presumably reflected the impact of
significant hypoperfusion before the initiation of ECMO
support.
The use of ECMO to resuscitate children having cardiac
arrest after cardiac surgery has demonstrated better results
than in other patient populations.192.209.215 In one series
in which eleven cardiac patients were resuscitated with
ECMO, 91 % were weaned from ECMO, and 64% were
discharged from the hospital. The reasons for better
outcomes in pediatric patients with cardiac disease may be
related to witnessed arrests in the PICO, the use of open
chest CPR, the degree of core cooling, and the possible
acute yet reversible cause of the arrest, such as cardiac
arrhythmias.

Complications reported with cardiac ECMO include
bleeding, infection, renal failure. neurologic complications,
multiple system organ failure, and mechanical problems.
When comparing ECMO and VAD therapy for cardiac
support, all complications occurred more often in ECMO
patients. 191 In one series,survival was low «22%) in
patients who had any complication.2 18 Bleeding is the most
common complication associated with cardiac ECMO,
occurring in approximately 40% of patients. Excessive
blood loss has been shown to be a risk factor for death in
ECMO-supported patients. 191 In this series, risk factors for
excessive bleeding included chest cannulation and the need
for ECMO support in the operating room.
Neurologic complications include seizures, intracranial
hemorrhage, embolus or thrombus, and anoxic encephalopathy. Although these complications may not result in death,
they have a significant impact on morbidity. Other than
intracranial hemorrhage, it may be difficult to determine if
the neurologic complications result from the ECMO or the
pre-ECMO condition.
Infection occurs in approximately 25% of patients
receiving cardiac ECMO support.191.217 Most often these
infections include mediastinitis, pneumonia, and sepsis.
Renal failure occurs in approximately 20% of patients and
often requires hemofiltration. 191 .2!8
Mechanical problems occur more often in ECMO
support than VAD support; however, they may not be
a~sociated with a significantly higher mortality. The increased mechanical problems are presumably related to the
increased complexity of the ECMO circuit. The presence of
the oxygenator is a significant source of morbidity, resulting
in trauma to blood elements and activation of systemic
inflammatory and coagulation cascades.

SUMMARY
This chapter has provided a review of fetal development
of the heart and fetal circulation and the circulatory
changes that occur at birth. Normal fetal cardiovascular
development provided a mechanism to introduce congenital
heart disease. The physical properties of the cardiovascular
system were reviewed next; including an overview of
essential anatomy, the function of the heart's electrical
system, the cardiac cycle, and regulation of CO. Attention
was directed at the effects of maturation on cardiovascular
function.
The second major focus of the chapter was assessment of
the cardiovascular system. Both physical assessment and
noninvasive evaluation were reviewed. Discussion of intensive care unit monitoring of cardiovascular function and
cardiac catheterization followed.
Sections that detailed cardiovascular support to maintain
adequate tissue perfusion concluded the chapter. Pharmacologic support, pacemaker therapy, and mechanical support
were discussed. Because cardiovascular failure and inadequate tissue perfusion (ire the final common pathophysiologic pathways in a variety of critical illnesses and injuries
in infants and children, critical care nurses must master
complex therapies and technologies aimed at restoring
health to this patient population.
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